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Thomaston Plant of Dragon Cement Company Is Observing Silver
Anniversary of First Shipment of Its Product on May 14, 1928

City Manager's
Report For April
City Manager Frederick D.
Farnsworth has submitted to city
council his monthly report for Ap
ril 1953. In part it reads as follows:

COMPANY HAS AVERAGED $1,000,000
PER YEAR FOR WAGES, TAXES, POWER,

Finance
Tax

FREIGHT IN AREA FOR PAST 25 YEARS

Collector

The tax collector shows *14.861.94
collected during the month, of
which *2,478.66 was excise tax. The
balance uncollected for all years is
111957.52 and the balance uncol
lected for tax liens is *13,269.18.

g
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Today marks the 25th anniversary of the shipping of
the first cement from the plant of Dragon Cement Company
in Thomaston on May 14, 1928.
The first trainload to roll out of the plant on the rails
of the Maine Central had taken almost a month to produce.
Today, and several million barrels of cement later, the
same amount could be produced in a single day, with ease.
The plant which rose on the flat wastelands off U. S.
1 between Rockland and Thomaston in the months of 1927
was a marvel of its day, both in size and speed of con
struction.
Today, it is still a marvel and one of the East's out
standing plants in the cement field, both from a production
angle and the fact that it is New England’s only cement mill.

Records Department

The city clerk reported 48 city
licenses and 497 state licenses is
sued. There were 59 recordings of
vital statistics, 116 miscellanoeus
recordings and 23 copies of records
made. City fees amounted to $467 25 and state fees, *826
l/pl Department

The city attorney reports five le
gal opinions rendered and two
other items of legal work.

In the quarter century, a total part in community affairs in towns
of $8,800,000 has been paid in wages where they live and the company
to the more than 200 men who work has many times come forward to
in the big plant the year around.
aid in public events.
Taxes paid to the State of Maine, \ Dragon and it’s rnen are good
Knox County and the Town of neighbors to all the Coastal Area.
Thomaston have totaled *690,000. I
____________
Central Maine Power Company Rockland Savings
has received *3.100,000 in exchange
for electricity to run the 12.000 Bank Held Annual
horsepower in the plants huge mo
tors, smaller equipment and light Meeting May 13
ing.
The Rockland Savings Bank held
The Maine Central Railroad has
its 85th annual meeting May 13,
collected for itself, and other rail
and the following officers, trustee*
roads to which shipments were
and corporators were elected; Prestransferred, the sum of *11,700,000.
_
.
j ident, Edward J. Hellier; treasurer,
The firm has greatly improved „..
„ _.
,
’
the efficiency of kilns and other fa fSldney H- Pierce; assistant treasurer, William H. Butler; trustees,
cilities until today the mill has a
E J. Hellier, J. C. Burrows, H. C.
potential of 2,000,000 barrels of ce
Cowan, W. C. Ladd and R. Q
ment yearly. Incidentally, opera
Gregory.
tions are at peak level now with
The corporators are: E. F. Glover,
every effort being made to meet
C. T. Smalley, E. E. Stoddard, E. C.
the demand for the product.
Cutting, F. D. Orne, Cleveland
Local firms and those closely as
Sleeper, Jr„ E R. Veazie, E. J. Hel
sociated with Dragon in business
lier, R. C. Gregory, R. L. Stratton,
are extending their congratulations
L. A. Thurston, E. Clifford Ladd, E.
in this edition to the extent that a
L. Spear, T. S. Bird, R. G. Ware,
30 page issue was necessary to ac
O. B. Wood, H. C. Cowan, W. N.
commodate them.
Wasgatt, W. L. Oxton, W. C. Ladd,
On page 29 there is a picture of
C. C. Wotton, B. E. Flanders, R. L.
15 men who have been with the
Allen, P p. Bfcknell, H. W. Glover,
plant since the day the first kiln
J. C. Burrows, G. W. fail, E. M.
was fired. Of this group, several
Spear, R. S. Stoddard, S. H. Pierce,
have moved up the ladder to posi
Kennedy Crane, Jr„ W. H. Butler,
tions of increased responsibility, in
L. E. Jones, Edward R. Ladd, O. P.
keeping with company policy of
Ingraham.
choosing it’s leaders from it’s ow’n
For the year ending April 30, the
crews.
president reported increases ln all
John Pomeroy, now vice president
activities. Deposits showed a gain
of the firm and plant manager at
of *282,000. to a total deposit of *5,Thomaston, was then the plant’s
256,612. Income increased to war
chief electrician.
rant a dividend at the rate of two
Raymond Hoch, chief chemist of
and one half per annum, which waa
the plant, was a physical analyst in
declared at a prior meeting of the
the laboratory a quarter century
trustees, and the amount of *61,' ago.
*751.29 was credited to depositor*
William Valenta has moved from
accounts as of May 1, 1953.
the job of quarryman to foreman
of all quarry operations which inMrs. Thomas P. Hayden, former
, eludes the preliminary grinding ly of this city has died suddenly
operations as the rock comes out of in Washington, D. C. Interment
, the quarry.
will be in Waldoboro. Obituary de
I Edward Lynch came to the plant ferred.
as it’s auditor, the position he now
; holds, and has taken on the added
duties of clerk of the corporation.
Alfred Starr started out as a me J PUBLIC SUPPER
chanic in the packhouse where the
S Friday, May 15
product is bagged and shipped. To
day he bosses the entire operation $MT. PLEASANT GRANGE
which includes shipment by rail
WEST ROCKPORT
and truck in both bagged and bulk 5
lots.
5.30 to 7 O’clock
Alfr.’d Sanders was originally
BAKED BEANS. SALADS and
a quarryman. He has moved
All the Delicious Fixings
ahead to have charge of the
Benefit Rockport Pony League g
truck for a labor gang when the

Police Department

There were 18 arrests during the
month and convictions Obtained in
each case; three arrests we-e for
. burglary; one disorderly conduct:
w seven, drunkeness; and seven traf
fic violations. There were 13 acci- I
dents during the month w'th an J
estimated property
damage of
*1480 Seven doors were found un- :
locked at night and 112 investiga- J
tions made. There were 54 parking
violations, 35 being meter and 19
other.
Fire Department

There were 27 alarms and 241
fires. Eleven fires were in buildings;
10 in grass; one, rubbish; and two,!
miscellaneous outdoors. There were
three emergency calls; fire loss es
I
timated at *1500. Twenty-one in. spections were made in nine dlf-1
’ ferent classes of buildings.
Building Permits

Seven permits were issued. One
for a one-family dwelling, valued
at *4,u00; three, additions to dwell
ings, *960; 2, private garages, *800
one, remodeling store front *260. ‘
Total Value *6,000.

The Thomaston plant of the Dragon Cement Company covers a
vast area, as can be seen from the aerial photograph taken a few days
ago of the establishment. Route 1 can be seen at the upper left of the
picture as it skirts the quarry. The building in the foreground houses
the offices and laboratory with the next structure toward the top of the
photo being the former lime mill, now converted to a mortar plant. The
machine shops are next, on the right, with the packhouse, from which
shipments are made, to the far right, with the storage silos beyond,

PubUc Works Department

The principal work, has been
patching the deteriorated streets
which, owing to the unusual wet
weather, broke up and required a
great deal of patching and smooths
„
..
.
,
,
ing up. 129 cubic yards of gravel
were used during the wet weather
when tar patch could not be used
and 152 cubic yards of tar patch
during the few day’s of dry weather
during the month.
_
Welfare Department

I

along the railroad siding. The buiMing which houses the two kilns
joins the twin stacks which are county landmarks. Buildings to the
left cf the roadway house the mill’s power plant and the department
where the rock is ground and prepared for burning in the kilns. At the
quarry brink at the left, is the building which controls the system bring
ing the rock from the quarry by inclined railway and the crusher into
which the raw stone first goes. Railroad lines lead off to the right fore
ground to the main line of the Maine Central. The highway in the left
foreground is the entrance to the plant from Route 1.

.
There were five institutional cases,
eight inmates at City Farm, and
177 children receiving A.D.C.

Fish and Gamers
i

Postpone Meeting

The case load dropped from 177 To May 28
persons at the beginning of the
The May supper-meeting of the
month to 144 at the end of the
month. Of this latter number. 24 Knox County Fish and Game Assoare chargeable to the state, 26 to , Cia;ion scheduled for May 21 has
other towns, and 94 to the city. been postponed to Thursday May
28. It will be the first regular meet
ing in the new clubhouse and was
YOUNG MAN
delayed by inclement weather,
j which made installation of new
WANTED ‘
i equipment impossible.
Full and flnal announcement of
| the May meeting will be male laAn Excellent Opportunity and a i ter in the advertising columns of
Steady Job For the Right Man.
this paper.
R. Waldo Tyler, Secretary
Van Baalen-

FOR STOCK ROOM

Heilbrun & Co. Inc.
TELEPHONE 1385, ROCKLAND

58-59

Some take desperate chances be
cause they have nothing to lose.
John M. Pomeroy, Vice President and Plant Manager

Harold B. Kaler, Assistant Plant Superintendent

Read The Courier-Gazette

UNION COMPLAINS AGAINST ALGIN FISHERMEN'S UNION GIVEN FOUR
^CORPORATION; PELLICANI CLAIMS
VOTE MARGIN AT O'HARA'S; COM| SLOW BUSINESS LAYOFF REASON
PANY DEMANDS CONTRACT AT ONCE

awwaawxy

“For A Treat Or A Treatment”
EDGAR A. AMES FARM
U. S. ROUTE 1, WARREN, MAINE
One Mile from Thomaston-Warren Bridge.
Fer velvety rich, full flavored Ice Cream,
made here on the farm by Louise, in person.
Serving daily, inc. Sunday 10 A. M.-10 P. M.

Charges of unfair labor practices were discharged on or about May
have been filed- against the Algin 4. were laid off due to lack of busi
4! Corporation of America by the ness and not removed from the
9 United Cement, Lime and Gypsum company payroll because of union
International
Union | activities
58-lt ® Workers
XXXXXAXXWXXXXXXX^ A. F of L.
! Pellicani said this morning that
NOMNOftMl
An investigator of the National , business had been slow for some ,
_
__________ .
. .. t
.----- ,
Labor Relations Board is sched three months and that he is more |
uled to open hearings on the situa concerned at the moment with ob
tion in the city on Tuesday, ac taining business for the plant than
He commented
cording to Earl Benjamin, union labor troubles.
THE FACTORY STORE
that the labor situation was some
field representative.
THOMASTON, MAINE
Bart Pellicani, local head of the thing that could be ’’ironed out"
firm which manufactures sodium J while lack of business was someBecause of our low overhead, no fancy fixtures and
alginate from kelp, said that the thing else again.
low selling oost, you have to Save At Our
19 employees the union claims ,
(Continued on Page Three)
%l

Don’t Forget to Visit

Factory Prices on:

DR. DAVID V. MANN

ANNOUNCES CHANGES IN OFFICE HOURS
AT 47 CHESTNUT STREET — C AMDEN

To

Saturday Mornings 10 to 12

STOKE HOURS:
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, » A. M. te 5 P. M.
Thursday, Friday. Saturday, * A. M. to 9 P. M.

Saturday afternoons 1.38 to 5.06

Practice Limited to the Diseases of the Skin
58-lt

55-Th-58

■j

57-588

The Atlantic Fishermen's Union i taled 26 with 22 being cast against
won a labor vote victory at the the union. Twx) ballots were chal
fisheries plant of F J O'Hara & lenged by the company.
The union now stands in the po
Sons, Inc. by a margin of four
sition of having won an election,
votes Wednesday
National Labor Relations Board but by so small a margin that the
J
..
. ! . ,
.
..
results released after the secret victory is questionable
ballot session yesterday morning > The company, according to Alindicate that but 50 out of 67 bert W. Pacifici, Rockland office
workers eUgible to vote cast bal- I manager for the firm, is demanding a contract at once on the
lots.
(Continued On Page 3)
Ballots cast for the union to- |

crews in general yard operations
about the sprawling plant.
Dragon products have gone into
practically every major construc
tion 10b in New England in the
past 25 years. New highways,
bridges, dams for water power pro
jects, buildings, military installa
tions and countless other uses have
been made of the product turned
out at the Thomaston mill.
AU through the years. Dragon
has not been just a big plant and
that alone. It's men have taken

WITHAM'S LOBSTER POUND

LEARN TO FLY
REASONABLE RATES
RELIABLE EQUIPMENT
ISLAND FLIGHTS DAILY
PLEASURE RIDES

ROUTE 1 - ROCKPORT

DUNGAREES
JACKETS
DENIMS FOR ALL THE FAMILY
SLACKS FOR MEN AND WOMEN
CHINO PANTS AND SHIRTS
AND MANY OTHER ITEMS

8

OPENING FOR

23 Years of Safe Flying

THE SEASON

Arthur Harjula

Sunday, May 17

CALL ROCKLAND 8874
Route No. 1
Between Rockland-Thomaston

SERVING DAILY 7 A. M. to 9 P. M.
58-tt

57*58

PUBLIC SUPPER

FRIDAY, MAY 15
6.30 P. M.

ODD FELLOWS HALL
Baked Bean* — Covered D
Salads and Dessert
75 Cento

Benefit Educational Club**
Scholarship Fund
51-88

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Page Twfl
Properly Addressed saved the post office department
Mail Saves Much

Bother, Expense
Postmaster James Connellan to
day stated that dead letters are ex
pensive for the post office to
handle. It is a disappointment for
you and the person to whom you
are sending mail. He said, the Na
tional Association of Postmasters is
stressing proper addressing of mail
in order to reduce the number of
dead letters.
Always place your return address
on all mail. It should show your
home address when mailing away
from home. It should show your
oomplete address, street and num
ber or RFD number and box num
ber,
When addressing mail it
should be complete and correct.
Include in the address the zone
number if known. In the case the
person to whom you are addressing,
is visiting, send their mail in care
of the person with whom they are
visiting. This applies to all mail
including parcel post.
A great amount of money can be

and yourself if your mail is prop
erly prepared, packed, wrapped,
tied and addressed. The cost will
be reduced for the post office dapartment by not having to handle
improperly packed, wrapped, tied
addressed Parcel Post. You will
save money by not having parcel
post lost or damaged due to im
proper preparation. You will re
ceive better service and will save
the Post Office time and money at
the same time.
Dead letters and other dead mail,
is mail that cannot be delivered as
addressed, and does not have the
return address of the sender It
cannot be returned to you without
your return address.
Your postmaster, post offlce
clerks and carriers will gladly ad
vise you on problems you have in
proper preparing ar.d addressing
mail. The folks at the Post Office
are your friends and are willing
and anxious to help with your mail
ing. Remember at least 10 pieces
of properly addressed mail can be
handled in less time than it takes
to handle one piece of incorrectly
prepared and improperly addressed
mail.

ITORE

lERVICEi

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL 1090

397 MAIN ST.

SALE
BOYS’ BLACK ARCH TYPE

SNEAKERS

J 77
Little Boys’
8-10H

Youths’ 11-2

Boys’ 2L4-6
Men’s 61/j-ll, $1.99

SALE
Children's - Misses’
ARCH TYPE

Editor and Publisher, JOHN RICHARDSON

[EDITORIAL]
AMERICA BARES ITS FANGS ON SATURDAY
Saturday has been proclaimed Armed Forces Day—a day
set aside to pay tribute to the defenders of our nation. It
has more than usual significance this year due to the mount
ing tension between the free and slave worlds.
It is not a day of sabre rattling but rather a time of sober
accounting of our ability to meet the threats that surround
us. America is not a militaristic nation and is only arming
itself now for the protection of our freedom and that of our
friends. The slogan, “Power for Peace” is aptly chosen.
Maine’s official observance of the day is being made in
Brunswick where all branches of service will display their
strength in a monster parade and hold a public demonstration
of modern weapons at the Brunswick Naval Air Base.
“MAINE'S SCHOOLS ARE SAFE ’
Those fortunate enough to attend the Margaret Buttomer
party Monday night at South School were privileged to have
their first acquaintance with the new Commissioner of Edu
cation, Dr. Herbert G. Espy.
The appointment of a new head of the State's Depart
ment of Education always occasions some uneasiness in the
minds of those sincerely devoted to education, for Maine has
not always been fortunate in her Commissioner of Educa
tion.
The late Harland A. Ladd was a Commissioner of high
est ideals and marked ability with a large personal following
in this area. It was therefore with genuine pleasure that
members of Monday night’s serious minded group sized up
the newly appointed Commissioner both before the cere
monies and during his talk. He possesses many of the quali
ties that distinguished his predecessor, notable among these
a thorough conception oi Maine’s great problem in education
and a basic understanding of and appreciation for the teachers
of Maine who are the real bearers of the torch.

A CHAIN IS AS STRONG AS ITS LINKS
An impressive part of National Hospital Day observance
at Knox County General Hospital was the recognition of the
faithful service over the years of 13 of its employees for
periods varying from five to 30 years.
No chain can be stronger than the links which oomprise
it and the thought applies peculiarly to a hospital organiza
tion. The skill of the surgeon or physician is of no avail
unless the men and women who provide the care and the
meftiy essential services are capable and devoted to duty.
Knox Hospital is truly fortunate in this respect.
“WELL DONE" IS THE VERDICT
A large Massachusetts bonding and insurance company is
holding a Driver Educational Clinic at Rockland High school
today, a fitting climax to the highly successful classes con
ducted locally by Edmund Barnard of the High school
faculty. Members of this year's driver-education class will
be tested by the Clinic and will leam their own physical
driving ability, all this in the public interest.
We have been a strong supporter of the driver-education
courses, pioneered in Maine by Rockland High School. When
the course was discontinued we were loud in protestation—
with the remarkably good results attending its restoration,
we rejoice along with a great majority of local citizens.
It is a vital phase of the education of our youth and
congratulations are accorded the School Board, Principal
Boothby and Instructor Barnard, through whose co-opera
tion the present happy situation has been brought about.
Junior Chamber of Commerce has done a great piece of com
munity service in conducting its now’ famous “Road-e-o”
which so well popularized the driver-education project.

Low Tennis

.77

Red
Blue
Childs’ 5-12
Misses’ 12!v-3

Shop This Special
WOMEN'S - GIRLS’ HAND LACED

Camp Moe’s
3.98 VALUES
WHITE, RED, GREEN

SPECIAL — WOMEN’S - GIRLS’
BETTER GRADE, GOODYEAR WELT

Saddles
Brown or

Black Trim.
Sizes 4-9
AA

to

C

A 5.00 VALUE

NEWEST IN

Casuals

a bases empty homer by Van Guil
ford. Guilford drilled a line drive
over the Centerfield fence that,
Talks Of School
according to coach DiRenzo was
really tagged.
boy Sports
The line score:
(By Bill Judkins)
Rockland,
0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0—2 9 8
Vinaihaven High School moved
into a tie for first place with Cam Vinaihaven.
0 0 1 0 1 3 0 5 X—9 7 3
den Tuesday by knocking off
Batteries: Rockiand. Levintltal
Rockland 9-2.
and Brackett. Vinaihaven, Chilles

Bill Judkins

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Paul

Chilles

nine and Davis.
Standings Knox Division
Pet.
Won L06t
.867
Camden,
a
1
Vinaihaven,
.667
1
3
Rockland,
l
.338
3
338
Thomaston,
l
3

scattered

Tiger hits in gaining his second
decision.
The Rockland bats finally start
ed to find the ball as the Tigers
out-hit the Wildcats nine to
seven, however Rockland had a
miserable day in the field, commit
ting eight errors. Floyd Johnson,
usually a great defensive player,
couldn’t find the nandle at all and
committed six miscues.
Rockland reversed their "good
field-no hit” label and Big Mike
Levinthal suffered his second loss
while pitching a very creditable
game.
Warren Tibbetts' Wildcats led
2-0 going into the sixth but Suke
forth singled, reached second on a
fielder's choice, Johnson chipped
a single, and Catcher George
Brackett, poked a long triple for
two Rif's, to knot the score two
all. In the eighth. Vinaihaven
struck hard and scored five times,
the fifth run being registered on

Tuesdays Results

Vinaihaven 9. Rockland 2.
Thursdays games and probable
pitchers:
Vinaihaven at Oamden, Guilford
(0-1) vs. Crabtree (0-1); Rock
land at Thomaston, Johnson (1-0)
vs. Sawyer (1-1).

Complete Home Building
and Repairs
H. M. BOWNESS, Builder

H«ro’s a Sura-Fir* Way to Stretch DeHart la May...

Get More For Your Money »
SLICED AMERICAN CHEESE

BOSTON STYLE-PLAIN or TOMATO SAUCE

MEL-O-BIT

ANN PAGE BEANS

LB

SILVERBROOK

BUTTER

74

SPARKLE GELATIN 3

LARGE SUNNYBROOK

Ched-O-Bit Cheese Food

LOAF

Domestic Bleu Cheese

L8 69

C
nrAMfle ASSORTED
KRAFI'SCREAM
CHKSEBASE 9
5 oz A7
ipreaob
A jars
*•/ C
CALIFORNIA SIZE 200's

ORANGES

doz

49c

ears

29

SWEET GOLDEN

4

NEW TEXAS

5

ONIONS
Potatoes

NEW SOUTHERN

lbs

29c

10Lbs49c

S“E

Tomatoes

ALL FLAVORS

WCTCAIZC
I EfLIx.9 CLOSE‘

29

from a yr ago

SUPER

DOWN 16cTO31c

RIGHT

PKGS

, DOWN 12<

1110

FOC

BONE IN, DOWN J0<

Price* sAowe ia tins Ad euareeteed tArough Saturday,
May 16 aad effective « Ibis Community & Vicinity.

20 MULE TEAM

KARO SYRUP

Blue Label

Borax

ilicmU1

Boraxe

usca-jf

«t>e..we

MAZOLA SALAD OIL
For Cooking and Salads

Blue Label
mince

cars

29’

LB

From a yr ago

Chuck “Zr.Vr Ago LB W From • yr ago LB
READY-TO-COOK-H4 2Vj LBS
Chickens
FOR BROILING or FRYING
LB
Smoked Picnics superbight short shank lb
OVEN-READY
DOWN Be
Lamb Legs WHOLE or HALF from
a yr ago LB
DECKLE OFF
DOWN 24c
Fancy Brisket CORNED
BEEF
from a yr ago

CIRIC VI. «..RA.V

ism

LB

FACE RUMP, TOP ROUND or BOTTOM ROUNO

? ■ ~W-

Strongheart

DOWN 24c TO 40c

TRIM

ROASTS

(I.CI

• 1

From a yr ago

HEAVY STEER BEEF - PORTERHOUSE Oft SIRLOIN

PINT JAC
2««49
A PKGS

DOG FOOD

DOWN 20c

RIB ROAST

2 c££ 33c

Strawberries FANCY FROZEN **
IceCream

for

ZgC

CLOSE-TRIM - 7 INCH CUT - HEAVY STEER BEEF

Bananas
FANCY GOLDEN RIPE
LB 16c
Watermelons RIPE RED CUTTING LB 7

Cucumbers fancy long green 2

BOX
OF 20

A&P White Meat Tuna Fish
Apple Jelly
BESSEY'S
8 OZ JAR
at 27c
Sliced Dill Pickles MILLER'S KOSHER JAR
PT OJLC
Sweet Mixed Pickles OXFORD JAR
1SOZ (JQC
Cucumber Pickles CAIN'S FRESH JAR ***
King Philip Dill Pickles
X 29c
jqatr 55c
Ann Page Mayonnaise
ANN PACE
12 OZ O8C
Peanut Butter KRUNCHY OR CREAMY JAR W W
AND
1 LB
Eight OXlock Coffee MILD
MELLOW
BAG 1
1 LB 1 OZ
c
Jane Parker White Bread LOAF
Pineapple Pie
JANE PARKER
EACH

85c

"NOW IT CAN BE TOLD"

FLAVOR FAVORITE
SURE TO PLEASE

GUM

is 63

Sharp Cheese

CORN

17

WRIGLEYS SPEARMINT AND BEECH-NUT PEPPERMINT

FRESH EGGS doz 69

3

ca°nz10c

DESSERTS, ASSORTED FLAVORS EXCEPT COFFEE

1 LB
PRINT

LB 49

REMEMBER!

guest Orion Wadsworth.

AT THE “AUCTION HOUSE”

Muenster Cheese

sonably high with Mrs. Johnson
back.
At this time things really began
to happen. Mrs. Ella Newman ol
the front offlce went out with the
grippe.
The same bug caught
make-up foreman Forest Pinker
ton, but Captain Kenneth Orcutt,
his old understudy, had returned
from his tour of duty with the Air
Force at that psychological mo
ment, and he left his ad composi
tion assignment to take over
make-up, and ever-faithful Ted
Sylvester joined Bill McLellan in
ad comp every minute the Oement
Co. could allow him from his regu
lar job, and the machine was cer
tainly beginning to creak.
Naomi Rackliff, billing clerk, met
up with the flu then, though brief
ly, but got back in time to see Vivvian Whittier taken home 'with
something or other busted in her
ankle. Pinkerton was back in the
saddle and back shop eased except
for the linotype division where Mrs
Morang's children were both taken
sick and Sid Orne, neophyte in
study of the hazardous and com
plex Jinotype, went on one of the
three machines—and at this junc
ture Shirley
Barbour, linotype
chief, expert machinist, operator
and ad setter, walked into the old
man's office with a compound frac
ture of splintered bone in a mess
that didn’t look to me as though it
would ever be a thumb again, and
the new linotype Model 31 was all
snarled up and out of service.
Well, that apparently satisfied
the evil Gremlins, for like the final
terrific blast in a summer electri
cal storm followed by sudden quiet,
so the crippling accident to Chief
Barbour ended the series — (we
hope).
So friends of The Courier-Ga
zette—there is the reason there
have been delays and lack of fea(Continued On Page Three)

MARITIME OIL CO.

Lt. Lester Gross is now located
$0W#
at a base near Casablanca, Port
Lyaute. North Africa, and will be
there until next spring. His new
Plows, DIki wm!
address is MCB. 6, Fleet <P.O.,
I Morrows — AU
New York.
Gerald Grant, candidate for Dis
trict Governor from the Rockland
WILMOT DOW
Camden Lions
Club was a visiting Lion.
WALDOBORO, MAINE
Lionews:
Seems
a
poor
month
51-82
Final report on the financhial
results of the 2nd Annual Ba these days when Lions Interna
zaar by General dhairman Roger
Converse showed a net profit of
$910.
AUCTION
Delegates chosen to represent
Saturday, May 16
the club at the Portland District
convention June 14-15-16 were El
mer Young, Roy Morong, Joe
ON ROUTE 3, BELMONT
Brewster. Leon Crockett. Sherwood
1.00 t. 5.00, 7 P. M. on
Armstrong and Bill Kelley.
Wilbur Fugel was elected Lion
This is a combination Lions Club Sale and our regular ule.
Tamer for the coming year, to be
Lions Club has many articles, both new and used. For our part
have a consignment from Searsmont. People leaving the State,
installed with other officers on
Estimates Free
furniture is good, ail kinds, as well as small tools, home-made
June 30.
SPRUCE HEAD ISLAND
tractor and trailer.
Tel. 625-W3
Ladies Night will be held at the
58-lt
57-tX Snow Bowl on Tuesday. May 26,

THE C-G PUBLISHER SAYS—
The writer of these lines has an
inborn phobia against alibis and
excuses, particularly as something
to hide behind when the going is
tough. When a situation eases and
is approaching normal procedureonly then can the story be told.
The following
comment
was
brought about at this time by a
note from an irate “Outdoors
Around Knox County” fan be
devilling our Waldo Tyler because
only two installments had ap
peared in three weeks.
• • • *
The Courier-Gazette employs 28
full time men and women, every
one a specialist, trained in his
particular job, and having a sec
ondary knowledge of some other
special job as an understudy. The
outfit is so organized that every
man has some one trained as an
pinch hitter so the work can pro
ceed regardless of sudden death or
disaster—yet no organization could
stand the incredible series of sick
nesses and minor disasters this
crew has sustained the past six
weeks without a constant re-shuf
fling of jobs and emergency make
shifts.
Read this list and weep, though
it is O. K. to grin at the conclu
sion, for we have weathered the
storm. Six weeks ago Mrs. June
Ellis, ace linotype operator and
student ad setter, was stricken with
a severe hand infection. This was
embarrassing because the army
had just taken George Heath
trained apprentice linotype me
chanic and ad setter. Sidney
Orne. fresh from Korea, entered
service here as linotype appren
tice. Marguerite Johnson, veteran
linotype operator, came down with
the grippe. Virginia Farrell Morang, (retired) top flight linotype
operator was called in. City Edi
tor Cullen, close to nervous ex
haustion, was sent on a fortnight's
vacation, for the goose hung rea

Ted Jensen and tional Is not introduced in a new
country. The 44th in the Associa
Frank Thomas annonced.
Next week's meeting will also be tion Is Algeria, and the new club
at the Snow Bowl, 630, a joint is located in Algiers.
meeting of Rotary and Lions, Bur
To learn typing, plenty of praoton Cross, Governor of Maine, the
1 tlce is necessary snd also, plenty
guest speaker
Bob Laite Is in j of paper. For exercises ln touch
charge of ticket sales for the Lions
typing, newsprint will serve the
and must know in advance sure
how many will attend, to avoid purpose excellently and economi
cally. For sale at The Courier-Oadisappointment
1*50
Camden Lions will sponsor the zette, 15 cents a package.
Lions team of the Little League
again this year. They will also
CALSO
co-sponsor the "Linnox” Pony
RANGE
— FUEL
League of 13-14 olders in Camden,
with the Knox Mill .
At Tuesday's meeting a film on
TEL. 1371
insurance was shown and questions
56-tl
answered following the showing by

Co-chairmen

pi«t

ooi 3J:

quart iot

Red Label

MEATS FOR BABIES

SWIFT'S PREM

TUNA FISH

GRATED TUNA

Swift’s

Luncheon Meat

Chicken-of-the-Sea

Chicken ol-the-Sea

Bite Size

Light Meat

3

ounce cam

£5'

n ounce

cm

45'

m vi car

34'

M to CAR

3Jr

IVORY SOAP

IVORY SOAP

SPIC K SPAN

JOY

It Floats

Il Floats

No Rinsing — No Wiping

For all fine washable fabrics

3

2 1 arm cares 25'

ueoiu. cases

23'

M 0U.CC

RACXA6C

24'

LARte MT

3QC

QIART MT

SEEDS AND FERTILIZER
Rise. 4-S

HEADQUARTERS

Several

DUZ

TIDE

SVX»

A 2.99 VALUE

MAIN ST. HARDWARE

Red, Oreen, Black, White, Multi,
Orej and fawn
se-M

441

Tide's In — Dirt's Out

"The Friendliest Store In Town"
ROOKLAND, ]

Gt PACKAGE

58-lt

30

GIANT PACKAGE

It

Duz

doee everything

2 tat mss J5C tRsarm 67*

CAMAY SOAP

casco

For Softer, Smoother Skin

It's Digestible

Jmti cams

3t

luui J4‘ 1 LI CAM t<*

4
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Meeting Of

New Show At

Millay Week Ob

Camera Club At

the Farnsworth

served July 14-19

Rockport Tuesday

Museum

Knox County Camera Club will
hold its next regular meeting
Tuesday at 730 p. m., at the Rock
port studio of Carroll Thayer Ber
ry, next door to the post office. A
cordial invitation to attend is ex
tended to all photographers in the
county.
Berry, who is chairman of the
program committee, requests that
all bring camera, tripod, and film
to take table tops. Also on the
agenda are the making of plans for
the Summer's activities of the club.
In the past years the camera club
has been inactive during the three
months of summer and it is pro
posed to continue work during the
season this year.

Illustrations of spring flowers by
Dorothy F. Apgar are now on ex
hibit in the Square Gallery of the
Farnsworth Art Museum where
they will remain through the mid
dle of June This exhibit will be of
particular interest to school chil
dren.

Emery B. Howard, Jr., a fresh
Paul S. Hurlburt, General Chairman at the University of Maine,
(Social and community events has been tapped for the Sophomore man of the Camden-Rockport
are solicited for this calendar. All
,
Chamber of Commerce committee
„
are free and space here cannot be Owl Society. This Society was . . , .
which is sponsoring Edna St. Vinpurchased.
Strictly commercial
founded
in
1910,
its
purpose
to
procent
Mlllay
Week
at
Camden
_
Ju]y
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, can
not be accepted. The decision of mote friendship between Sopho- 14 through 19, has this week invitthe editor la final !
mores and Freshmen men’s groups cd High School students threughMay 15 — Battery D, National
out Knox County to participate in
Guard Military Ball, Community as well as to promote interest in
the essay contest on the life and/
Building, at 9 p. m.
sports. The men in the Owls group
Sky 15 — Woman's Educational are chosen on the basis of scholar or work of Knox County’s famous
TClub will meet in the Farnsworth
poetess. Mr. Hurlburt also an
ship, character and participation in
Museum at 3 p. m.
nounced that George W. Perry, 3
May 15—Annual meeting and ban sports. Emery was a valued mem
quet alumni U. of M. at Snow ber of The Courier-Gazette carrier Marin? avenue, Camden, a class
mate of the famous poetess when
Bowl, Camden.
May 16—Armed orces Day observed force for several years.
she attended school in Camden will
in Brunswick.
act as Essay Committee chairman.
May 17 — Knights of Columbus
Mrs. Betty Seekins Leonard of
This contest is one of the features
Communion Breakfast, Thorn Thomaston is spending part of her
dike Hotel, 9 a. m.
of Millay Week and the winners
announced dur!ng lhe „Eve.
May 18—Knox County WCTU vacation substituting as payroll wju
Convention, Thomaston Baptist clerk at Feyler’s.
ning wllh Edna gt vincent M-jUayChurch A M and PM. sessions
program to be held at the Camden
May 19—Rebekahs meet at Odd
Mrs. Ira Wotton is a surgical pa- opera House, July 19.
Fellows Hall, 6 30 p. m.
May 21—Theta Rho Girls’ Club, tient at Knox County Oeneral Hos- . Rules for the centest have been
Odd Fellows’ Hall, 7 p. m.
| sent out to Knox County High
May 21—Emblem Club meets at PitalI Schools this week. A first prize of
Elks Home, 6.30 p. m.
May 21—Star Masonic Club Min
The Rockland Emblem Club will $25 will be given for the best essay
strels at ’Keag Grange Hall
hold » baked bean and covered dish , on the life and or work of Edna St.
May 22—The annual Girl Scout supper for members and their hus- | Vincent Millay. Rockland native,
if Court of Awards at the Com- !
bands and guests Thursday, May ’ who attended "Grammar School"
’ munity Building.
May 22—Dance at American Legion 21 at 6.30 at the Elks Home. Those ! and High School in Camden. Three
Home by Drum and Bugle Corps wishing to attend call Mrs. John additional prizes will also be
May 25 — Birthday Observance, j Watts, 1362-RK or Mrs.
Ernest, awarded, which will be books: (1)
RuUi Mayhew Tent, D.U.V.
May 28—Knox Oounty Fish and Guay, 744-R. Anyone wishing to "The Letters of Edna St. Vincent
Game
Ass’n. Supper-Meeting I play cards after the supper please Millay;’’ (2) ‘‘Sonneta,’’ and (3)
Beaver Camp Lodge, Alford i take cards and table.
"Lyrics," both by Miss Millay.
Lake, East Union.
Length of the essays is limited to
May 28-2-Piano Recital, Farns
worth Museum, under auspices KARL B. POMROY
2,000 words or less. The essays must
of Rubinstein Club.
Karl B. Pomroy, 58, of Roxbury, be turned in not later than June
April 29 — Rehearsal Lafayette
Auxiliary at Odd Fellows HaU, Mass., died suddenly Monday eve 1st. to the head of the English De
ning at the home of his son. Ralph partment at each Knox County
720
Pomroy. Rockland, whom he was High School. The English teachers
May 30—Memorial Day.
June 5-7—The Maine Elks’ Asso visiting. He was cook on a fishing in turn are asked to turn over all
ciation, Silver Jubilee Conven vessel. Born Peb. 25. 1884
at essays to Contest Chairman Perry,
tion at Augusta.
June 6-7—National Association of West Tremont, the son of John not later than June 6 Announce
Postmasters in Bangor.
and Melissa Dow Pomroy, he is ment of the names of the Judges
Aur.e 12. 13, 14—Business * Pro survived by his son Ralph of
fessional Women's Club, State Rockland; three brothers. Cush will be made later.
Convention at Samoset Hotel.
man and Leo, both of Rockland HENRY II. STICKNEY
June 14—Flag Day.
June 16, 17. 18—Maine Federation and Clinton of West Tremont; two
The many friends of Henry
of Women’s Clute at Samoset.
sisters, Mrs. Evelyn Hamlin. Mc Harding Stickney were saddened
June 19-20-21 — American Lev’on
Kinley. and Mrs. Burdeil Goodwin, by his death in Belmont, Mass., on
Convention in Rocklar.d
June 28—(Meeting of Postmasters, Seal Cove.
April 14. after a long illness.
at the Lang ford House, Cape
Funeral services will be held at
He was born in Chelsea, Mass.,
Porpoise
2 p. m. Thursday (today) in the in 1870, the son of Joseph Wingate
July 4—Independence Day.
July 16—Camden Garden Club Burpee Funeral Home with the Stickney of Hallowell, Me., and
Open House Day, 11 a. m to Rev. J Charles MacDonald offi Harriet Harding of Union, Me.
5 p. m
ciating. Interment will be in Sea
Graduated from Harva-d College in
July 3l-Aug 1-2—Maine Seafoods view Cemetery.
1893 and entered the manufactur
Festival, Rockland.
ing of Whiting with his father in
BORN
the firm of Stickney, Tirrell and
Sebastian Groder was re-elected
Payson—At Knox Hospital, May
president of Tyler PTA at the an 13. to Mr ar.d Mrs Albert Payson, Co.
He was married to Harriet Boyn
nual meeting Monday. Other offi a son.
Keizer—At Knox Hospital. May ton Howard and resided in Belmont
cers are vice president. Michael
11. to Mr and Mrs. Clayton Keizer for over 30 years.
DiRenzo; secretary, Mrs Margaret of Thomaston, a son.
Besides his widow he leaves three
Lord, and treasurer, Mrs. Eleanor
McLain — At Miles Memorial
Hospital, May 4. to Mr. and Mrs. daughters. Mrs. Frederick Potter of
Sallinen.
Douglas McLain of Medomak, a Columbus, Ohio, Mrs. Robert Tapdaughter—Jeanette Marie.
Alfred L. Greenlaw and family
Collamore—At Miles Memorial pan of Chestnut Hill, Mass., and
of Baldwin, Md., spent the week Hospital. May 6. to Mr. and Mrs. Miss Rebecca Stickney of Benning
end with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wi’.son Collamore of Medomak. a ton, Vt. His son, Joseph Wingate
daughter—Kathleen Bernadette.
Stickney was killed in World War
Walter Greenlaw, Talbot avenue.
II.
DIED
Mr. Stickney retired from busi
Form a Merchandise Club at
Britto—At Togus, May 13, Walter
ness
aoout 20 years ago. For sever
Franklin
Britto
of
Rockland,
age
Children’s Specialty Shop. Come
57 years. Funeral Sunday at 2
in and let us tell you how easy it p. m. from Burpee Funeral Home. al years he served on the board of
directors of the Chelsea Savings
is. 403 Main street.
58-lt
Interment in Seaview Cemetery
Bank. He also was an active mem
(American Legion service).
Stickney — At Belmont. Mass., ber of the First Congregational
Women's Summer Casuals. Nar April 14. Henry Harding Stickney
Churcn Cambridge, Mass., and for
row and Wide Widths. U. S. “Keds’’ of Union and Belmont, Mass., age
the past 20 years had passed most
83
years.
and “Kedettes’'. Quality Shoe Shop
of his summers at Crawford Pond,
Hayden
—At
Washington,
D
C..
QlO Main street, Rockland, Me.
r
57-58 May 13. Mrs. Thomas P Hayden, Union.
formerly of Rockland. Interment
Private services were held at his
in Waldoboro.
Eckert — At Tenant's Harbor, late residence in Belmont, Friday,
THERMOPANEZfr May 13, Mrs. John A. Eckert, April 17.
widow of John A. Eckert, age 76
WINDOWS
years. Funeral services and inter
CARD OF THANKS
ment in Greenwich, Conn.
This is to say "Thank you” to all
jCHflRWtfLFflRLLY
those who remembered me with
Cultivate the habit of seeing the cards and in so many other ways,
44 OCEAN WW Pb CAPE EII7A.BE'". ME
good in people—not their faults.
to Scottish Rite Bodies and Rock
land Lodge, A FA AM for the
____________
58-60
baskets of fruit, and to the nurses
and doctors during my stay at
Knax Hospital.
TRAINED Angora Kittens for 58” It
AND QUESTIONS ANSWERED $1.
Thomas M. Anderson.
sale. Call after 4 p. m. TEL 699,
21 Grove St.
5«*60

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

PRIVATE READING

Rev. Ruth Mathias, advisor

k

The artist has exhibited with the
Associated Artists of New Jersey,
the Plainfield Art Association, the
Westfield Art Association and at
Pemaquid and Harpswell, Me.
Mrs. Apgar has been Art Instruc
tor in her own school in Westfield,
N. J., and at the Mountainside Pub
lic School, Mountainside, N. J.

GAME PARTY

to your funeral
questions step in and

EVERY FRIDAY
At 7.30 P. M.
TOWER ROOM
COMMUNITY BITLDLNG
Auspice* Knights »f Columbus

RhvisIunirhiHomis

16-T*Th-tf

72 KN01 Sr
rti i<ii
THOMASTON

RUSSELL

5$8*«A.hSi
Kt
BOLKLAN0

ro

With Recorder Alfred M. Strout
presiding in Municipal Court on
Tuesday Raymond L. Clouch of
Rockland was found guilty on
charges of malicious mischief and
failure to obey the commands of a
police officer May 11. Both charg
es were filed upon payment of $2.70
costs of court on each count.
Naomi S. Grant of Rockland was
also found guilty of failure to obey
the commands of a police officer
May 11 and the charge against her
was filed on payment of 42.70 costs
of court.
•• • •
Walter Grady, of the Coast
Guard stationed at Rockland,
pleaded guilty to a charge of pass
ing through the stop sign at the
junction of Limerock and Union
streets in the city May 11 and paid
a $10 fine

R. Ferrara

Year

54-59

Clear Beef POT ROAST

1-tf

Sirloin

VAN HEUSEN
Cotton
Sport Shirts

(Continued Prom Page One)
It is understood that most of
the men who were released by the
plant management (16, according
to Benjamin) have joined the
union.

Fishermen's Union

for only

(Continued from Page One)
basis of the election. At press
time this morning, union repre
sentatives had not agreed to a
meeting at which such a contract
would be drawn up.
Pacifici said this morning that
the firm asks no favors but does
want a contract, on the basis of
the election, immediately. On the
other hand, he said, the firm is
offering no favors.
The union is the same group
which represents the workers at
the Birdseye plant of General
Foods and which recently picketed
the Birdseye fleet.

Funeral Home

Ambulance Service
TKL8. m-CM-M
LIMEBOCK R.

BOCKLAND, MB.

$2.95!

S.

Here’s the biggest shirt bar
gain in town! Fine quality
Van Heusen cotton sport
shirts, with comfortable
short sleeves... at the
amazing low price of only
$2.95. Van Heusen sewmanship quality and style. And
remember that price...
only $2,951

Hair

Ib. 29c

Tenderized Steak

Ib. 79c

69c

FRANKFORTS
Ib. 2Sc
Honeycomb TRIPE Ib 29c

Ib. 33c
Ib. 33c

SAUSAGE
PIG LIVER

FRESH CAPE MACKEREL

Ib. 29c

Slack Salted Pollock. Ib 1 Sc - Gorton’s Salt Codfish Ib 49c

Delicious”

33c

Ib. 69c

Boneless Smoked SHOULDERS

GARDEN FRESH CARROTS 2 bchs. 19
£ FRESH PASCAL CELERY
bch. 25<=
$ RED RIPE TOMATOES
2 pkgs. 31c

lb. 55c

Ib. 79c

Ib.

79c
6£c
85c
85c

CANTALOUPE

Ib. 39c

Top Round Steak

Ib.
Ib.
Ib.
Ib.

PORTERHOUSE
CLUB
TOP ROUND
CUBE

At This Low Price—JUMBO

Veal Chops

Veal Fores

77c

Ib.

First of the Season—Perry Brings Them to You

VEAL LEGS

Ib. 26c

2

ALL CLEAR MEAT—OUTSTANDING VALUE—

Star-Kist

15 OZ.
TIN

POTATOES-BANANAS
2 lbs. 25c
—PECK
MAINE
INSPECTED

GOLDEN
RIPE
FRUIT

APPLE JELLY
EVAPORATED MILK

BESSEY
8 OZ. TUMBLER

TALL
TINS

PHIL. CREAM CHEESE
CREAMERY BUTTER
PURE LARD

IJO

M«inf

58-lt

Fresh Native

Corned Beef 12 oz tin 47c
SPAGHETTI 2 pkgs. 29c Green Giant Peas tin 21c
12 OZ. JAR
PEANUT BUTTER 29c Corn Beef Hash tin 29c
Beef Stew
tin 29c
12 OZ. TIN
SWIFT’S PREM
45c Hunts’ Peaches tin 33c

FRANCO - A M ER IC AN

FEATURED PRODUCTS
B & M Baked Beans
Hy-Trous Fertilizer
Fleischmann Yeast
Rich’s Whip Topping
Tetley Tea Bags
Oakite
Wonderful

ROOKLAND. MA

2 3 oz. pkgs. 35c
lb. 69c
4 lb. pail 59c

Peas-Corn-String Beans 2 tins 25c

ROCKLAND

SPRING
MEALS;

Rib Corned Beef

lb. 99c
Ib. 39c

BOTTOM ROUND ROAST

“Truly

Alee Cream Desserts

MARSHMALLOW FLUFF

jar 31c

TOMATO JUICE »>lT™

2 for 25c

Pea Soup

2

15 Oz.
Cans

Puss'N'Boots Cat Food

lb. 39c

lb. 49c

Corned Beef
lean boneless brisket

Ib. 49c

Boneless Chuck

Bottom Round

Pot Roast or
Steak

All Hamburg Ground To Order
All Meat Cut To Order

Cube Steak

Pot Roast or
Stew Beef

TRY OUR ITALIAN SANOWICHES

lb. 75c

Ib. 49c

Ib. 65c
58*lt

15 Oz.
15TTin
£*

18c
n 23c

15c

Tavern Cigarettes pkg. 18c ctn $1.73
Peerless Flour

Chickens

23c,V1“

Vegetable SouplsB“'"“. 13c ith
m

BIRDSEYE PEAS, 12 oz. pkgs.

Sirloin Steak

M*lt

•ii;°TuXA>

EGG NOODLES
AND TUNA

A* y,.«<r

Whole or Rump

WE MAKE THEM FRESH DAILY

*

NOO&'f

Publisher Says—

WHILE THEY LAST

BURPEE

STEAKS

Harris’

Dinner

Ib. 55c

Ib.

SHORT CUTS RUMP STEAK
CHUCK ROAST, lean raeaty
HAMBURG,

—CORNED BEEF—Thin Rib..................... Ib. 27c

DPPEX PA&X 8TBEXT.

Porterhouse or

/

CORNED BEEF ™ lb. 59c

SMALL’S

All WESTERN BEEF

WESTERN

OUR USUAL FINE QUALITY—

l«7-tf

— WEEKEND SPECIALS —

8 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

HERVV

ground fresh many times a day

TELEVISION

_______ PHONE ORDERS FILLED_______

PHONE 701

ON

REAL FEASTING DISH—THIS VERY FINE BEEF-----

Round

475 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Wants to See YOU About

266 MAIN STREET - TELEPHONE 1691

STEER VOU RIGHT

"Check" Perry's "Checklist" of Better Buys!!!

CLOSED MONDAYS
Starting May 11

CLAYT BITLER

TRENEER'S MARKET

Let 'Perry

_ Ju

Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

Rockland over the weekend.
Mrs. Esther Young and her mother
Mrs. Campbell went to Rockland
Tuesday.
-----------------Advertise in The Courier-Gazette

Shoe Repair Shop

Union Complains

(Continued from Page Two)
tures you counted upon seeing
There are no linotype operators to
be had. Ralph Pitch, chief operator
for the Waterville Sentinel, and
long 1 friend of The Courier gang,
made a midnight trip down from
Waterville to reactivate Model 31
Chief Barbour stood by every day
to aid his skeleton crew with advice
and the linotype crew of neighbor
Ham Hall's Camden Herald did all
they could to help the commercial
printing division of The CourierGazette with the half-done Amer
ican Legion Convention program
and other critical job work in pro
cess and promised on dead line.
•• • •
Above all the woes and endless
overtime forced on every member
of The Courier outfit able to stand,
there shines an example of faith
Top Loam and Grading Material fulness and loyalty to "the paper"
1 New Truck Tires, 8:25x20
which can never be forgotten. The
1 Home-Made Tractor
30 page Thursday issue is an ex
HOWARD PROCTOR
Tel. 846
Lake Avenue ample of what they are capable of
57* lt doing when their backs were to the
wall.

PkUAl AVf
tit 2M5
BOlKPORT

with the evening service. Sam
Eaves of New York City was a guest
Mr and Mrs. E. H Ripley spent
and furnished the music for the
several days in Rockland last week.
evening, which was much enjoyed.
The Sunbeam came Sunday and ' Mr. Eaves was here two years ago.
Mr. Bousefield was here to help
Mrs. Emma Ames has been in

Municipal Court

FOR SALE

HOTEL THORNDIKE, TUESDAY
May 19 9-9, Wed. 9 a. m.-220 p. m.
______________________55-60

MATINICUS

Edna St. Vincent

Coming Events

Page Three

BIRDSEYE FRENCH FRIED POTATOES

PARKER HOUSE ROLLS, pkg. of 12
DINNER NAPKINS, flower seeds free

25 Ib. bag $1.99

2 for 39c

pkg. 23c

25c
pkg 60—19c

THE PERRY MARKET

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Page Four

Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Willis. Mr.
Morrison waa aa overnight guest
UNION
Mrs. Esther McFarland and son,
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
Saturday.
gw****.;.
MRS. FLORENCE CALDKRV
Roscoe of Camden were overnight
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Taylor
Correspondent
guests Saturday of Mr. and Mrs.
called on Mr and Mrs Homer Mar- ;
Telephone 10-34
Ralph Robbins.
shall at Cushing Saturday.
HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Mrs. Clyde Morrison and chil
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Reynolds
Advertisements In this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
No services will be held Sunday
dren, Karen, Kevin and Karol of and daughter Jacqueline, went to
once (or 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
May 17 at Methodist Church,
South
Braintree,
Mass
,
are
spend

Lewiston. Saturday night to meet
cents each for each line, half price each additional time used.
to Methodist Conference in Au
ing two weeks with her parents, Dwight Cummings of Union, who
Five small words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called, L e, advertisements
burn.
had a short furlough from Camp
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gaiette
Mr. and Mrs. John Creighton j
Eustis, Va.
WANTED
office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
leave this weekend for an extend
Mrs. Myrtle Gould and John Paul
ed visit with their son Philip inJ|
MAN WITH CAR. Would you
like to increase your weekly income of Camden were recent supper
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
California.
$35 or more during your spare time guests of the Reynold’s family.
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
Mrs. Virginia McElwee and herj
supplying Rawleigh Products to
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
Mrs. Barbera O’Kelley and Mr.
mother.
Mrs. Harry Thompson
consumers in city of Rockland or and Mrs. Roy Taylor were in
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
for a visit in Lowell, Mass.
Thomaston. Also full time open
accounts with The Courier-Gaiette. Count the Words—Five to a
Friends of Mrs. Linda Davis who J
ings Write RAWLEIGH1S. Dept. Brunswick. Tuesday.
Line.
Mr.and Mrs. John Curry enter
is a patient at Maine General j
M EE-162-247, Albany, N. Y.
58'lt tained Wednesday night, in honor
Hospital in Bangor are pleased to J
EXPERIENCED
Gas
Station
of the birthdays (May 4) of Mrs.
TO LET
learn of her improvement.
FOR SALE
Manager wanted. Apply in writing Verna Dority of Rockland and Mrs.
A food sale will be held Saturday ]
to
BOX
NO.
10,
%
The
Courierfive-room
Apt.
UNFURNISHED
WORK Horse for sale, also 36’
Marlon Hart. Others present were ,
at 1 p. m. at Cunningham's store, j
Gazette, stating qualifications.
TEL.
527-M.
with
flush
to
let.
Lobster Boat.
RED WOTTON.
58*60 Charles Dority and daughter Syl- ’
benefit of sponsoring a girl tof
58*60
Head of the Bay.___________58*60
via of Rockland, Raymond Hills of
DISHWASHER
wanted,
night
girl's state in June.
APARTMENT 5 rooms and bath,
4-TON Ford Pickup (1987) with
shift. Apply any time till 3 p. m Union and Arthur Hart and son
Mrs. Carrie Mank of Rockland I
new motor. 3 new tires, stake body. | unfurnished to let. Adults only. at
PARAMOUNT restaurant. Peter.
was
in town Tuesday attending the i
heater, ln excellent condition. $43.50 month.
Main St., Rcckland, Me.
58-lt
CHARLES E BICKNELL. II,
CALL Rockland 1404-W evenings.
“open house" for twins, Mrs. Ida,
Mrs. Emily Pushaw spent Tues
Real
Estate
MAN
to
work
on
poultry
farm,
56*60 I
Goss ar.d Mrs. Ada Wincapaw's!
Tel. 1574
509 Main Street and do rough carpentry. C. B day with Mrs. Susie Hemenway.
KELVTNATOR. 10-foot Refrig- ’
Rockland, Maine
TOLMAN Tel. Warren 44-5.
Mrs. Jennie Payson, who was the
80th birthday anniversary.
erator for sale, 2 compartments
58-lt
58-60 guest of Mr. and Mrs. Philip Crab
1953 model.
Practically new.
Hospital Patient
FTVE-Room Furnished Apt. with
COOK wanted for dietary dept. tree, returned Friday to her home
Levi Keizer, 77, who breaks rock every day in the quarries of the Rockland and Rockport Lime Com
CL.AYTON IJTTLEHALE. WarMrs.
Edith
Bowes is a patMpt I
58-60 ! large sunporch, downstairs to let; Phone 936. KNOX COUNTY GEN
pany, was feted by his fellow workers Tuesday evening at the home of Everett Wall on Limerock street, on
ren. Tel. 40-22.
148 Broadway. TEL. 798-R. 57tf ERAL HOSPITAL, for appoint at East Union.
the occasion of his birthday. The group above, plus many others gathered for the lobster stew supper. at Camden community Hospital
12-FT. V-bottom Row Boat for
57 tf
Seated In the front row from left to right are: Oliver Holden, Mr. Keizer who holds his great grandson. Robert Friends unite in wishing her aj
FOUR-Room Upstairs Apt. with ment.
sale, new; 51 BAY VIEW ST.,
Smith, 4; and Rudolph Gilley, quarry boss. In back are: Horace Keizer, Irving Keizer, Francis Cayton, Tony speedy recovery.
bath
to
let
on
Rt.
1.
Warren.
ERN

SALES
Clerk,
man
or
woman,
Oamden.___________________ 58*60
Collins, Edwin Keizer, Hank Snowman and Everett Wall.
EST BENNER. Tel. 82-11.
wanted, also all around man. RU
COMBINATION Electric Grill
Mrs. Wallace Prock and daughter
Travelers
57*59 BENSTEIN. Tel. 1285.
57«
and steamer with warming oven
of Orffs Corner were guest Sunday j winchenbach.
Mrs. Effie Dyer, Oscar Foster, and Rev. John Baxter and John How- j
land.
Her
subject
will
be,
“
The
FIVE-Room
Apt
with
bath,
to
SMALL
Building
wanted,
approx.
for sale. TEL. 1316______ 56*60
let and 3-room office space on 1st 12’xl8’. also flat bottom Rowboat. of her parents Mr. and Mrs. S. H.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Montgomery ard left Wednesday to attend j
Mr. and Msr. William Dorman American Assembly in Action.
ANYONE needing good Loam, floor in Austin Block. Inquire CALL Thomaston 348- or 41 Knox
were Mother's Day dinner guests Methodist Conference.
of
Rockland
were
callers
of
Mr.
and
we have it. $4 a yard. LINCOLN FRED COPP. Damariscotta.
Street.
57-59
of Mr. and Mrs. Francis Dyer.
E. McRAE, North Main St.
LOST
AND
FOUND
Mrs. R. G. Delano.
Community Club Meeting
57-62
WOMAN wanted to stay with
56&58
Improvement League
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
T.
Palmer,
Woman's Community Club met 1
SIX-Room Rent to let at 57 aged lady. Some light housework.
VINALHAVEN
BROWN
silk
Billfold
lost
Tues

ONE Kitchen Cabinet. 1 Flor- Gleason St. Thomaston, flush and Live in. TEL. 332-R.
The School Improvement League Tuesday for luncheon at Mrs. Es
57*59 day around 11 a. m. ln Tolman Bus of Methuen, Mass., and- George T.
ence End Heater, 1 Kitchen Sink, water. Garden spot HAROLD B.
MRS. EDWIN MADDOX
met recently at the Central ther Keating's. As this was the j
Palmer,
Sr.,
of
the
Village,
were
Station.
Reward.
MRS.
ETHEL
CHILDREN
wanted
to
care
for
Correspondent
almost new, for sale, reasonable KALER. Washington, Maine. Tel.
School. George Sleeper was pres annual meeting, reports were
by day or week, 2 years and up. G CUSHING, Thomaston. Tel. 7. callers at the home of George A.
Telephone 137
for cash. TEL. Camden 564.
5-25.
57-59 Practical nurse’s training. Rea
58*
It
ent to explain the plot of the play given.
53*<k55*&58*
Suggestions for raising |
Palmer
Sunday.
ONE 2-room Purn. Apt., second sonable rates. For information
NOTICE is hereby given o! the
“Stolen
Identity” by Charles funds were discussed. The nomi
FOR Memorial Day. Glads, Car- floor to let, one 3-room furn. Apt. CALL 1045-W. Good opportunity
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Delano and
loss of deposit book No 42968
Registration day for children Emery, formerly of Rockland. nating committee of Esther Keat- I
nations and Roses for sale. MRS. first flor. Adults only. Apply 12 for factory workers.
67*59 standing in the name of Brownie two children and Stella Delano
CHARLES A. SWIFT, Gracie’s WARREN ST.
who are to enter the pre-primary Members of the cast are Thelma ing. Mary Barker and Nina Fuller j
56*58
FOUR
or
five-room
fum.
Apt.
Troop
No.
7
and
Evelyn
Diilstrom
were
in
Bristol
Sunday.
Garden. 9 Booker St., Thomas
grade in the Washington School Murray, Alma Walker, Polly Low presented the following slauftof j
CaU MR. asks for duplicate in accordance
SM1ALL furnished Room to let, with bath w’anted.
Verna Dyer and Mrs. Love Dres
ton. Tel. 374.
57-64
next September is to be held Fri ell, Miriam Isbell, Lucille Curtis, officers for ensuing year and the J
with the provisions of the State
kitchen privileges. Working person PACKER, 256-M2 after 6 p. m.
ser
of
Lewiston
were
weekend
JOSIAH preferred. TEL. 277-J.
PANSIES for sale.
57-59 Law
BOCKLAND
SAVINGS
day, May 15. Parents will be wel- I Harry Isbell, Lorimer Walker. One
56*58
club accepted same:
West
Meadow
Rd.,
LARRABEE,
BANK, by Sidney H. Pierce, Treas guests of Mrs. Edna Dyer.
corned at any time from 8.30 a. m. rehearsal has already been held
UNFURNISHED
Rent
to
let.
57*59
City.
President. Aubyne Hawes, first |
urer____________________ 55*Th*61
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Vincent
Brown
of
Central. MRS. MILLS, 11 Ma
until 3 p. m. Please bring the and the tentative date for the play vice president, Avis Nichols; sec
WOOD Lot of five acres for sale sonic St.
Picture Framing
LADY'S Handbag lost in the Auburn called on Mrs. Edna Dyer
56tf
child’s birth certificate.
Hard wood. GUSTAVE WAINIO,
to be presented is May 27. Mem ond vice president, Isabel Abbott;
vicinity of Maverick Square. Con Monday.
UNFURNISHED, heated 4-room
P. O Box 62, West Rockport.
Mrs. Lida Ames and Mrs. Edith bers of the committee on publciity, secretary, Marie Butler; treasurer, I
tains sum of money and valuable
Apt.,
with
bath,
to
let.
Thermo

57*59
papers. Generous reward. Finder
Williams were Rockland shoppers tickets and programs, etc., are Isabel Wiggin.
Executive com- I
control electric kitchen
please leave at The Courier-Ga
AtEWIVES for sale, wholesale static
on Monday.
Vera Mathieson, Mary Epps, Mary mittee, Florence Calderwood. Inez
range and refrig. $12.50 per week;
zette Office or TEL. 1546. Rockland
and retail at HASKELL’S PISH 586 Main St. TEL. 25 evenings
Mrs. Elva Geele arrived home Dyer, Florence Havener. Inez Cameron. Irene Payson.
Music
MARKET. Tel. 650.
57*59 only fTom 6 to 7 p. m.
57-59 WARREN
58tf
on Monday, after passing the win Montgomery, Elizabeth Walker, committee, Christine Barker. Leah |
USED Thayer Baby Carriage for
ALENA L. STARRETT
LARGE fum. Room with small
ter in Rockland and Camden.
Alma Walker, Ted Haskins, Rus Sherman, Mary Baxter.
sale, in good condition. Price $15. kitchenette
Correspondent
EGOS & CHICKS
to let at 24 School St.
Mrs. R. C. Kneuertz arrived last sell Woodman, Ashley Gray and
47 Lawn Ave. TEL. 713-M. 57*59 TEL. 1448-J
Telephone 48
An invitation was accepted to I
55tf
week, and is at her summer home Herbert Montgomery.
BLACK sex-link Pullet Chicks
CROSS
Rose St. hold a picnic in June at Mrs.
CEDAR Pence Stakes for sale.
for sale; bred for high egg produc
Two to four-inch at small ends,
here.
Clair and Betty Haskins will have Virginia MaElwee's, date to be an- |
TEL.
82 Limerock SL
TEL.
tion and resistance to leukosis. We
Mrs. J. Homer Nelson and Mrs.
and six feet long.
VEkNARD
1335
Rockland, Me,
1139
charge
of the fudge sale at the play nounced.
Birthday
Club
NEALEY, Northport. Tel. Belfast
Modern, unfurnished private bath
25-Th-tf| also have the Silver-Cross ROKES Dana Smith, Sr., attended a meet
It was voted to buy more silver
Mrs. Leon Arey was hostess to
POULTRY FARM, Cobb Road,
Mrs. Avis Nichols told very in
529-M2.
57*59 2 and 3 room Apts., for rent. Cabi
Camden, Me. Tel. 2261.
13tf ing of the Congregational Confer the Birthday Club Friday evening. ware and to promote the fluorine terestingly of her trip to West I
net sinks, gas stove, ref. Moderate
SELLING MY DAIRY HERD
ence
held
May
5th
and
6th,
as
del

ONE
pair
White
Majorette
A delicious supper was enjoyed by treatment for the children in Indies and displayed several abi
Your bid on herd or family Cow rent lo responsible adults, fine lo Boots, size 5t4 wanted. CAROL
egates from the Second Congrega the members. At 8 o’clock the July. The baseball season if. at
would be appreciated. W. E. LIN cation in Rockland.
REAL
ESTATE
des she purchased. Nineteen were |
GROSS,
Waldoboro.
Tel.
139-3.
TEL. CAMDEN 2853
tional Church of this town. Mrs. club was guest of Mr. and Mrs. hand and the boys are in need of
WOOD, South Union.
56-64
56-58
present to enjoy the day.
57*59
Norton's
Pond:
Here
is
a
nice
Nelson then went on to Bar Har Dick Poole for a program of T.V. equipment such as bases, bats and
ROUND Oak Dining Table and
PEELED
Pulpwood
wanted, little Camp in a beautiful wooded
four leather-seated Chairs for sale.
bor w.iere she visited for a few days which was very much enjoyed. La gloves, Anyone having any of
FOUR-Room furnished Apt. to spruce, fir and hemlock. Roadside.
The Ancients Used Cement
Excellent condition. Reasonable. let. No children. W. H. EMERY, ERNEST PITCHER, Washington, section. Not far from town and with friends.
good
neighbors.
Kitchen,
living
Lawrence is an old business as I
ter at the home of Mrs. Arey a this equipment or wishing to do
MRS L. E. FROST. Tel. 1181-J. 28 Pacific St. Call 590-W.
55tf Me. Tel. 2-19.
56*58 room, smail bedroom, open sleeping
Mr. and Mrs. Xavier MaUett are penny sale was held, and mystery nate toward same may contact businesses go in this country, but
56*58
REAR Office of two rooms to let.
DOORMAN, full-time wanted. attic. This place is less than 5 recovering from illness.
prize won. The remainder of the Mr. Gray or any member of the the use of cementing materials to
JUST in time for graduation, All modern, in the Carini Block Apply In Person Only to MANA years old and a swell buy at
Delicious refreshments bind stone and brick is as old as
man’s white wool Dinner Jacket over Clark’s Flower Shop. Tel. GER. Knox Theatre.
Mrs. Elizabeth Robinson has re evening was passed with music and League.
56tf $2750.
and black trousers for sale; worn 1493-J.
Inn and Restaurant. Here is a turned home from Rockland where handiwork.
were served by the refreshment history itself. Moreover, many
55tf
LAWNS mowed, raked and main swell opportunity for a couple who
once. Size 36, also Lady’s Gray
committee, Mrs. Thelma Murray, structures in which the ancient
FURNISHED House 8 rooms with
Storm Coat, size 36. TEL. Thom bath, 73 Beech St. to let. tained, light trucking and odd would like to settle down in a she passed the winter. She was
Mrs. Monica Learned, Mrs. Edna Egyptians and Romans employed
jobs
wanted.
C.
H.
WINCHENwith
Miss
Bertha
Starrett
for
a
peaceful
rural
town
Good
restau

aston 371.
56-58 circulating hot water heat oil
BAUGH. Tel. 1197-J.
56*58 rant and fountain business from few days before opening her home
Heath, Mrs. Margaret Knowlton, cement are still in existence, living
Adults
only.
ED
HOT Point Elec. Range for sale. burner.
WALDOBORO
Mrs. Frances Montgomery and proof that the early artisans knew|
A MEDICAL Secretary with spe local mill and townspeople. Four here.
Price reasonable for quick sale WARD C. MORAN, JR., 425 Main
cial hospital training wanted, for rooms to rent besides a large com
MRS. RENA CROWELL
Mrs. Vera Mathieson, at the close how to make use of this substance,
TEL. Thom. 43.
56-58 St. or phone Rockland 98. 57*59 a position in the Medical Records fortable suite for owners. A good
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Moore Sr.,
Correspondent
and that lt is in fact about as “per-1
of the meeting.
FIVE-Room Apt. to let, all mod Department. Call KNOX COUNTY opportunity. Priced to sell.
HARDWICK Range for sale,
Telephone 250
Mrs. Maynard Leach, Miss Athleen
manent” a material as has been de- ]
white enamel combination bottled em improvements, adults only. GENERAL HOSPITAL, Rockland,
Investment Opportunity; A low
Robinson, Mrs. George Martin and
52tf for an appointment.
vised by the ingenuity of man.
gas and end heater, wood grates. TEL. 1285, 6 Talbot Ave.
54tf posted, easy to maintain house,
Mrs. Charles Overlock attended the
Perfect condition. TEL. 1194.
can
be
reconverted
to
two
family
All the early cements were of the
FOUR-Rm. Heated, Apt. with
Past
Officers
Night
Mr.
and
Mrs.
M.
P.
Orne
of
South
EXPECTANT Mothers: Form a at low cost. In good condition.
56*58 bath, to let, hot water; also 2 furn.
Merchandise Club and earn the Should bring substantial return at recent guest officer night observ
Wiwurna Chapter observed Past Warren called Sunday on Calista "natural” variety. In other w<jjp
USED Allis-Chalmers Tractors Rooms with flush. TEL. 1379-R. money for your baby’s layette. In
ance at Miriam Rebekah Lodge, in
they were made by crushing and
Matron and Pa'.rons Night Tues Orne.
50tf quire at CHILDREN’S SPECIAL $5500.
plows, mowers, cultivators loaders 34 Fulton St.
Rockland.
I
have
prospects
for
the
follow

day w’ith 18 past officers present.
Daisy Lee is working at the fac burning and pulverizing the nafvral
etc., for sale, also one used trac
SANDING Machine and Polisher TY SHOP. 403 Main St., Rockland. ing, a general store, cottage lots,
stone, just as lt came out of the
Mrs. Harold D. Sawyer has re The entertainment committee put tory at Winslow Mills.
tor spreader on rubber. Used 55 to let. Also a Wall Paper Steamer Tel.1471-M
51tf 4, 5, 6 and 7-room houses, cottages
earth, and a stone had to be found
h.p. mill unit. New Allis-Chalm Inquire at SEA COAST PAINT
turned
home
from
a
visit
in
Beth

on a minstrel show which was very
Mr. and Mrs. Almon Burns went
LAWNS to mow, wanted. Call | and poultry farms If you want
ers Tractors and equipment. New CO.. 449 Main St
Itf JACK HOOPER, West Meadow
esda, Md„ and Washington, D. C„ much enjoyed. There were guests to Warren Sunday to spend a few which contained the various Ingre
results, call me.
Balers and Forage Harvesters,
dients needed to produce a cement
ONE and 2-room Furnished Apts Road. Tel. 179-R.
56*60
CHARLES E. BICKNELL, II,
with her son-in-law and daughter, from Ivy Chapter, Warren; Grace days at their cottage.
Rakes. Spreaders, etc. CHARLES to let on Willow St TEL 939 or
Real Estate
ing agent; the long life of structures
MRS.
E
B.
SLEEPER
will
be
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
H.
Adams.
E. STACKPOLE, St. George Rd 1219
Chapter, Thomaston; Orient Chap
Mrs Austin Havener is ill with
lOltf at home, 239 Cedar St. and is pre Telephone 1574
509 Main Street
made with natural cement bear wit
Thomaston.
56*58
Highway
and
general
mainten

ter,
Union;
Rose
of
Sharon
Chap

German measles.
Rockland, Maine
HEATED and unheated furnished pared to make dresses, suits, ooats.
ness to its efficacy and enduring
58-lt ance man employed by the town of ter, Augusta. The refreshment com
ONE used 12tfc-inch floor model Apts, to let. V F STUDLEY, 77 and all kinds of furwork. Altera
Mrs. John Matson went Monday characteristics.
mahogany Motorola TV $156. One Park Bt Tela WWW) nr 1234
itf tions on same. Reasonable prices.
FOUR-,Room House for sale. For Warren, is Edward Davies, it is an mittee was Mrs. Viola Kuhn, Mrs. ot Knox Hospital for treatment.
used spinner-type Easy Washer
TEL. 36.
54tf information call at 36 FRANKLIN nounced by town manager, Stanley Barbara Pinkham, Mrs. Gladys
Sunday evening "Mother’s Day"
Read The Courier -Gazette
$35. One slightly used model 530
Street.
58*60 Judkins.
MISCELLANEOUS
Winchenbaugh, Mrs. Goldie Shef was celebrated at the home of Mr.
Wild range oil burner pump, $25
FOR SALE
W H. EMERY Tel. 590-W or call
A memorial service for deceased field.
and Mrs. Matt Anderson with a
On Crawford Pond: Four rooms,
FOB EXPECTANT
ARTHRITIS?
at 28 Pacific St.
55tf
members
of the past year, will be
Mr. snd Mrs. Kenneth Weston family gathering.
screened
porch,
large
living
roam
MOTHERS ONLY
1938 STUDEBAKER Comman
with fireplace, flush and lavatory held Friday night at the stated was irf Portland Tuesday.
If
you
guess
exact
day
of
arrival,
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Reed and
I have been wonderfully blessed
der for sale, completely overhauled you will receive free a baby auto
Beautiful setting right on the lake meeting of Ivy Chapter, OES
Mrs. Frank Cushing of Pemaquid family of North Waldoboro was in being restored to active life after
$125. CALL 273-M.
57*59 seat. Register now at MEREDITH
Remodeled Cape Cod Colonial
WANTED
Rev. Bruce P. Cummings will at has been a guest of Mrs. Ruth callers Sunday at John Matson’s.
being crippled in nearly every joj
TRAP STOCK!
with fireplaces, new bath and newFURNITURE OO, Rockland.
AN EFFICIENT EXPERIENCED
heating system; about 3 acres of tend the ordination of Rev. John Hinckley.
We have on hand a comolete
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Copp is ex in my body and with muscihar
•tf
BOOKKEEPER
land, and small bam. A hand Reedy at the Baptist Church, ip
line of newly cut lobster trap stock
Clifford Leigher of Augusta was pecting to move this weekend. Their soreness from head to foot. I had
for sale
INDEPENDENT LOB
Must have own transportation. some property in village location. Georgetown, Friday evening, and in town over the weekend.
new home is in Warren. AU good Rheumatoid Arthritis and other
See F H. WOOD, Court House
STER COMPANY, Rockland. Tel.
Plant 7 miles from Rockland.
taking part, will give the welcome
forms of Rheumatism, hands de
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Glenwood
Reever
wishes
go with them.
58-59
303.
47tt
Write for appointment, include
A Bonded Service Representative
formed and my ankles were set.
to the ministry, that night.
have
returned
to
Wakefield,
N.
H.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
Hesler
and
experience
record
and
salary
de

ACT
NOW
ANTIQUES bought and sold; Will be in Rockland and Vicinity
The Rug Club met Tuesday with
sired.
Limited space prohibits telling
South Cushing: 6-room House
children spent the weekend in Bos
also, short settees for sale. LOUIS Monday thru Friday, May 11-15
WRITE L. L. W.
Good cond. in and out; 49 acres Mrs. Philip Simmons.
you more here but if you will
PERREAULT, SR, Tel. Warren
ton.
TELEPHONE 395-M
% COURIER-GAZETTE
field and wood land Located on
38-21_____________________________58tf
Fred L. Perkins, Jr., will be guest
write me I will reply at once and
56-58
48-tf
black top road. Priced to seU fast
Mr. and Foster Farrell and
FISHERMEN: If you have • good
For packing shipments ta fragile tell you how I received this won
speaker Friday night at the banquet
$2626.
merchandise,
nothing
ls
more
prac

daughter Connie, who have re
boat to sell, list it with us. Our
derful relief.
SINGER Sewing Mfg. Co. Sales
58-lt meeting of the Rockland Educa
IF you want the best auto body
office at Portland specializes in Sendee and Repair. Write or Call
cently returned from Hartford, tical than old newspapers. Bundles
See DON HENRY,
tional
club,
to
be
held
at
the
IOOF
and
fender
work,
come
to
BOWL

Maine commercial craft — seiners,
Mrs. Lela S. Weir
Water St., Augusta, Tel. 3770 or ING’S GARAGE, 778 Main Street, 99 Park St.,
Rockland, Maine Hall. Mrs. Perkins will attend as a Conn., are occupying one of the 10 cents and up at The Courierlobster boats, draggers, sardine car 258
Gaaette
42‘aw
Rockland Rep, John C. Benson, Rockland.
Many
other
business
and
dwell

Strout
oottages
at
Ingraham
Hill.
47tf
riers Drop us a card or phone ua 376 Broadway, Rockland. TEL
guest.
2865 Arbor Hills Drive
ing properties available.
Mrs. Rodney Weeks and house
details today. EDWIN B. ATH 836-W.
GET your spring plowing done _ _________
LEGAL NOTICE
P. O. Box 1122
144-tf
The game party planned for Sat
56*58
EARN,
Marine Broker.
184 'i
keeper, Mrs. Alice Newman of
now. CaU GEORGE RUSSELL.
CITY OF ROCKLAND
Jackson 7, Mississippi
urday
night
by
the
Riverside
Club,
SECOND-Hand Furniture bought JR., West Meadow Rd.
Middle St, Portland 3, Maine. Tel.
Tel. IE YOU WISH TO BUY OK
Dearborn, Mich., amled by motor
MAINE
58-Th-61
C. W 1115-R.
at Town Hall, has been cancelled.
5-0438
50tf and sold. Tel 1374-W
»
IN CITY COUNCIL
recently and have opened the
qerwAT.v
mw
SELL CONSULT
May
11,
1953
Board of Selectmen,
JOHN Deere Manure Spreader
Mrs. Perkins Speaker At Sam
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
Weeks’ summer place "Ledgemere." BE IT ORDERED BY THE CITY
North Haven, Maine.
ta
for sale Good as new EUGENE
done at the Mend-It Shop, 102
oset Hotel
Mr. and Mrs. James Weeks and
COUNCIL. AS FOLLOWS:
Dear Sirs:—
v
FEYLER, Waldoboro, Maine, RIB
Union St., Grove St entrance. Tel.
Farms - Homes Mrs.
Fred
L.
Perkins,
Jr.
who
family
of
Detroit,
Mich.,
will
arrive
To Evelyn Sullivan.
1889. EVA AMES.
56*62
May 6. 1858
2.74.
46*68
Business Propositions
attended
the
December
American
Box
1K2,
Station
“
A
”
I propose to construct a weir
MRS. FAYE SMITH. Rep.
about the first of June. Mrs,
LOAM for lawns, flower gardens,
IRON. Steel, Metal, Rags and
C. E. FENDERSON
located at Webster’s Head on the
Telephone 2754 Camden
Assembly on inflation at Arden Weeks and children will occupy Boston, Macs.
landscaping, etc for sale Delivered
Batteries wanted. MORRIS GOR
WHEREAS
it
appears
that
you
North
side of North Haven. Hie
SANITARY SERVICE
149-eoTh-tf House, Harriman, N. Y„ will speak the McIntosh cottage at Crockett’s
DON 8c SON, 8 Leland St, Tel.
anvwhere.
NEIL RUSSELL. Tel.
are the owner of a building locat lead to be approximately eight
Tel. 1314 Rockland or
123-W.
8Stf
408.
45tf
at the afternoon session, June 19th, bqach for the summer and Mr. ed at No. 20 T Street in the City hundred fifty (860) feet long and
62851 Old Orchard Beach
DONT discard your old or
STRAWBERRY Plants for sale, Go anywhere 25 miles from here
heading West South West to the
of the 61st annual convention of the < Weeks wall return to Michigan of Rockland, and
Howard 17, CaUkill, Sparkle. Mon
WHEREAS, notice was given land of William Marshall, I hav
57*59 antique furniture. Call. H. JOHN
Maine
Federation
of
Women’s after a short vacation.
NEWMAN
for
restoring
and
remouth. Maine 56 and Orland.
and a hearing held as provided by ing obtained the permission from
BEAL ESTATE BROKER
Mr. snd Mrs. Alfred Fredette, the Revised Statutes of Maine the owner.
Clubs, at the Samoset Hotel, Rockfinishing: 46 Masonic Bt
Tel.
$2.26-100 postpaid, $2 100 here,
TELEPHONE 1574
11MLM
W
$17 1000COD. orders filled.
1944. Chapter 128, Section 23, and
signed, Michael Williams.
689 MAIN ST. BOCKLAND, ME. ('S3aKMtSC3W3SMeMKSMtM«3M3S3tSOWMeMWSt»KMt3a«SSM6SS3t363t3S3C
Sprayed and State inspected. LE
WHEREAS, the Municipal Offi State of Maine,
Rentals
Appraisals
ROY LUCE, Washington. Maine.
cers of the Oity of Rockiand on Oounty of Knox
30-tf
the eleventh day of May, 1953, ad
Tel. 8-14.
42*65
PERMANENTS - $5.00 and up
The Selectmen hereby give nojudged said building to be danger tioe that they will be at the loca
Vweuan BUmW-Wiiidow Shades
LARGE Lot, foundation for sale,
ous to the lives and safety of the tion called for tn the above appli
Without Nagging Backache
All Colors and Styles
sewer, water, cost over $2200 Will
citizens of Rockland.
cation on Saturday the sixteenth
Nagging backache, loss of pep and energy,
Free Installation and estimates
sacrifice.
Inquire 158 TALBOT
headaches and dizziness may be due to slow
Now. therefore, you are hereby day of May AD. 1968 at one o’clock
Tel. 838. UNITED HOME SUPPLY
down of kidney function. Doctors say good
THE
VILLAGE
BEAUTY
SALON
AVE.
50tf
ordered to repair or remove said P M. to hear all persona having
OO 570 Main St . rttv ______ 31 tf
kidney function is very important to good
building at once. If this order is any reason why a license should
health. When some everyday condition, such
Prescription
Service
WARREN,
ME.
TELEPHONE
90
as stress and strain, causes this important
not complied with within thirty not be granted to Michael WilUams
function to slow down, many folks suffer nag
days of this notice, the building as caUed for In the above applica
I FURNISHED OOTTAOES
Drugs * Sundries
ging backache—feel miserable. Minor blad
ARTKBIAN WELLS
will be removed by the City of tion Given under our hands wU
Open Friday Nights by Appointment
der irritations due to cold or wrong diet may
MAINE ESTATE
cause getting up nights or f requent passages.
Rookland at your expense
6th day of May A. D. 1863.
TEL.
1204
T
HARBOR,
FLORIDA
.SAFETY
Don’t neglect your kidneys if these condi
LIW« BBUEBT ft 8OV
A true copy.
Vernon Beverage,
CLOSED MONDAYS.
tions bother you. Try Doan's Pills—a mild
ta St

SOUTH HOPE

Veteran Quarryman Honored By Associates

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES

ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH

W

SOUTH WALDOBORO

TO LET

FRIENDSHIP

— ATTENTION —
Men and Women of
the Rockland Area

ELECTROLUX CLEANERS

OWLS HEAD

West’s Farm Agency, Inc.

Cesspools, Septic Tanks
and Cellars Pumped Out

CHARLES E. BICKNELL, II

WakeUp

To More Comfort

■INCE IMS

■hr. W-«
»tf

diuretic. Used successfully by millions for
over B0 yaar*. It’s amasing how many times
Doan’s give bas»ny relief from tbeau disoom-

and fi In i Pilia to4ar[

CROSS’
PHARMACY

ALL PRICES REASONABLE AT

17$ MAIN STREET
BOCKLAND, MAINE

198-tf

Pr

Attrat:
GERALD U.

Alton Calderwood,
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were donated by Mrs. Leroy Hus
Some Have Honor
sey to the National Society in
Washington, and Miss Williams
Thrust Upon ThemNews and Social Itema, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
read a very interesting article on
or telephoned to
Montpelier
which
was
written
by
MRS. OLADY8 OONDON. ERIN STREET. TEL. 113-1
Here's An Instance
Mrs. Carrie M. Crockett ,(Mrs. J.
Hollis) Colemere of Waco, Texas,
Some people have greatness
Theodore Konelick who is em commi’tee: Annie Rogers. Virgin a sister of the late Dr. G. L.
thrust upon them, and once in a
ployed on the Mohileoil, is spend ia Putnam, Lorraine Seekins and Crockett. Mra Colemere is a mem
while this applies to an organlzaber of the Henry Downs Chapter,
ing a vacation with Mrs. Konelick Dorothy Cook.
, tion as well. Exactly this hap
D.AR. of Waco, Texas.
and daughter Theo at their home
Surprise Birthday Party
pened to the Camden-Rockport
Refreshments were served by the
on Main street.
Mrs. Lena Linekin was guest of
Chamber of Commerce in the
hostess and her assistants.
The Roaring 20’s will bowl to
honor at a surprise birthday party
night after which they will go to
Tuesday issue of this paper.
given at the home of her grand
the home of Mrs. Frances Jordan.
On what appeared the most re
daughter, Mrs. Betty Townsend, Thomaston Lions
Pythian Sisters Circle will meet
liable of information it was stated
Beechwood street Sunday to honor
Friday, May 22, at 7.30 p. m., at the
in the opening paragraph of a
Mrs. Linekin on Mother's Day for Will Work For
home of Mrs. Betty Townsend.
story on the first page that the
her coming 83rd birthday.
Youth Recreation
Friday at 3 p. m., the organiza
Rockland Chamber of Commerce
Relatives and friends called from
tion meeting for World-Wide Guild
and the Camden-Rockport Cham
2 to 4 p. m. Guests were: her son
Sometime next Sunday after
will be held at the Baptist Church,
ber of Commerce were sending
and daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. noon a lion will appear on every
Mrs. Martin, State Secretary of W.
representatives to Washington to
Fred Linekin, Mrs. Katherine Der Thomaston doorstep but citizens
W. G. is to meet with the leaders
appear before a congressional com
ry, Mrs. Retta Cole sisters of Mrs.
are asked not to be alarmed as
and girls.
mittee on behalf of a Rockland
Linekin from Rockland, Mrs. Mary these lions are guaranteed to be
The Ccunty Convention of the
Harbor dredging project.
Henry, Mrs. Ruby Peabody, Frank
harmless for they are hardly of the
WCTU will be held May 18 at the
Our information erred only in
Linekin, Dwight Linekin, Mrs Mil jungle variety, at least so this re
Baptist Church for a morning and
the
implication that the Camdendred Barton, Miss Theresa Linekin, porter was told. It will be admit
afternoon session. Beginning at 9.30
Rockport chamber was officially
| daughters of Mrs. Linekin Lyle ted that the Thomaston Lions are
a. m. The speaker will be Gusta
co-operating ln the matter. That
j Townsend and Mrs. Linekin's great
really roaring at the present time
Christi and a National speaker in
is not literally the fact. The ac
grandchildren, Jerry, Faye and for they have extensive plans for a
tual situation is this—The Rock
the afternoon.
Benjamin Townsend and Mr. and recreational program for Thomas
land Chamber has sent two rep
Wed Co Club
Mrs. Lawrence Sawyer. She re ton youngsters of all ages that is
resentatives to promote its inter
The Wed Co Club met Monday ceived many nice gifts, money and
At a tea at Knox County General Hospital Tuesday 13 employees were honored with a presentation of pins for length of service. Those ests at the meeting. One is At
going to take some doing.
night at the Baptist Church ves cards and also two birthday cakes.
Now as to the reason for this so recognized were from left to right: Mrs. Camilla Donlan. R. N.; Phyllis Sukeforth; Mrs. Mary Maki. R. N.; Mrs. Grace Frye; Mrs Flora torney Christy Adams of Rock
Collins; Mrs. Mollie Ingraham; Albert Emery; Miss Vittrice Carini; Mrs. Fronia Kuhn and Mrs. Mary A. Freeman. Absent were Miss Ethel
try for a family night supper. The
campaign next Sunday afternoon— Payson, R. N.; Mrs. Julia Shattuck and Mrs. Myra Bradbury, R N.
Photo by Barde land. the othtr is Attorney David
committee in charge were Mr. and
Nichols of Camden, who ia the
the
Lions
are
going
to
have
an
auc

Thomaston
DAR
Long and faithful service of 13 the hospital. To that end they selves to the welfare of those com its patients.
Mrs. Vernon Achorn, Mr. and Mrs.
president of the Camden-Rockport
tion and every resident of Thomas
Walter Chapman, Mr. and Mrs. Ot Elects Officers
mitted to their care at this hospital.
Those honored were: Mrs. Mary Chamber of Commerce, but makes
ton is asked to start digging out employees of Knox County General tlav« striven for skill in the fulfillI hope they will be justly proud Anderson Freeman, Recofd Libra- the Washington trip in his role of
to Irvine, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Hospital
was
recognized
at
a
tea
of
their
duties
'
holdmg
every single article that has been
Starrett, Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin For New Year
whatsoever they may have learned of this award as we all are proud of , rian, 30 years; Mrs. Fronia Kuhn, attorney, representing the Rock
discarded and is lying around in at the Nurses Home Tuesday after
by touching upon the lives of the them today, and that they will wear Housekeeper, 25 years; Miss Ethel
Smalley. Others attending were:
The annual meeting of General shed, attic, bam or cellar. Don’t noon when Mrs. Dorothy Folta, ad sick. They have acknowledged the this pin daily, so that all may rec Payson, R. N., Night Superviser, 15 land Chamber in this instance,
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Hahn, Mr. and
along with Mr. Adams.
worry about size or weight, the Li
ministrator of the hospital present dignity of the cure of disease and ognize the years of service they years; Miss Vittrice Carini, Collect
Mrs. Waiter Stone and children, Knox Chapter, D.AR. of Thom
ons have plenty of muscle suited for
the safeguarding of health ln which have given.
or, 10 years; Albert Emery, Book spent the weekend with his grand
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Savon and aston, was held at the home of
stevadore work and trucks will be ed them with service pins for "Ser
no act is menial or inglorious. They
May I say how happy we are to keeper, 10 years; Mrs. Mollie In parents Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Gen
children, Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Clark Miss Anna Dillingham Monday
vice to Humanity.”
availaole to cart it away.
have walked in upright faithfulness have with us today so many repre graham, Maid. 5 years; Mrs. Julia thner and family.
and children, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph evening, May 11. with Mrs. Ruth
This auction will be held at a
In doing so Mrs. Folta addressed
and in obedience to those under sentatives from the various organ Shattuck, Practical Nurse, 5 years;
Jacksor and children, Mr. and Mrs McLain, Mis. Betty Shesler and suitable time ln early summer when
Mrs. Villa Morse of the Village
the honorees and guests as follows: whose guidance they had to work. ization, who have been volunteers Mrs. Camilla Donlan, R. N„ Assist
Wilbert Harper and children, Mr Miss Harriet Williams assisting
spent the weekend with her mother,
summer visitors as well as home I This afternoon we are privileged
To the six nurses who represent in some way to serve the hospital. ant Administrator, 5 years; Mrs. Mrs. Matilda Eugley.
and Mrs. Lyle Townsend ahd chil the hostess.
folks will have a chance to attend. I to award to our employees, service
Plans were made for packing a
a total of 45 years, and the seven I appreciate having them here with 1 Flora Collins, Maid, 5 years;; Mrs.
dren, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Whitten
Mrs. Mertie Booth of Kaler
As all manner of material except
and children, Mr. and Mrs. William box of clothing and useful articles clothing will be acceptable, it will pins in recognition of many years employees who represent a total of us today to enjoy the “Tea” and Grace Frye, Maid, 5 years; Mrs. Comer visited Sunday with her
Vinal and daughter, Rev. and Mrs. for Crossnore, a school in North take tome time to make necessary of "Service to Humanity” while at SO years of service to humanity may give us an opportunity to get even ‘ Mary Maki, R. N„ Head Nurse, 5 sister Mrs. Ida Waltz.
Knox County General Hospital.
I thank them for practicing their better acquainted. Our thanks to years; Mrs. Myra Bradbury, R. N.,
Fitzpatrick and his sister and sis Carolina.
Recent callers at Mrs. Eldora
repairs so the date has been set
They have pledged themselves to profession so faithfully; for en- them for the services they have Head Nurse, Maternity; and Mrs. Gross were Mrs. Eben Wallace, son
ter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin ! The following officers were elect- ahead far enough so that every
;
ed
to
serve
the
chapter
during
the
the
wholehearted
service
of
those
deavonng to aid the physician in' contributed to the most important Phyllis Sukeforth, practical nurse, Richard, daughter Judith and Mrs.
Smalley and grandchildren, Mr.
thing will be in first class condi
and Mrs. Achorn and grandson, coming year: Regent. Miss Harriet tion. Those who will not be home whose care has been intrusted to his work and for devoting them- building in town, your hospital, and 5 years of service.
William K. Winchenbach of Dutch
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hallowell, Mr. Williams; vice regent. Mrs. Betty Sunday afterftoon are asked to call
Neck. Elroy H. Gross, Jr., of Bath,
Shesler;
corresponding
and
re

boys and girls of every town with Carleion, French Co., is visiting in lian Herrick, Miss Bessie Bowers, ing, Mrs. Murial McFarland, Mrs. William Bragg Jr., and two daugh
and Mrs. George Woodward.
Walter
Strong,
Tel.
44
or
Bill
cording secretary, Mrs Mary W
high speed travel along so many Providence and New York,
Mrs. Lucy Stevenson, Miss Barbara Phyllis P. Brown, Mrs. Jean Laite, ters of Farmington.
Band Parents Club
Overlock; treasurer. Mrs. Nellie Brooks, Tel. 8 and arrangements highways. The Thomaston program J Mrs. Leon Crockett is a patient Barrett, Mrs. Peg Kelley, Mrs. Fan- Mrs. Eleanor Jager, Mrs. Sylvia
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Simmons
The Band Parents Club met Starrett; registrar, Mrs. Ruth Mc for another date will be made.
will provide healthful, interesting at the Camden Community Hos nie Payson, Mrs. Nellie Crockett, Torrey, Mrs.
Elizabeth Sawyer. have a new television set in their
All kinds of household items are
Tuesday night at the High School Lain; historian, Mrs. Emily W.
recreation for the children of the pital.
Mrs. Hope Richards, Mrs. Ethel Mrs. Mary Goodman, Mrs. Charlene home.
auditorium with election of new of Stevens; chaplain, Mrs. Lavinia acceptable including dishes, furni
King, Mrs. Myrtie Tilden, Mrs. Strang, Mr. Wilma Lowe, Mrs. Vir- j
town under the proper supervision.
The
members
of
the
Senior
Choir
ture
and
mechanical
and
electrical
ficers who were: Vivian Connon, Elliot: auditor, Mis. Lilia B Elliot.
The Liens hope that every citizen of the Chestnut Street Baptist Georgie Cucinnati, Mrs. Katherine ginia Burchell and Mrs. Edna'
president: Forest Stone, vice pres
Following the business meeting devices. If in doubt, let the Lions
KNOW THE EGGS YOU BUY
will get solidly behind the club and Church will enjoy a pot luck supper Keller, Mrs. Dora Packard, Mrs. Bland. Mrs. Edith Levensaler, pres- ,
ident; Eleanor Clark, secretary; Mrs Betty Shesler showed the col decide.
— For —
it is with this belief that they are preceding their regular rehearsal Blanche McCobb. Mrs. Helen Rich- ident of the sponsoring Rockland
The boys and girls of Thomaston
Edna Keyes, treasurer. Advisory ored slides of Montpelier which
starting this worthwhile project Thursday evening.
1 ards, Mrs Viola Blaekington. Mrs. Junior Women's Club was a special i Top Quality Eggs
will not have long to wait for re
At the Open House Hooked Rug Jean Jensen, Mrs. Thelma Baker, guest.
Farm Fresh—See
pkXNXNXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXWVXXVXXXXXXWXVXXXXXXXXXXXXXy sults as it is hoped that a swim now.
Exhlb.t, held recently by Mrs. Ray Mrs. Arthur Melvin, Mrs. Eleanor, Plans were made to hold a ban|
MILITARY BALL
| ming pool will be started this sum
QUARRY VIEW
mond E. Mayhew of Camden and Miller of Waldoboro, Mrs. Hazel quet and installation of officers at
mer and a skating rink with shel
POULTRY FARM
Milford, Conn., 125 were present Day, Mrs. Zenis Melvin of Thomas- Beach Inn, May 21.
ter is planned for next winter.
38 OLD COUNTY RD.
CAMDEN
ton
and
Miss
Helen
Dougherty
from many towns in Connecticut
Rockland Community Building
\ Eventually it is expected that a
TELEPHONE 406-R
MRS KENNETH HERRICK
and Massachusetts and New Hamp Those that were unable to at
Graded, Candled, Stamped.
community recreational building
Correspondent
Packed in
shire. Of the number attending tend 3ent gifts. The guest of honor
will be provided with the usual
Tetephone 2197
Mrs. Matilda Eugley visited one
Friday, May 15—Dancing 9 to12
State of Maine Cartons
received
many
lovely
and
useful
many
enrolled
for
September
class

i equipment of such a club including
day last week with her daughter,
DELIVERIES ON SATURDAYS
es. Refreshments of punch and gifts.
58*59
a reading room, game rooms and
Mrs. Irving Genthner and family
Vernon Packard and Thomas cookies were served by Mrs. May
Junior Woman's Club
at West Waldoboro.
DONATION 75c
2 the like. Then it may be possible Bland are in Kentucky and Indiana hew's pupils. Flowers, wires and
The newly organized Camden
to combine the duties of a physical
Miss Esther Oenthner with Mrs.
on business.
telephone calls were received all Junior Women's Club met recently
Spon. by Battery D, 703rd AAA Gun Battalion,
education teacher with supervision
George Winchenbach of the Village
GAME PARTY
Maine National Guard
The
Ways
and
Means
Committee
day.
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Edna
Bland,
at
of this building.
were in Damariscotta Tuesday.
57-58
of the PTA will hold a Tag Day
which
time
the
following
officers
This
is
a
dangerous
age
for
the
Honor
Mrs.
Melvin
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx:
Mrs. Eldora Gross visited Satur
Saturday, May 23. Mrs. Charlene
j were elected: President, Mrs. Edna
day with heT son and daughter-inMiss Mary Bradstreet entertained
Strang will be the chairman
Bland; vice president, Mrs. Mary
law, Mr. and Mrs. Elroy H. Gross at
at a post nuptial shower at her cot- 1
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Stiles and son tage ;t Lake Megunticook in honor | Burgess; secretary, Miss Barbara the Village.
Larry on their way from Califor of Mrs. Eleanor Hansen Melvin j Dyer; corresponding secretary. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Simmons
nia to Moncton, N. B, called on his Tuesday evening. The room was at-1I Mary Goodman; treasurer, Mrs. { of Westbrook passed the weekend
Saturday, May 16
Barbara
Mathieson.
Charter
mem

aunt, Mrs. David French.
with relatives here.
tractively decorated with bouquets
bers
oresent
were;
Miss
Dorothy
Dr. and Mrs. F S Powers have of flowers, with crepe paper
8 P. M.
Mr. and Mrs. Myers Reed of Wool
returned home after spending a streamers extending from each cor Allenwood, Mrs Betty McKinney, wich were callers at Harry W.
— GOOD PRIZES —
few days at their summer home on ner to the center to a gaily deco-1 Mrs. Dorothy Hibbert, Mrs. Isabel i Creamer's one day last week.
58-lt
Bailey, Mrs. Mary Burgess, Mrs.
Deer Isle.
Virgil
Richards
of
Friendship
rated umbrella, beneath which was
Barbara
Mathieson,
Miss
Barbara
,
Miss Alice Clancy who is enjoy a large table of gifts. Delicious re
ing a vacation from her duties at freshments including a wedding Dyer, Miss Pauline Leo, Mrs. Pat
ricia Dougherty,
Miss Dorothy
TODAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY
cake and coffee were served. Those
MacEXinald, Mrs. Elizabeth Moelpresent were Mrs. Jean Laite, Mrs.1
Camden Theatre Doris Wadsworth, Mrs. Margaret
Weekdays at: 2.00—7.00—9.00
Hansen, Miss Gertrude Heal, Mrs.
Irene
Hansen, Mrs. Dorothy Wads
jOCtOAMO TFL 993
TODAY!
LATEST NEWS
worth, Mrs. Eva Hansen, Mrs. Lil- I
Alan Ladd - Deborah Kerr
THURS. FRI SAT.

National Hospital Day Observance

THOMASTON

GROSS NECK

i

MUSIC BY 195th ARMY DANCE BAND

\

ODD FELLOWS
HALL

STRAND-

“Thunder In The East”

Charles Boyer, Corinne Calvet

SOCIAL DANCE

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
The Greatest Indian Fighter
Of Them All! Starring
Geo. Montgomery. Helena Carter

OWL’S HEAD GRANGE HALL

“THE PATHFINDER”

Friday (tonight) May 15
EVERYBODY WELCOME

SCREAMING SPECTACLE
OF SUSPENSE!!!
Emotions Stripped Naked!
Another great stranger-thanfiction story of Circus Life!

bridd

Donation 59c

58-lt

Plus 2nd Joy-Filled Hit
Charles Boyer - Louis Jourdan

“THE HAPPY TIME”

CLA

Marsha Hunt, Bobby Driscoll
and Last Ch. "BLACKHAWK"
•

gab

58-lt

,s imr/f

ENDS TONIGHT

WALDO THEATRES
t WALDOBORO—TEL. 199
J Every Evening at 8.99. Matinees <!
I Saturday at 2.99. Sanday at 1-9* J
TODAY AND FRIDAY
Your graduation gift

will

be re

membered a lifetime...when it's a lastingly
beautiful Gruen Watch. Graduates prefer Gruen

"THE JAZZ SINGER"
In Technicolor

“ROGUE’S MARCH"

JIW1LIRI 1

KA
LI
SI
►V
Jl

NO

EXTRA

COST

FOR

gene

TIERNEY

SATURDAY ONLY, MAY 16
Peter Lawford. Janice Rule,
Richard Greene in

58-lt

St

A
'*m|

WAR .

SMOKE
Gem nee one MMRi
k Mm wnen bt«n tun Cm icemen

IGHTROPE
MiAriH

59-lt

tlOMMUKRONmi

UOCKLAND

2Qj«MM«ai'Mwnuni

Shews at: 2,99

CkkO

>0
-

plus

accuracy I You'll prefer it for its outstanding beauty,

tion todoyl

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

MAY 14-15
t Danny Thomas. Peggy Lee in

watches for superb styling and famous split-second

quality and value! Come in and make your selec

AS THE
FOREIGN
NEWS m ‘
WHO
F,CWIS
fOK HIS
CAPTIVE
BRIDE.

“Million Dollar Mermaid”
“Scotland Yard Inspector”

C99—8-49

58-lt

i
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Engagement
Announced At

Social Matters

Camden

{

The Kola Klub Discussion Group
pf the Methodist Church held its
Anal meeting Sunday evening in
the vestry. A delicious buffet sup
per was thoroughly enjoyed. Fol
lowing supper the members ad
journed to the Ladies Parlor where
Miss Mona Joyce, R. N„ is a sur Doris Abbott was very much sur
gical patient at the Knox County prised with a shower of dainty gifts.
General Hospital.
The Odds and Ends will meet
Mr and Mrs. Donald U. Chaples Thursday night, at 7.30 in the Con
and children Donald and Kay of gregational Church Parlors. Host
Tampa, la., were guests Wednesday esses will be Mrs. Inez Harden Mrs
Earlinc Harden and Mrs. Maizie
of Sherwood E. Frost.
Newcomb. Members are reminded
Mrs. Louis Cook entertained the not to forget their silver coupons.
TH E Club Monday night for des- .
Miss Patricia Rich
sert bridge. Prizes in auction were
New President
won by Mrs. James Burgess Mrs
Mr and Mrs Eugene C. C Rich
Walter Ladd. Mrs. Joseph Emery Elected At Annual
of Richmont, Camden, announce
and Mrs. Sherman Rokes.
the engagement of their daughter.
Meeting Of BPW
Patricia Frances, to Robert D.
The Browne Club of the First
The annual meeting of the Rock Brace, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Baptist Church will meet in the
vestry Friday night with Miss land Business and Professional D Brace of Charles River, Mass.
Miss Rich graduated from the
Christol Cameron as hostess.
Women's Club was held at the
Dana Hall School. Pine Manor
Farnsworth Museum, Wednesday Junior College and the Garland
John F Brann is spending a few
School.
days with his wife and son at the night.
Mr Brace graduated from Phil
Communications included invita
home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs
C. Leroy Brann. Camden street. He tions from the Fryeburg and Bath lips Andover Academy and Dart
will leave Saturday accompanied by Clubs to attend their anniversary mouth College, where he was a
member of Theta Delta Chi Fra
Mrs 3rann and son Stephen for
dinners on May 19 and an invita ternity and Ca.que and Gauntlet.
Cedar Grove, N. J., where he will
tion from the Damariscotta Club He is now serving as an Ensign in
take over the supervisory duties for
to attend its anniversary May 26. the U. S. Navy.
Cole-Layer-Trumtole Co in the reThe Call to State Convention to
No date has been set for the
valuauon assessment program of
be held at the Samoset Hotel on wedding.
that City.
June 12, 13 and 14 was read. In
the Rockland secretary, Mrs. Virginia Knight;
The annual spring concert of the connection with
Rubinstein Club presented Tuesday Clubs plans for the convention, corresponding secretary, Mrs Irene
night in the auditorium of the President Cross announced that Adolphsen and treasurer Mrs. Ar
Congregational Church, was well Mrs. Madelyn Weeks would be ill lene Williams. There being no furreceived by an excellent audience. charge of meal reservations and thur nominations, the slate of of
Complete reports of the highly suc in charge of transportation. Local ficers as presented by the nomin
contact Mrs. ating committee was declared as
cessful evening will appear in the memoers should
Weeks
by
June
4
and
advise her as new officers for the coming year.
Saturday issue.
to what meals they will be taking
Retiring President Ruth Cross
the convention.
Chairman was presented with a gift by the
New summer Dresses in all sizes to
including
Sub-teens.
Children's changes were announced as follows: new President Dorothy Folta, on
Specialty Shop. 403 Main street, the Saturday noon luncheon will behali of the Rockland BPW Club
be arranged by Mrs. Esther Mayo members.
Rockland.
58-lt
and 'he Saturday night banquet,
Woman’s Summer Casuals. Nar will be arranged by Mrs. Dorothy 1
row and Wide Widths. U S. “Keds” Collins.
and "Kedettes”. Quality Shoe Shop
Annual reports were submitted j Mrs. Edie Damage and son Ho
310 Main street. Rockland, Me.
by President, Mis. Ruth Cross; cor- ' ward of New Harbor were guests
57-59 responding secretary, Mrs. Virginia of her sister, Mrs. Leslie Collamere
Knight; recording secretary, Mrs last week.
Guests of Mr. and Mrs Carl Hil
Joyce Champlin; treasurer, Mrs
Irene Adolphsen; program co-ord- 1 ton last Sunday were Mrs. Clara
inating chairman,
Mrs. Esther Emery and son Richard and family
Long; membership, Mrs. Arlene and Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Syl
SATURDAY, MAY 16
Williams; education and vocation, vester, all of Rockland.
5.00-6.30 O’CLOCK
Miss Diane Hilton spent the
58*lt Mrs. Beatrice Grant; health and
safety, Mrs. Flora Cullen; leglisla- weekend with her sister, Mrs. Arn
tion, Mrs. Joyce Champlin; civil old Wass at Glen. Cove.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Shuman and
defense, Mrs. Dora Leo; public af
Albina
Shuman were visitors of
fairs, Mrs. Florence Morse; finance,
Beginning Thurs., May 14
Mrs. Juliette Cross; news chairman, Mrs. Shuman's sister, Mrs. Jennie
AT
Mrs. Helvi R. Hamalainen; and ra Chadwich, at Friendship last Sun
dio
and television, Mrs, Leota day.
SENTER-CRANE'S
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Carter
Cuthbertson.
j
ROCKLAND
President Cross gave a report of were callers at Mrs. Raymond Cun
THIS COUPON AND
the spring board meeting held in ningham’s Sunday.
Mrs. Edith Eugley of Dutch Neck
Waterville in April.
The application of Mrs. Nellie visited her daughter, Annie Genth
Reed was acted upon and she was ner, Sunday.
Mrs. Florence Osier and daughaccepted as a new member.
Mr and Mrs. Eugene Stoddard
will observe their 50th wedding
anniversary on Sunday with Open
House from 2-6 p. m.. at their home
40 Grove1 street Friends are cordi
ally invited.

MEDOMAK

PUBLIC SUPPER
At G. A. R. Hall

i

Plus 7c Tax
Entitles You To A
Dollar Bottle of

LeLoup Perfumes
Various Fragrances
Limited Time Only!
57-59

The
nominating
committee,
through its chairman. Mrs. Helvi
R. Hamalainen, presented the fol
lowing slate of officers for the 19531954 year: President, Mrs. Dorothy
Folta; First vice president, Mrs.
Esther Long; second vice president.
Mrs. Joyce Champlin; recording

— NOW —

At Katherine's

The Mew Lanolin Laden
Tempo Permanents
Qui ker, More Comfortable and
Conditions While It Waves
Machine Permanents $5.00 up

KATHERINE’S
BEAUTY SALON

47 PARK ST.

TEL. 1120

ROCKLAND, MAINE

58-lt

i

Rockland Girl

Convention of Knox

To Nurse In
California

County WCTU

The 66th annual convention of
the Knox County WCTU will be
held May 18 at the Thomaston
Baptist Church with its theme
[ '"Building On A Sure Foundation.”
This program will be presented:
Ten a. m„ Salute to the National
Flag; Crusade Psalm 146, in unison;
Hymn, "Come
Thou Almighty
King;” prayer; Roll call, recording
secretary, Mrs. Edith Erickson; re
port of corresponding secretary,
I Mrs. Gertrude Oliver; Report of
! Treasurer, Miss Leola Robinson;
r
Address of County President, Mrs.
Clara Emery, “What Are We Build
ing On?”
Report of Department Directors;
Memorial Service, Mrs.
Kate
Brawn; Noontide Prayer, Mrs. Ma
bie H’ald; 1 p. m., executive meet
ing; 2 p. m„ worship service, Rev.
Miss Henriella Stiles, R.N.
Bruce Cummings; Address, Mrs
Miss Henriella Stiles, R. N„ of Irvin, National WCTU organizer.
Rockland left Monday by motor for
Election, County officers: presi
Oakland, Calif., where she has ac dent, Mrs. Clara Emery, Rockland;
cepted a position on thb nursing vice president. Mrs. Pearl Pender,
staff of the HigWand Alameda Friendship; corresponding secre
County Hospital, at Oakland. She tary, Mrs. Gertrude Oliver; record
will assume her duties June 1 Miss ing secretary, Mrs. Edith Erickson
Stiles was a 1948 Rockland High and treasurer, Miss Leola Robin
School graduate and from the son, 3t. George.
Maine General Hospital School of
Nursing in September, 1951 and
Rockland Lady
has been a member of the operating
room staff at Knox Hospital for Lions Planning a
the past 18 months.

Calico Cabaret

Health Portal

The Rockland Lady Lions held a
dinner meeting May 11 at the
Thorndike Hotel with 23 members
present. Guest speaker was Major
Craig of The Bangor Filter Center,
his topic was The Ground Observer
Corps. He was introduced by Mrs
Paulin ■ Hutchinson of Rockland
and several of the members signed
up for duty in the Rockland unit.
Following the speaker further
plans were discussed for the Calico
Cabaret to be held May 29 at the
Legion Home. Tlie next meeting
will be May 25 in the small dining
room of the Thorndike Hotel.

t •-

i "■

Admissions—Rockland: Mrs Eve
lyn Abbott, Harrison Dow, Miss
Janice Fickett, Miss Mona Joyce,
Chester Smith, Mrs. Dorothy Smith,
Mrs. Margaret Tolman and Ben
jamin Segal.
Thomaston: Mrs. Beatrice Keizer.
Master William C. Brooks 3rd and
Kenneth McIntire. Spruce Head:
Mrs. Lucy Alley. Warren: Mrs.
Clara Spear. Clark’s Island: Alexanda Morrison.
Swan’s Island: Eldbridge Sim
mons. Rockport: Stanley Robbins.
Washington: Kenneth Miller. Quin
cy, Mass.; Master Howard Leino.
South Thomaston: Dana Gilmore.
Rockport: Mrs. Ethel Demmons.
Vinalhaven: Mrs. Ethel Davis.
Discharges — Rockland: George
Marks, Mrs. Beverly Anderson and
baby boy. Mrs. Mabel Barnard and
baby boy, Mrs. Doris Carter and
baby girl, Mrs. Lillian Lindsey and
baby girl. Mrs. Pauline Grotton and
baby boy. Miss Kathleen Thurston,
Arthur Bromley, Mrs. Evelyn Eag
an, Mrs. Rosalie Grindle, Mrs.
Maud Johnson, John Shephard,
Miss Katherine Blastow, Mrs. Pat
ricia Clements and baby boy, Mrs.
Viola Eagan, Miss Carolyn Howard,
Mrs. Alice Libbey and baby boy
Miss Mary Jane Rowling and Mrs.
Mary Louise Russell and baby girl.
Sea-smont: Master Jenness Rob
bins. Appleton: Daniel McIntosh.
Waldoboro: Philip Spear. Thomas
ton, Vieno Korpernen. Owls Head;
Alvin Perry.

For SAVINGS on
BOYS' CLOTHING

For social items In The CourierGazette, Phone 1044. City.
tf

r—

ARMY-MAYY 5TDRI

BOYS'

Dungarees

$1.69

Clearer, brighter, no Ricker

Men’s - $1.96

or flutter.,. Universal
"Living Image” brings the

"locked-in” picture to life. '
Improved reception even in
fringe areas. Sec it today!

On May 18

ter Alice, were Portland visitors
Friday.
Chester Carter was a business
visitor at Boothbay one day last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Carter and
daughters of Friendship visited
Mrs. Carter’s sister, Mrs. Ruby
Genthner one day last week.

KILROY’S

BOYS'

Sweatshirts

Knox Hospital Receives New Respirator

JAMES S. COUSENS
Licensed Real Estate Broker
Business Opportunities
Cottages, Lots and Dwellings
170 MAVERICK ST.
TEL. 1538
35-tf

Photo by Barde
As a part of the observance of National Hospital Week the Maine Rebekah Assembly and the Maine
Lodge of Odd Fellow’s presented 11 respirators to various hospitals throughout the state.
Knox County
General Hospital was the recipient of one of these which is here being presented by Mrs. Constance MacPhail. president of the Rebekah Assembly, and Albert MacPhail, deputy grand master of the Grand Lodge
of Odd Fellows. Ambrose C. Cramer, executive vice president of the Hospital Association accepted the gift
in the presence of Miss Kuth Rogers, grand marshal of the Rebekahs, Mrs. Leona Pierpont, noble grand of
the Rockland Rebekahs, and Dr. Oram Lawry, Jr., president of the Knox County Medical Society.

CLARA MILLER ITS PRESIDENT

Mrs. Clara Miller was elected Mrs. Bernice Reams as secretary.
Also, Mrs. Dora Leo, treasurer;
Mrs. Minnie Smith, chaplain; Mrs.
Leona Smith, historian; Mrs. Flora
Jamieson, sergeant-at-arms, and
Mrs. Isabel Gamage. junior past
president.
Named to attend the Legion
A necessity is any luxury you
convention here in June as dele
gates were: Mrs Clara Miller. see fn tlie home of a neighbor.

president of the Auxiliary' of Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt Post. Ameri
can Legion at the annual meeting
of the women's group Tuesday eve
ning.
Serving with President Miller
will be Mrs. Hazel Haskell as
senior vice president; Mrs. Alice
Bicknell, junior vice president and

"Mail Orders Filled"

Hie T£rfect
0FFEJ£ing
The

Battery D
To Hold

Mrs. Annie Alden, Mrs Nancy
Proctor, Mrs. Hazel Haskell and
Mrs. Linnie Gray.
Delegates-at-large are to be
Mrs Berniece Jackson, Mrs Ber
nice Reams and Mrs Flora Jamie
son.
Alternates are: Mrs. Isabel
Gamage, Mrs. Minnie Smith, Mrs.
Alice Bicknell, Mrs Bernioe Free
man and Miss Margaret Nutt.

LEGION AUXILIARY CHOOSES MRS.

Witch lorlhe

Active Man!

Military Ball
The officers and men of Battery
D 703d AAA will hold their annual
milltarv ball Friday evening at the
Community Building. The affair
will bo in observance of Armed
Forces Day.
The lS5th Army Dance Band, a
National Guard group from Bangor
will furnish the music for the eve
ning, under the direction of War
rant Officer Nat Diamond.
Members of the anti-aircraft
unit will a* tend in uniform. Veter
ans and members of veterans
groups are invited to wear their
uniforms if they wish.

OUTPERFORMS —
ALL OTHER WATCHES

AT ANY PRICE I

Subecribe to The Courier-Gazette

Form A
Merchandise Club
Inquire at the

MANDARIN
DRESS SHOP
375 MAIN STREET
(Over Paramount Restaurant)
57-58

GIGANTIC RUMMAGE SALE
SATURDAY, MAY 16
UNIVERSALIST CHURCH
9.00 to 12.00
Auspices Emblem Club
57-58

RUMMAGE SALE
Saturday, May 16

CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH
9 A. M.

Benefit Sophomore Class, RHS
58-lt<

$1.19
STATESMAN

Boys Polo Shirts

DRIVEWAYS TARRED

69c, 98c, $1.19

(Within 150 Mile Radius of Rockland)

BOYS'

$3.98

PRIVATE ROADS

Boys' Sport Shirts
JUST LIKE DADS

BURPEE Furniture Co.
361 MAIN ST.

TEL. 1520

ROCKLAND. ME.
58-lt

CASH - CHARGE - SMALL WEEKLY PAYMENTS

We have a surplus of tar from airport construc
tion. Driveways will be tarred at little above cost.
Orders will be taken until supply has diminished.

Summer Jackets

$2.98

17 Jewels
expansion bracelet

PARKING AREAS

$1.98

GAS STATIONS

MOTELS

CAMP ROADS

M. L GIBSON, Tarring Contractor
TELEPHONE: ROCKLAND 8589
AUGUSTA 21241
PORTLAND 52014

KILROY’S

58-lt
I’

I
I
378 MAIN ST. - ROCKLAND
ALSO SHOP DAY'S ---- - BANGOR - WATERVILLE
Prices include federal tax
OPEN SATURDAY

9 ’til 9

58-lt

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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SALE STARTS SATURDAY, MAY 16th

Senter-Crane

.v

Biggest-Best Sale in Many Years
COME ONE!

COME ALL!

FREE GIFTS

Thousands of Dollars Worth of New,

FREE GIFTS

“TO YOU ON OUR BIRTHDAY”

Fresh Merchandise at Lowest Prices In

"TO YOU ON OUR BIRTHDAY”

Many Years!

To Every Lady

Shop Our Windows and

To Every Lady

Counters for MANY UNADVERTISED

We Will Give An Attractive Gift
—As Long As They Last

We Will Give An Attractive Gift
—As Long As They Last

SPECIALS!

SALE STARTS SATURDAY, MAY 16

Our Greatest Sale of

COATS

NEW. WANTED STYLES
AND FABRICS!

DRESSES

HUNDREDS OF PAHS OF

NEW CURTAINS

Our Regular Stock—Now Reduced
For This Once-a-Year Sale Only!

Permanent Sanforized

Organdy Ruffled
54”-63”-72"

8U’-9O”

52.88

Rayon Marquisette
8’.”-90"

$1.79

2*E:

$1.98

Satin Stripe Rayon Ruffled

IO«" Wide, 81" Long
Keg. 5.98

THE STYLES

LINEN

__ __

yd. 35c

16” AH Linen

COTTON CRASH

Shags
Suedes
Fleeces
Broadcloths
Star Tweeds
Novelties
Cheeks

yd.

19c

17” Multi-Stripe

TOWELS
Red-Blue-Green.

ea.

35c

All Linen Crash.

TURKISH TOWELS
First Quality
20x40 49c
15x26 35c
All Pastel Colors.

EVERY COAT MADE TO SELL FOR

29.98 to 39.98

$3.98

VALUES

LINEN CRASH

THE FABRICS
100% WOOLS:—

SHORTIES:
Mostly Hip-Length
Sleeve Details
Yoke Details
Button Details
Full Sweep Hems
Navy and Rlaek Inc.
White Shags

$3.29

Our Best Tailored Permanent

63"-72”

IN MANY, MANY YEARS
We cleaned the showrooms of several
nationally known makers to bring you
these grand values

Guaranteed Value!

SUITS
VENETIAN

Values By The Yard!

Fully Lined—Dressmaker Details

AI.I, METAL

BLINDS

REG. 19.98

REG. 29.98

Grand Asst, of

REG. 39.

Cotton Wash Goods yd. 59c

FULL LENGTH

First Quality.
Completely Enclosed Headboard.
Nylon Worm Tilting Gear
23 lo 36" Wide. 64" Long

ALL WOOL COAT5

Values to 98e

45” Burlington Suiting
45” Gabardine Suiting

$2.98

3.50 Value

Fostoria Glassware

All 20% OFF

9SC

Res. 1.98

ONCE A

YEAR SALE!

SALE OF
GIRL’S WEAR

98c

Res. 1.69

Quilted Cotton Prints

89c

36"—Reg. 1.69

36” Pinwale Corduroy

93c

Reg. 1.39

PROPORTIONED NYLONS
in this season's
"FASHION BAROMETER COLORS"

DRESSES

Want to make the acquaintance of these fine,
sheer and clear NoMend stockings? Are you an
ardent fan. wanting to stock up for the months
ahead? Either way . . . here's your opportunity!
ALL FIRST QUALITY NoMends
. . . at Important Savings.

1 Group of Cottons and Rayons

CLEARANCE OF 11.98
FLOOR

LAMPS

COAT SETS

Reg 1.35

Reg. 1.65

6 WAY FLOOR LAMP

SUITS—2 pc

BRIDGE LAMP
SWING-ARM BRIDGE

Men's Wear Special
Men's—Reg. 2.25

SPORT SHIRTS

$1.98

Long and Short Sleeve. Plisse,
Broadcloth and Kayon Prints
Boys'—Reg. 1.98

SPORT SHIRTS

Value 5.98 to 15.98

$1,

Washable Rayons and Cottons

$8.98

COMPLETE WITH
FABRIC SHADE

SALE OF CRANECREST HOSE

ALL WOOL COATS
Values to 19.98

Rayon Gabardine Toppers. Sizes 8 to 14

ALEXANDER SHEETS $1.99
Full Bed She

First Qualitv T14O

PEQUOT SHEETS

CLEARANCE SALE
Styled by Powers Model and Laura Lane. Sizes to 40

Full Bed Size

First Quality T128

$2.49

Nylon Slips

—

$2.98

All First Quality Nylon Tricot Slips

Brassieres

FANCY HEEL

NYLON HOSIERY
Ladies' full fashioned Nylon Hose

$1.50

$1

LADIES’ HANKIES

All Nylon—Short Sleeve Pullovers.
Pastel Colors or Red. Originally 2.98

Dainty Print Styles.

Sweaters

approx. 40% OFF
Selected Lot of Spring Straws.
Pastel*. Navy and W’hlte.

OILCLOTH

««"

59c

THE BARGAIN ATTIC WHERE VALUES REIGN SUPREME
T128 long wearing .Ids
alt sites stocked, glxRO
Heavy weight irr's
All sixes In stock, 20x40

4

HEETING
| ATU
L-U I n

roont. manv
rotors, 10” Wide

PERCALES xo16”»q.newfirstpa‘quality
t“rnk
Lady Carnhne
HOSIERY Famous
Irrs. full fash, nylon
Indies a- Misses
ANKLETS Forcolors
and white
All rayon
Indies'
GOWNS and
Misses’ sizes

$3,

100% NYLON PANTIES 49c

S

Knitting Worsted
FLOCK’S FAMOUS 4 07,. RKI'.IN

Sale Starts Saturday, May 16th, 9 A. M

1 Group
Selected Colors

Oflf
OIN.

Zwv

Pillowcases

Pr $4,

Imply 45 RPM

RECORD ALBUMS

;

SSuy

pr. $1.69

Stamped lo Embroider

Plastic Aprons

New RCA Victor

45
ALBUMS
1 Group

49c

Reg. 100 Boxes from one of
America's largest mills!

5t% Wool Plaid Pairs

BLANKETS

Sizes 6-7.

New spring styles
C
size* to 50
Every Spring Coat
in the Attic Reduced
Samples nf ballerina
style evening dresses
Multifilament rayon
Sizes 32 to 44

IN THE BASEMENT

BEDSPREADS

LADIES'

S

BARGAINS
Woven Plisee Solid Color

P*ck 39°

Plastic Finish

STATIONERY

M"

69c

ea. 39c
Reg. 59e

PLAYING CARDS
White Only.

Kenwood BLANKETS $11.98
Slight Ire's

First Floor Bargains

CLEARANCE SALE

Novelty heels and dark seams

Originally 2.00. .TOO and 3.50

All Wool—REG. 14.98

LOW PRICES TO CLEAR

EQUAL TO REGULAR 1.35 STOCKINGS

SlipsTZ"?wl $1.49 & $1.98

DOMESTICS

Corduroys - Shantungs - Others

FOR THIS SALE ONLV At This Price
• ALL FIRST QUALITY
• 51-15 OR 51-30

COATS

MANY SUPER VALUES IN

ODD LOT SFORT SHIRTS

In order to acquaint more of our customers with this wonderful
Full Fashioned, First Quality Nylon Hose we are offering them

12 p
ri
' 11

Odd Lot

59c

RLG. 1.1»

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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PRESIDENT OF TYLER P.T.A.—

WAGE INCREASE, SEVERAL OTHER BENEFITS

YEAR OF ACHIEVEMENT

r

At the May 11 meeting of Tyler
PTA the following officers were
elected for the 1953-1954 term vicepresident, Mike DiRenzo; secretary.
Margaret Lord and treasurer, Elea
nor Sallinen. Sebastian Groder. by
his exceptional two years record as
president, was persuaded by unan
imous vote of the membership to
accept the presidency for the third
term.
Some of the accomplishments
during his two years include: Fin
ishing lunch room project in Tyler
school basement with the aid of
PTA fathers in one months time;
having lunch room in operation
Oct. 15, 1951; Projection room and
auditorium were built by remodel
ing city voting room in the Tyler
basement with work done by the
fathers. The stage was built and
lighted, wiring was changed over,
and the mothers sewed drapes. An
allowance of $150 was given by the
city of Rockland because of the
condition of the voting room, with
the Tyler PTA spending $183.39 for
building and electrical supplies.
The moving picture projector and

,, .

If

ifcvl

il.

Photo by Cullen interest men and women and
Union and company officials participated in the meeting of the Van Baalen clothing workers union youngsters of aU ages has been
Tuesday evening. Pictured above in the front row, from left to right, are: Louis Yadeno, company produc
tion manager; Joseph Salerno of Boston, New England vice president of the union; and Manager David planned.
A spectacular event at the air
Connelly of the Van Baalen plant. In the back row are: President Martha Hamilton of Local 371; Business
Manager Guy Capizzi and Secretary Lydia McClure.
station wiU be two demonstrations
Over 200 union employees of the
The company has just renewed Tuesday night. The meeting was of crash-fire-rescue methods. An
Van Baalen Heilbrun factory of a 5-year union agreement with the an overwhelming success and was airplane fuselage, with dummy
pilot, will be set aflame; in three
Rockland. Maine will receive 10c Amalgamated Clothing Workers of presided over by Martha Hamilton,
minutes, fire fighters wiU show how
President of Local No. 3*71.
an hour increase in pay after sev America that calls for two weeks'
a blaze is halted, the pilot rescued
vacation
with
pay
after
one
year
eral weeks of negotiations between
and firemen taken clear. On dis
the company and the Amalgamat of employment, seniority rights, Battery D Is To
play wiU be bombers and jets of the
time
and
a
half
after
eight
hours
ed Clothing Workers of America,
type used in Korea, Navy t irpedc
in
any
one
day,
no
strikes,
no
Observe Armed
CIO.
bombers, amphibious craft such as
Joseph Salerno. New England lockouts.
the “duck” and “weasel” and elec
Representing the Van Baalen Forces Day
Director of the A. C. W. of A. re
tronics equipment. Free movies of
ported that the Union settlement Heilbrun Co. in the negotiations
Brunswick residents arid those of active warfare will be shown
also brings to the employees better were David Connelly, Plant Man
nearby
towns wiU have the unusu throughout the afternoon.
health insurance benefits and free ager and Louis Yadino, designer
The parade will start at 10 a. m.
hospitalization for the families of and production manager. Rep al opportunity of seeing all three
the employees of the Union, for resenting the Union were Joseph branches of the armed services on Brunswick’s Maine Street, rain
which, the employer has agreed to Salerno, New England Director of when Armed Forces Day is observed or shine. “It will include nine divi
pay an additional 1% of payroll. the Union and Guy Capizzi, local in Brunswick on Saturday, May 16. sions of more than 1000 marchers,
six or more bands, drum and bugle
The settlement also calls for business agent, also, the follow
Participating will be Navy men corps. Navy amphibious vehicles
benefit of six holidays with pay, ing negotiating committee of the
per year, regardless of whether Union employees: Esther Robi from the Brunswick Naval Air Sta and an anti-aircraft gun carriage.
shaw, Helen Johnson, Ekina Grif tion, members of the 654th Air The Navy regrets that it is unable
they fall on Saturday or not.
The total insurance benefits are; fin, Edith Wall, Eva Gray, George Force A. C. & W. 3quadron and to furnish seats for watchers, since
WOO a day for hospitalization. $20 Gray, Martha Hamilton, Madeline Army representation from the RO- it can erect only a reviewing stand
per week sick benefit increase Richardson, Lydia MoClure and TC of Bowdoin CoUege and a unit with less than 50 seats.
of the National Guard.
Men, women and children wUl be
from $125 to $200 for any one op Bea Taft.
AU branches wiU take part in a welcome at the air station from
eration including family coverage
The settlement was reported by
and an Old Age Pension of $50 Joseph Salerno at a special meet morning parade; in the afternoon, 11 a. m. to 4 p. m. The main gate
per month, besides social security. ing and dance of the Van Baalen there wiU be open house at the air is only three miles from Brunswick
The increase in pay will become Heilbrun employees at the Com station tc which the public is cor on Route 1 toward Bath.
effective as of Monday, May 25, munity Building and accepted by dially invited and to which admis
unanimous vote of the employees sion is entirely free. A program to
1953

»•
screen cost about 1400. Fifteen gym
mats for seating the boys in the
auditorium have been ordered at a
cost of $225. Through other means
50 chairs are available for use in the
~«-l
auditorium.
A piano was donated by Mrs.
James Pease, and moved by Knowl
ton Brothers. Fluorine treatments
have been offered the Tyler school
children under the supervision of
Mrs. Addie Rogers, principal. Noon
day lunch program with Corinne
Hughes, chairman,
for getting
mothers to give two hours time
daily has been successful. One
money raising project for the year
was the Tyler PTA Fair. This year
the net profit was $543.88 with the
following chairman: Mrs. LiUian
a
•G'
French, Mrs. Betty Madore and
Mrs. Lillian Alden.
The teachers have been very co
operative in PTA notices, attend
ance. plays, parties, etc. Attendance
parties have been given by the
room mothers, with Mrs. Walter
Loker in charge. At the end of the
w
school year a balance of $546.36 is
Photo by Cullen
At the anual meeting of the Rocklanci Junior Women's Club Tuesday evening at Beach Inn in Lincoln
in the treasury to start the coming
ville Mrs. Alice Call, left front, was elected president for the coming year. Shown beside her is Mrs. Edith
year.

ter Sara of Augusta called Satur
day on Mrs. Aaron Nash who is
iU.
Mrs. Kenneth Krah and two
children accompanied by her moth
er. Mrs. John Waldo Verney of
Sheepscot were Sunday guests of
Mrs. Krah grandmother, Mrs. An
nie Verney in Lewiston.
Mrs. Ruth Houghton of Long
Beach, Calif., is visiting her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Waltz.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Osier have
returned to their home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Smith and
two sons of Waterville spent the

Mrs. Lucy Woodbury of Kaler's
Corner visited last Tuesday with
Mrs. Virginia Winchenbach.
William Little has returned to his
work on the tanker Lake Charles
after spending 10 days with his
family here.

THE EASIEST CREDIT TERMS AT

Nationally Advertised

QUALITY DIAMONDS THAT
ALWAYS SPEAK FOR
THEMSELVES
RINGS

No twisting
or turning.

Mrs. Betty Kinney, the installing officer.

weekend with her parents, Mr. and
Mis. Dewey Winchenbach.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallington Pratt
and son who have been occupying
the Richard Osier house, have
moved to their home they recently
purchased in Jefferson.
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Borden of
Bath visited Mr. and Mrs. Aaron
Nash Sunday.

For the man or woman
over 40 who drags to work—
Yet Feels Like Staying In BedAll Tired Out—Run-Down

and Discouraged

Chances are you are Just not
getting your full daily requirements
of Vitamins and Minerals from
your daily food. What you should
try is FERRIZAN—the New Iodine
—iron—Vitamin Tonic, a true Die
Some people are honest because tary Supplement gives you plenty
of B Vitamins—Iron for your Blood
they have never been tempted.

and precious Iodine for the duct
less glands, giving you new
strength, bucking up the appetite
and helping to bring back your
old-time energy and ambition.
Accept This Generous Offer Today
You’ve nothing to lose and every
thing to gain. You must feel bet
ter-look better—work better and
rest better—be completely satisfied
in 30 days—or your money back.
GOODNOW'S PHARMACY

and Trucks Around

... SEE THESE PRICES ...
1951 Dodge Coronet

1951 Ford Deluxe

1949 Chevrolet

4 Door Sedan

2 Door Sedan

Styleline Del. Convertible

Radio & Heater, Gyro-Matic
Trans. One Owner Car. Black.

Heater.
New Motor Job.
Good Rubber.

A Real Summer Car.

$1395.00

$1095.00

$995.00

Mrs. Luella Cobb entertained the
Wesley Society last Thursday af
ternoon with 15 present. The next
meeting will be held at the Com
munity Building for an all day ses
sion.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Jones of
Worcester, Mass., is spending sev
eral days with Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Sheffield and Mrs. Viola Kuhn be
fore going to their home in Vinal
haven.
Mrs. Bessie Pinkham and daugh-

Levenseler. the retiring president, and Mrs. Alice Hedrick, secretary. Standing in back row are: Mrs. Peggy
Calderwood, vice president; Miss Priscilla Staples, treasurer, Mrs. Joanne Estes, corresponding secretary, and

Over 100 of the Best Used Cars

WEST WALDOBORO

DIAMOND

Mrs. Alice Call Heads Junior Women

SEBASTIAN GRODER MADE

VAN BAALEN WORKERS AWARDED TEN CENT

Maroon.

NOT ONLY THE PRICES ARE RIGHT
BUT TERMS TO MEET YOUR PURSE

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

2—1952 Plymouth Cambridge Sedans
2—1952 Dodge 4 Door Sedans

1951-Pontiac Chieftain Sedan

1951 Chevrolet Styleline 2 Dr. Sedan
f V
Footuro lock rings
Stoy locked, liko this

/

1951 Chevrolet Styleline Deluxe Sedan
2—1950 Chevrolet Styleline Deluxe 2 Dr. Sedans

H

Al

1950 Oldsmobile Club Coupe

6 DIAMOND PAIR
Exquisite 14K gold set
tings frame the diamonds
in matchless beauty.

MAIL

ORDERS
FILLED

*100
BOTH
RLNGS

EXTRA CLEAN CARS

BOATING

1949 Plymouth Special Deluxe Sedan

headquarters

V.

1949 Chevrolet Styleline Sedan
1949 Chevrolet Styleline Club Coupe

See the New
LIBERTY BOATS
4 PRECIOUS DIAMONDS
Matched UK gold set
tings of modern charm to
occent the beauty of
diamond fire.

I

1948 Plymouth Deluxe Coupe
1948 Chevrolet Fleetmaster Sedan

VERY FAST

u

1948 Chrysler Windsor Sedan

Racing Runabouts

‘125
RINGS

BOTH
• DIAMOND PAIR
14K gold matched ring
designs af grocoful ologanco. Outstanding buy)

• DIAMOND BRIDAl SET
Matched 14K gold set
tings carved in a lovely
heart design. An un
beatable value!

$1 C A
I JV

BOTH RINGS

GOOD TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE ON YOUR CAR

Family Runabouts

"vS*

2—1947 Dodge Custom Sedans

Fishing Models

1947 Chevrolet 2 Dr. Sedan

TRAILERS FOR

’150

BOTH
RINGS

Other Sets Priced from $49.50

The Easiest Credit Terms in Town

ALL BOATS

1947 Ford Club Coupe

Full Stock of

1946 Plymouth Special Deluxe Sedan

EVINRUDE MOTORS

1946 Ford ,600/ Sedan

W. D. HEALD

1942 Chevrolet Club Coupe

34 ELM ST.
TEL. 460
CAMDEN, MAINE

1940 Dodge 4 Door Sedan

58-lt
♦DIAMOND RINGS CAN B

Harold C. Ralph

BOUGHT SEPARATELY

CASH

CLAYT BITLER
Wants to See YOU About

CHARGE
SMALL WEEKLY
PAYMENT

878 MAIN ST. - BOCKLAND
ALSO SHOP DAY'S — BANGOR - WATERVILLE

OPEN SATURDAYS 9 ’til 9

GOODYEAR
TIRES

Dodge

Waldoboro, Maine
TELEPHONE 190-191

Plymouth
58-59

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS
Lecturer Garner

Junior Rifle Club at Rockland High

To Appear At RHS
For Corps Benefit
Ray Garner, photographer and
lecturer of national repute will
appear at Rockland High's audi
torium the evening of May 19 on
behalf of the Port O' Rockland
Drum and Bugle Corps.
His subject will be "The Mountwt" which is a motion picture
and leoture on Grand Teton in
Wyoming, called generally “The
American Matterhorn.”
On a tour of Maine, he is to ap
pear the previous day at Colby
College in Waterville. He comes
to Rockiand to aid the junior
corps, making no charge for his
services.
The motion pictures are in full
color and show the mountains of
the midwest and the art of moun
tain climbing in detail.

ichool Reception
The members of the Junior High
School classes at Owls Head ob
served Mother’s Day last Friday by
asking their mothers to be pres
ent at a tea, served in the audi
torium.
Corsages, made of violets and
forsythia by the students, were
presented to the mothers. Sand
wiches and Petite Fours, made by
some of the girls, were served with
the tea Songs by the class were
the entertainment.
Hostesses for the event were
Alice Walker, Judy Knowlton,
Dcris
ris Dow, Katherine Marriner,
SJfcrla
ferla Haskins and Mary Newman,
Newman.

Warren High

School News
The following Warren High
school pupils visited the University
of Maine, Friday last week, where
they viewed the atomic energy exhibition, Freda Hill, Virginia Davis,
Gall Partridge, Sally Norwood, Herbert Martin, Ronald Barbour, Ronaid Carter, Melvin Waters, Robert
McKellar and Sewall Peabody.
I

Newly elected officers for Junior Rifle Club at Rockland High School are, from left to right: William
Martell, president; Daniel Soule, vice president; Arthur Adolphsen, range officer; Robert Crie. secretary;
Albert Harding, treasurer.
Photo by Baxter

At its first official meeting, the men who will be good sportsmen,
Rockland Junior Rifle Club elect safe hunters, and good shots. It
ed the following officers; Presi will also aid those men who go into
military servee.
dent, William Martel; vice presi
Tlie development of the Junior
dent, Daniel Soule; range officer, Rifle Club has involved the co-orpArthur Adolphsen, Jr.; secretary, eration of several organizations and
Robert Crie and treasurer. Albert many people. The idea originated
Hading. Thee was a discussion of in the Rockland Rifle and Pistol
Club, which is leading the organ
the developing plans.
ization and will supply three NRA
The Rockland Junior Rifle Club is approved Instructors, and assistants.
a High School group sixmsorcd by The High School is having the back
the Rockland Rifle and Pistol Club, stop. gun cabinet, and foot-lights
Inc., and will be operated in ac built by students in the shop; and
cordance with the principles estab- is supplying a faculty advisor. Her
lished by the National Rifle Asso- bert Hillgrove, who will assist in
ciation. In September the program the instructing. The Birdseye Ship
will actively start with emphasis on yard is supplying 325 lbs. of steel
the safe handling of firearms, good plate for the backstop at cost. In
sportmanship, and the proper use fact the men in the plate shop cut
and care of rifles. The High School the pieces to our specifications dur
will give the first team members ing their noon hour, to avoid any
some type of award similar to other charge for labor. Four and possibly
sports. One or more teams will be five rifles will be obtained, on bond,
able to compete by the "postal" from the Director of Civilian Marks
system with several other High manship. In order to improve the
School teams In Maine They may program, the Senior Club raised
have matches with the Camden $120 by donations, in part from its
own members and in part from
Junior group.
It
This
If is felt that the Rockland) other interested citizens.
Junior Rifle Club will develop money will be used to buy one tar- j

been active in YMCA and Social
work. Mr. Stetson resigned his po

sition at the school in order to
carry on’ his lobster shipping busi
ness more actively.

RHS Freshmen

Buy Class Rings

47* MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
"We Service What We Sell"
•-tf

Monday the Freshman class se
lected class rings.
The committee consisted of« Dick
Gardner, Richard Smith, Mary
Grispi. Pleasance Kaufman, George
Phillips, Helen Wadsworth, Ron
ald Orcutt and Ruth Williamson.
Mrs Pitts, Mr Boothby and Mr.
Sterii6 advised the committee.
Advertise ln The Courier-Gazette
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get rifle and one 20x spotting tele
scope and stand. These items will
be the property of the Senior rifle
club to be used in the Junior Club
one evening a week and to be avail
able to new shooters in the Senior
Club 'for a small fee) until such
a time as they are ready to get
their own equipment. The fees
charged to senior club members
will go into a fund to buy further
equipment according to the need
The Senior Club has no intention
of asking for further donations.
However, it seemed worthwhile to
start the ball rolling in order to
make target shooting and instruc
tion in safety methods available to
more people.
The Rockland Rifle and Pistol
Club, Inc., wishes to express its
grateful thanks to all those who
have so freely co-operated in giv
ing their time, uiterest and money
to help the development of the
Rockland Junior Rifle Club. We
also wish to thank The CourierGazette for all the publicity given
to the Senior Club. Such publicity
has aided in developing an expanding program which will be of more
value to the community as a whole.

The Senior Class has got started
on their class parts. Each one is
getting his written and studying it
a little.
The Senior Class announcements
and Thank You Notes have arrived.
Each Senior wishes to thank Mr.
and Mrs. Dean for being their
chaperones on their Washington
tip. Everyone had a wonderful
time.
R HS has a few new students.
They are: Melvin Arthur. Fresh
man; Deanne Arthur, Sophomore;
Cynthia Waters, Sophotnore.
These three students came from
Liberty. We arc glad to have
them with us.
The Junior Class has a new stu
dent. He is from Camden, Basil
Arau. We are also glad to have
him.
Tlie Sophomore Class had a class
meeting to decide whether or not
to sell some tickets to the Camden
Hills Theatre shows They decided
not to. Then the Freshman Class
had a meeting on the same thing.
They may. They will receive a
little commission.
The Rockport High School
is as follows:
Thursday, May 14- At Union.
Tuesday, May 19—Warren, here.
Friday, May 22—St. George,
here.
Monday, May 35—At Warren.
Thursday, May 38—Union, here.
Monday, June 1—Appleton, here.
All home games arc played on
Camden High School's baseball
diamond.

Principal Richards has received
word that Edward Ausplund. '49
has just been awarded the Presi
dent's Honor Roll for the past
quarter for outstanding achieve
ment in the Business Administra
tion Department at Burdett Col
lege in Boston. Congratulations,
Eddie!
April 29. 1953 on a Wednesday
night, the Rockport Basketball
Teams were honored with their
annual Basketball Banquet, which
is given every year at the close of
the season. The mothers of the
players get a supper for the play
ers and it is always enjoyed by
all. We had chicken pies, peas,
hot roils, milk, coffee, mashed po
tatoes. and ice cream and cake
for dessert. This banquet was held
at the Masonic Hall in Rockport.
Dool Dailey of Camden was
guest speaker for the evening.
After Dool finished his very inter
esting speech we were shown some
beautiful pictures of some of our
basketball games during the sea
son. They were taken and shown
by Mrs. Hjordis Thorvaldsen, the
mother of one of tlie freshmen
Cheerleaders. The movies were
very good. This was topped off
with some slides by Mrs. Reta Nor
wood, a mother of a Freshman
basketball player. They were also
very interesting.
After Dool Dailey spoke, the
players, managers and cheerlead
ers received their letters, numerals,
Some guys have glowing person
bars, stars, gold basketballs, cheer alities only when they are lit up.
leader letters or what ever each
Some folks' idea of a good time
had earned. Everyone had a won
is going places and undoing things.
derful time.

THI MAOI-WITH-Oll ONI-COAT PAINT

School Notes
All the material for the year
book is at the printers. Tlie yearbooks are expected to be ready
about the last of May.
The date for Student Council
Banquet has been set for June 1
The committees have been chosen
to prepare the supper and entertainment.
The Girls’ Softball team have
elected officers. They are cap
tain, Virginia Davis; business man
ager, Avis Gammon and coach,
Mrs. Gerald Emery.

Arthur E. Strout was one of
three members of the graduating
class at Hebron Academy elected
on May 9 to membership in the
Cum Laude Society, national sec
ondary school honor society. This
election represents the highest
scholastic honor attainable at
Hebron Academy. Arthur attend
ed Thomaston High School for
three years and then entered the
senior class at the academy. He
ia the son of Mr. and Mrs Alfred
M. Strout of Thomaston.

Mothers' Loyalty

Inspires Sermon By
Maine Alumni For
Rev. George Wood
Knox County Meet

Rorkland — The students who
have competetd successfully for the
sophomore prize speaking contest
are Mary St. Peter. Joan deCaatro,
Judy Hudson. Marjorie Hart. Caro
lyn Bray. David Deshon, Ronald
Pease, Jon Adelman, John Bird
and Richard VonDohlen.

The Food Sale on Saturday was
a great success. The cake was
awarded to Elmer Hopkins.
Rockland—The Latin Club initi
ation and social was held Wednes
day night at the high school. All
day Wednesday the Freshmen wore
their clothes back end to and car
ried their books slung over their
shoulders in a rope.
At the social
in the evening Mrs. Johnson was
at the piano and Mrs. Monroe at
the mike.

We are having another giant
food sale on Saturday, May 23.
In Social Class last week we
studied about rural schoolhouses.

And on Thursday we went down
house

Rockland — Principal Boothby
has received word from Philip A.
Annas, associate deputy for secon
dary education, that Harland R.
Demuth who left Rockland High
to enter the armed services in Oc
tober, 1945. has been granted a
High School Equivalency Certifi
cate.
The Senior Class decided to go
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LOOK YOUR BEST FOR THE OCCASION

Tuxedo, Coat and Pant ...................... $4.50
Dinner Jacket and Pant ..................... 5.50
Shirt, Tie, Cuff Links, etc.................... 1.50
Shoes ........................................... 1.00

Rockland School
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Stenographic Courses.
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Field Trip to V of M

Tuxedos and Dinner Jackets

KALLOCH'S SERVICE STATION

on ywr woodwork

Visit Knox Hospital

The students who attended the
hospital tea at the nurses home on
May 12 are: Patricia Greeley, Bet
ty Ricnardson, Violet Mitchell, Di
ane Spurling, Miriam Mosher, Pat
ricia Billings, Mary Kent, Pat
Achorn, Janet Henderson, Joan
Stanley, Janice Hutchinson, Peggy
Moliov, Patty Pease. Oracle Phil
brook, Leona Demmons, Delores
Reams, Janette Cummings, Marie
Lewis, Virginia McPhee, Erma Cavarson, Betty Jewell, Lanta Preston,
Flo-Mae Manning, Janet Lowe.
They were accompanied by Mrs.
Hart and Miss McKeil.

SEARSMONT

the stock and equipment of

THI DUALITY IIMI-OLOtl INAMIL

Driver’s Clinic

The Massachusetts Bonding and
Insurance Company is holding a
Driver Educational Clinic at Rock
land High School today. The phases
or driving to be tested are braking
reaction, steering, co-ordination, vi
sion, field of vision and glare re
covery.
The Driver Educational Clinic is
housed in a new flexible bus. The
Engineering Department of the
Company has spent many years in
the testing, designing and construc
tion of the equipment which is used
for driver testing in the Clinic and
they feel that the series of tests
provided afford the seasoned car
driver as well as the driver of the
future an opportunity to secure a
personalized result of their own
physical driving abilities.
The members of this years driv
ing classes will be tested. Each test
takes five minutes.

j

TERMS AS LOW

and

SATIN'LUX

Notes From
Rockland High

The following students made a
field trip to the University of Maine
on Friday to see the Atomic Exhibit
from
Brookhaven
Laboratories,
p'.'ir.'SW
They were accompanied by Mr.
FRIENDLIEST
MacDougal and Mr. Barnard of
the faculty. David Altshuler, John
Anderson, Barbara Bovnton, CharIN TOWNI
lotts Brackett, Judith Bums, Pat
ricia Cuthbertson, Patricia Grif
fith, I loyd Johnson. Charles Sewall,
Ellen Sulides, Joan Talbot, Ray
mond Wixson, Arthur Adolphsen,
John Black, Roger Grindle, Norman
Wildes, Clarence Coffin, Edward
Baxter, Tommy Leadtoetter, Paul
A WEEK
One “think" before an accident Ross, Leroy Philbrook, John Boyn
ton, Robert Crie and Paul Merriam,
Mrs Ethel Butler spent the week is worth millions afterwards.
BITLER CAR A HOME SUPPLY end with her daughter, Miss Alice
470 Main Street
Rorkland, Me. Higgins in Belfast.
TeL *77
Five members of Victor Grange
attended the Pomona meeting at
RENTAL SERVICE
South Montville, May 5.
z^//M^CGO°D. t I A
Mrs Hazel Robinson of Camden
_ TIRFS
was a recent oaller on Mr. and Mrs
to the Canadian Maritime Prov
inces on their annual class trip.

WANT A BETTER POSITION?

COLOR-MATCHED

THOMASTON, ME.

Arthur E. Strout

Asking his large congregation of
worshipers to think of the one su- Tomorrow
preme characteristic of mothers as
Mrs Albert Harjula will be pian
he began the sermon on Mother’s
ist when the Knox County Alumni
, Day, Rev. George Wood of the Uni
of the University of Maine gather
versalist Church stated as his be
[or their annual meeting Friday.
lief that the supreme fact of the
May 15, at the Snow Bowl, Cam
good mother is her loyalty as ex- den.
' pressed in loving service.
Members serving on the hospi
“When Jesus noted the good deed tality committee are J. Weldon
of Mary of Bethany to himself, as Russell, Mrs. J. Weldon Russell.
she had anointed his feet with the Everett Spear II. Miss Winifred
precious ointment" the minister Ramsdell, Miss M. Lucille Nason
emphasized, “She
merited this and Clifford Ladd.
praise from the Master in his
A roast turkey dinner will be
words ‘she hath done what she served at 6.30 Philip J. Brock
could.’ Mary of Bethany thus con way. Director of Student Aid and
secrated herself by that act of ser Placement will be the principal
vice to the Master,—the generous speaker.
giving of that which she greatly
prized without thought of loss to , Sidney Harriman. On Sunday Mr.
herself of the precious ointment. and Mrs. Raymond Harriman, their
At first thought it seems to us but daughter, Feme and son Larry, were
a little thing, but she did what she visitors
j Clarence Gelo, worshipful master
could!”
Mr. Wood then told the story of , of Quantabacook Lodge, AFAAiM.,
a modern Jewess Molly Cohen who ; attended Grand Lodge in Portland,
like Mary the Jewess of olden-time, I last week.
Jenness Robinson, son of Mr and
did what she could, when she took
a delicate boy out of the crowded Mrs. Lawrence Robinson, is a pa
tenement section of Brooklyn and, tient in Knox Hospital, Rockland.
Miss Thelma Chaffee, and Miss
at great personal oost and sacrifice
to herself, gave him a vacation in 1 Esther Feeney of the Village School
the country which restored him to faculty were weekend visitors in
health. “Both Molly Cohen and Boston.
At the regular meeting of Victor
Mary of olden-times showed a lov
ing service which benefited the re Grange. May 7 several members of
cipients and such acts of loving j the Megunticook Grange Band were
service by fine women and mothers ; present and gave a program of sevin every day and generation, re I eral selections. Also Harlan Robin
gardless of race or creed or color," son sang three solos, all of which
were greatly enjoyed. The Victor
the Minister stated "inspire us all,
Grange lecturer. Miss Chaffer, had
both men and women, to help
a short program of games and a
others whoever and wherever they
reading. Refreshments were served
may De, whether in our own fam
after the meeting.
ilies or in the larger circle of the
Twelve members of Rosewood
great family of humanity.” Contin
Chapter, O.EB visited Orient Chap
uing tne thought and theme of the
ter in Union at a guest officers'
sermon which was entitled “The meeting recently. Mrs. Eleanor MacGift and the Giver.”
Kenzie filling the office of Adah
Mr Wood noted that a person
Recent visitors of Mrs. Ada Howcan be religious through his or her ! ard and son Dudley were Mr and
giving, that it is best to give what I Mrs. Carl Milliken of Camden. Mr.
we can, to give the best we can, j and Mrs. Raymond Richards and
and to give oneself in consecra Miss Mildred Richards of Rockland,
tion and loving service, for ail these j Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Gilehrest of
ways of giving are the ways of the ’ Thomaston and Mr. and Mrs. Amon
good and loyal mother. They in Morse and daughter Sylvia of
spire us all to likewise do our best Northport.

Notes All Schools

looked at tlie old school
at the little thoroughfare.

The pupils of the 7th and 8th
grades of Owls Head school visit
ed the capital of the State of
Maine Friday, May 8
Ashley
Gray, principal of the school was
in charge.
The visitors attended a part of
a session of the State senate and
of the House of Representatives.
The Governor was in Washington
so they did not see him. Lunch
was had at the capitol cafeteria.
In the afternoon the group visited
the Hazzard Shoe Factory at Hal
lowell and Port Western in Au
gusta.
Mrs Margaret Knowlton, Mrs.
Mildred Edwards and Mrs. Aman
da Ross went along as chaperones
and furnished transportation for
the party.
Students making the trip includ
ed: Alice Walker. Marla Haskins,
Katherine Marriner, Mary New
man, Judy Knowlton, Bill Butman,
Donald Cassidy and
Charles
Rogers
Also in the party were Wayne
Lindsey, Donald Lewis, Jon Ross,
Albert Lowell, Richard Edwards.
Peter Ross. Charles Ro'oarts, Al
fred St. Clair and Robert Stone.
Dons Dow, another member of
the class, was unable to make the
trip.

Warren High

HERE IS YOUR CHANCE

my oil business I feel I must sell

_________ . NAtnVUl
in
AHI SO ICOMMICAtl

His name is Billy Camden. . .!
Maine's first repatriated Korean
war prisoner—and when they heard
in Camden, Me., that the town of
Bar Mills was having difficulty
procuring a band for Billy Camden
Day, this Saturday, Camden resi i
dents thought they should do
something about it. Today, Roger
Calderwood, Director of the Cam
den High School Band, said that
he and his youngsters would do i
nate their services to play in the i
parade for Billy Camden at Bar
Mills on Saturday. And Roy Mo
rong, Chairman, and members of
his Camden-Rockport Chamber of
Commerce Merchants Committee,
are collecting a fund to pay for the
bus which will transport the Cam
den band to Bar Mills The band
will leave Saturday morning and
arrive in time for luncheon to be
served them by the community
group at Bar Mills which is spon
soring this celebration
!

REAL BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY!

5 on yowr walls

MAIN ST.

The Maine Elementary Principals'
Association will meet Friday at
Cony High School, Augusta, with
the theme of ’Bases for effective
learning."
Registration will open at 9 a. m.
The entertainment will be fur
nished by Cony High School Glee
Club, while the principaT speaker
will be Miss Alice Jeffords, mem
ber of the Executive Committee
of the National Department of Ele
mentary School principals.
The afternoon session will be
devoted to discussion groups.

.

FLATLUX
. .

At Augusta

At Bar Mills

k "Alewife,” soon to be released. o( Warren High School. Mrs. Claua-

> BITLER CAR &
HOME SUPPLY

Start Practice
Today

For Billy Camden

Mrs. Corinth Clausing of Edge- i in« has done substitute work at
-------------------------------------------------------- Waldoboro High school, and has

EMERSON
MOTOROLA

Thomaston Student Owls Head

C.H.S. Band To Play

The senior class members, Warren High School are taking orders e®mh has replaced Robert Stetson
Fmm
for the 1953 edition of the year
year of Newcastle, on the teaching staff INOTeS 110(11

ADMIRAL
CAPEHART

Principals Meet

First practice for the Warren Ti
gers, Knox Twilight League entry,
will be at 6.30 tonight (Thursday.)
Joe Pelierin, acting as temporary
manager, reports the diamond is
receiving a facial, with a scraping,
brushing and rolling, completed to
day. Ted Howard, with a tractor,
was on the job, with Mr. Pelierin.

Observe Mother's
Day At Owls Head

Warren Tigers

of Commerce
TEL. 148

245 MAIN ST.

Approved For Veterans — Roy E. Adams, Sole Owner
58-lt
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Page Ten
which are being slowly met and
conquered. His masterly handling
of the problem, present and future,
left the feeling in the minds of his
hearers that Maine's schools were
in safe hands.
The auditorium at South School the school district, Casper CiaraThe closing minutes of the prowas filled to overflowing Monday vino, assisting superintendent and j gram were delightful, devoted to
Rev. E. O. Kenyon of St. Peter's j presentation of gifts; from the
night when former pupils and a
Episcopal Church.
School Board represented by Mr.
host of friends gathered to honor
The program started promptly McIntosh; the South School teach
Mias Margaret Buttomer on the oc
on the scheduled hour with John ers, in clever song and verse by Mrs.
casion of her official retiring an
Warren Hill; teachers in other
nouncement from her teaching du M. Richardson as master of cere
schools by Mrs. Kenneth Mac Dougties. She has been a teacher for 46 monies. An arm bouquet of r?u ro
al; from St. Peter’s Auxiliary and
years, practically all of it in this ses was presented to Miss Butto
Parish by Rev. E. O. Kenyon and
city aside from the two first years mer by Mrs. Anderson to give the
from parents, former pupils and
on Hurricane Island. Through con program an auspicious opening. A
friends by Mrs. George Parsons.
stant advance study during the letter was read from City Manager
This latter gift really rang the bell,
years Miss Buttomer has so in Farnsworth commendatory to Miss
[ a television set, long craved by Miss
creased here stature in the ranks Buttomer's service to the City and
I Buttomer and totally unexpected.
of the teaching profession in Maine a message from Governor Cross
•• • •
that no less a person than Maine was read by Donald Johnson of the
I The reception committee includ
Commissioner of Education Dr. Governor's Council. Miss Bertha
ed Mrs. George B. Parsons, chair
Herbert G Espy came to Rockland Luce and Mrs. Ruth Sanborn, fa
man assisted by Mrs. Robert Anvorite musicians of Rockland audi
to participate in the exercises.
i derson, Mrs. Winfield Chatto, Mrs.
The evening opened with a re ences without number, presented a
Willis Kinney, Paul Merriam and
ception with the line including Mrs. charming musical interlude. Everett
i Casper Ciaravino.
Robert Anderson (retiring presi Blethen was at his top-flight best
dent of the Southend PTA the gen- ' in the chalk talk dealing with stu ' The hosts and hostesses were
eral sponsor of the giant party) ] dents (?) of Miss Buttomer during Mrs. Ernest Jones, Mrs. Kenneth
Miss Buttomer, Dr. Espy, Donald the Hurricane Island era, and Dr. MacDougal, Mrs. Fred A. Snow,
Johnson of the Governor’s Council, Espy brought a splendid address, Mrs. Willis Kinney, Theodore Syl
Superintendent Rockland Schools, informal but sympathetic, and filled vester and Paul Merriam.
Refreshments were served by the
J. Weldon Russell, Charles H. Mc with an understanding and appre
Intosh, chairman of the school ciation of Maine teachers and the following committee Mrs. Winfield
board, Robert Hudson, chairman ot problems in education in Maine Chatto. chairman assisted by Mrs.

MISS MARGARET BUTTOMER
HONORED BY CHARMING RECEPTION
HELD AT SOUTH SCHOOL

Special Tea Offer

Save 15c
HOMELAND TEA
58c VALUE FOR 43c

BIG

anzZ

tupm uAKKtr

VeqelcMeA

ROASTS

Florida - Juicy - Good Size

Grapefruit

lop Round - Face Rump - Bottom Round
Choice-Cut from Heavy Steer Beef
LB

Down 31c Lb. From a Year Ago
town 24c Lb. From a Year Ago

83'

Choice - Heavy Steer Beef

3 FOR 25c

DOZ 59c

Oranges

Babiiuice - Tree Ripened - Good Size

2 002 69c

Oranges
Luscious, Firm, Ripe

29c

pkg°

New - Firm Green Heads

Cut From Heavy Steer Beef - tone In Lb. 39c

2 LBS 13c

CHUCK ROAST • —-53c Cabbage

Texas Bermuda Variety

Mildly Cored - Down 24c Lb. From a Year Ago

BRISKET

69c

lb

'o-h«o..w

PITHS ar ((0111*1

5

Onions

Freshly Ground loan (oof - Down 32c a Pound (iom a Year Ago

HAMBURG

lbs

29c

tfATIOHAL

•• 43c

Tender, Plump, Mea*y - 2>/4 - 3Vi Lb. Ava.

CHICKENS";

Quality Pickles

l>59'

at Lowest Prices

Yre»h - Yeung Roasting Fork

“ 49c

SHOULDERS
SWORDFISH

Fancy Steak-Like Piece*

HADDOCK FILLETS

LB

59c

lb

45c

Heinz Fresh Cucumber
PT
JAR

Pickles

25c

bay State - Large, Whole

» 29c

Pickles
Oxford Sweet

SAVINGS ON
EVERYDAY
VALUES
Swansdown

2 LB
6 ot
PKG

Cake Flour

39c

Miller’s - Sliced Kosher Style

QT 27c

Dill Pickles

BOT

PINT

Gherkins

BOT

33c

'j6ar

33c

7eorl

29c

15 oz
BOT

25c

Bond’s Fancy Sweet Mixed

Pickles
Sweet Mixed

Heinz

Regular or Self Rising

Pickles

Fanning's Bread & Butter

Pickles

"fyo*" QatoLn frozen

Finest Fancy Segments in Heavy Syrup

Grapefruit

2

16 oz
CANS

29c

3

pkgs

25c

Lemonade

All Flavor*

Royal Puddings

2 C*”S

Fruit Gelatines - All Flavors

3

Dainty Jell

PKGS

17 c

33c

can

"Yor" Gardoe - Whole ia Sugar

The MarVEL.ous Shortening

Marvo Shortening

3 LB
CAN

79c

6 oz
CANS

25c

Raspberries

35c

CONT

Fancy Heavy Pack

Tomato Paste
Sunshine - Crispy, Tasty

LB
PKG

Hi-Ho Crackers
ZZAii MZeefe'i

31c

ftakeAy, Sp&cbafa!

!

Sandwich

Peanut Butter
Final* - Smoothy
w Crunchy

12 oz
JAR

Betty Alden - With Tiny Seediest Raisins

RAISIN BREAD

15c

Filled With Apple* and Seedless Raiaiaa

Apple-Raisin

Coffee Cake

ea 29c

Serve with CLOVIRMAID

Honey

JAR

31«

Price* Effective at First National Super Markets ia Ibis Vicinity

adl

FIRST

Mrs. Philip Davis and daughter
Lorelie have returned from Warren
where they visited last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Sevon of
Thomaston are at their cottage here
for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Young and
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Stimpson and
son have gone to Monhegan Island
for a week, where Mr. Stimpson
has employment. Mr. Young and
Mr. Stimpson will help take up lob
ster traps.
Susie Davis returned to Mrs. Ma
ry Flints Monday, after spending
a short time at her home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Young and
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Stimpson and
son were in Portland Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Sevon had
as guests Sunday, Arlene Cham
berlain, Carol Goleucia, William
Dean, Richard Clay, all of Lee Ac
ademy, Maine.

California Navel - Large Size

55c Tomatoes 2

7i"d,e-

RIB ROAST

Ralph Post, Mrs. Buddy Clark, and
Mrs. James Skinner. Pouring were
Miss Susie Sleeper, Miss Thelma
Russell, Mrs. Lois Harjula and Mrs.
Florence McLellan. Mrs. Nelson
Glidden and Miss Ida Hughes
dipped punch.
Assisting room
mothers were: Mrs. Theodore An
drus, Mrs. Robert Meehan, Mrs.
Richard Ames, Mrs. Sanford De
lano, Mrs. Philip Dondis, Mrs.
Frank McKinney, Mrs. Charles
Dorgan, Mrs. Eugene Staples, Mrs.
Ann Escorsio, Mrs. Alfred Nichols,
Mrs. Faye Barton, Mrs. Emilio
Hary, Mrs. Louis Nickerson, Mrs.
James Skinner, Mrs. Charles Car
ver, Mrs. Maurice McKusic, Mrs.
Ernest Watling, Mrs. Eino Hill,
Mrs. Walter Post, Mrs. Mario
Grispi, Mrs. Fred Ripley, Mrs.
Henry Gardner, Mrs. Theodore
Sylvester, Mrs. Herman Carr, Mrs.
Waite, Rogers, Mrs. Walter Bars
tow, Mrs. Leland Trask, Mrs Otis
Fogg, Mrs. Albert Sullivan.
Decorations were in the capable
hands cf Mrs. Theodore Andrus;
special lighting, Robert Anderson;
coats, Miss Roberta Hardy, Miss
Marie Tillock and Mrs. Doris
Stubbs. Gift committee Mrs. Bud
die Miller, Mrs. Clinton Robinson,
Mrs. Ralph Robinson, Mrs. Simon
Hamalainen, Mrs. Winston Bran
non and Casper Ciaravino and the
clean up committee was Mrs. Doris
Lunt and Mr. and Mrs. George
Robishaw.
Casper Ciaravino was a tower of
strength in support of the entire
project and the WRKD crew made
recordings of the program.

PLEASANT POINT

A Real Bonus For All Tea Users
16 Extra Tea Bags With The Reg. 48 Count Pkg.
This is Top Quality Ceylon Orange Pekoe.

Choice
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24th ANNIVERSARY OBSERVED

ORFF’S CORNER
Mrs. Bessie Borneman was the
guest of Mrs. Rena Crowell In Wal
doboro on Monday.
Mrs. Lida Creamer attended the
funeral of a friend in Augusta on
Tuesday.
Mrs. Maude Sidelinger returned
Sunday to Damariscotta after
spending a few days at her home.
Lee Peacock spent the weekend
at home from Clark University and
Vernon Hutchins from University
of Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. John Rogers have
as guests their daughter and
granddaughter
from
Hartford,
Conn.
Mr and Mrs. George Kimball and
daughter Lois of Richmond spent
i Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Ray
mond Hutchins.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Elwell, Miss
Elizabeth Elwell and Wayne Keene
were m New Harbor on Sunday at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ellsi worth Osier.
Mr. end Mrs. Calvin Elwell and
son Steven spent the weekend in
Plymouth, Mass., with Mrs. El
well's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leland
Vannah.
Honor Mrs. Miller

Photo by Moore
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Simmons observed their 24th wedding anniversary
May 8 with the help of friends and neighbors.

The neighbors around Laurel
Street. Rockland, found out it was
going to be the 24th wedding an
niversary for Sea and Shore Fish
eries Warden Clayton Simmons
and his wife Mary, on Friday, May
8. So with Miss Thelma Linscott
and Mrs. Jean Lindsey as the prin
cipal conspirators, they gave them
a surprise party.
In the evening the neighbors de
scended on the Simmons, taking
along the refreshments, as well as
gifts. The latter included greet
ings from their son, Frederick
Simmons, who is serving aboard the
USB. Northampton; from their
daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Baker, Westhaven,
Conn.; and from their grandson,
Michael Baker.
Among those present were Dick
Stanley, Dale Lindsey, Mr. and

Mrs. Henry Fisher, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Fields and Ralph Calder
wood.
Sending gifts but unable to at
tend were Mr. and. Mrs. Charles
McLain, Mr. and Mrs. Exavier
Winchenbaugh, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Hallowell and Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew Simmons of Thomaston.
Gifts included china and linen,
also Simmy presented his wife with
a bouquet and a new Easy spin
dryer.

Mrs. Evelyn Miller was pleasant
ly surprised with a stork shower
Friday evening.
Those present
included Mrs.
Frances Jackson,
Mrs. Marion
Keene. Mrs. Dorothy Prock. Mrs.
Lula Jackson, Mrs. Jennie Law
rence, Mrs. Mabel Cross, Mrs. Grace
Reed, Mrs. Edna Jackson, Mrs.
Margaret Havener, Mrs. Bessie
Borneman, Mrs. Frances Stewart,
Mrs. Amber Childs, Mrs. Ada El
well, Mrs. Nellie Meyer, Mrs. Lida
Creamer, Mrs. Leona Elwell, Mrs.
Jean Hutchins, Mrs. Doris Prock,
Mrs. Betty Nichols, Mrs. Fannie
Weaver, Mrs. Virginia Bragg, Mrs.
Esther Jackson,
Mrs. Marjorie

Ralph, Mrs. Burdina Ralph,
Tessa Ralph, Mrs. Betty Jackson,
Miss Elizabeth Elwell, Mis6 Ethelyn
Ralph, Miss Sherry Jackson and
Miss Brenda Miller. Mrs. Miller re
ceived many nice gifts and deli
cious refreshments were served.
Celebrates

Birthday

Mrs. Lulu Jackson was given a
party on her birthday May 5 at the
home of her daughter Mrs. Alton
Prock.
Besides Mr. and Mrs. Prock ana
their sons Merle and Maynard, and
daughters, Marie and Mary Lou,
those present included Will Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. Carleton Jackson and daughters Sherry and
hanna, son Brian, Jeanie Cream
er, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Jackson,
daughter Ramona. Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Jackson, Mrs. Jean Sim
mons, Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Prock
and daughter Karen. Mrs. Jackson received many nice gifts and
refreshments of ice cream and cake
were served.

GLEN COVE
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Black spent
the weekend tn Portsmouth, N. H„
with Mr and Mrs. Charles Crowell.
The daughter was home for a few
days from the New Hampshire
Sanatorium and expects to be home
for good in June.
Joyce Gregory was in New Hamp
shire Saturday with the Rockport
School group. They visited the
White Mountains.
Miss Sharon Freeman has been
ill for the past week.
Mrs. Winifred Barrows has been
visiting her son Warren and wife
Ruth for several days, convalescing.
For

a small inexpensive scran-

book, you might use several sections
of unprinted newspaper which The

Courier-Gazette has

• very modest price.

for sale

123*168

et
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before; probably got atuck in ita
oozy bottom chasing a paunched
deer, or tripped over a submerged
root and buried his gun barrel in
leaf mould and extinguished his
jack-light." Surely some shadowy
experience or an ailing liver has
biased his appraisal of the spring
time swamp. In either case he is
destined to miss much in life that
I call worthwhile.
Let's forget him for a time and
go back to our small swamp just
under Pumpkin Hill. If we cast
off any of its spell in the musings
about the redstarts it will get us
again as we look today for some
of the plants that seek its fertile
soil and shady solitude.
Along the foot of the terraced
wild garden that rises from the
swamp bottom we come upon
many leaves that were not there
before.
They are slim and unusal in
their gTayish green color and are
springing up all over an acre or so
among the sapling growth. They
could be a sort of lily.
Looking closely we find that the
leaves are spotted sparcely with
oval or nearly round brown spots.
There are no blcoms yet.
Each plant springs from a small
opening in the moist soil and you
ask why some have two leaves and
some but one; but before I tell you
any more about this most common
of spring flowers let us look at its
root.
We dig one up. Why! it strongly
resembles the bulbs of the crocus
or tulip of our home garden. You
marvel at the thousands around
you, their leaves so different from
any other plant in spotted mark
ings, but so alike in shape to nu
merous other you have seen before
What are they?
No misnomer of the forest was
ever more misleading, for they
are the common and beloved DogTooth Violet; a name that clings
to them tenaciously in spite of the
fact that fawn' lily, which fits it
much better has never been recog
nized, in this area at least.
It grows the only spotted leaf
of the spring woodlands and those
plants with twin leaves will bear
the blooms this year, while the
single-leaved plants will only
beautify the area with their foli
age and have their turn to bloom
next year.
Soon the Dog-Tooth Violet will
bear graceful, long-stemmed yellow
flowers, one of the earliest spring
blossoms that make a striking but
unfragrant contribution to the ter
race above the swamp.
Our experience in plants close to
the damp solitude of the swamp
might indicate that there is no
fragrance here.
We look about its many unusual
leaves that are springing up every
where for a single promise of
sweetness. Here are Indian Cu
cumber Root, thertf the Jack-Inthe-Pulpit and further up the ter
race is the False Lily-of-the-Valley and the Wake Robins, none of
them in view yet but none with
reputations of fragrance to be re
membered.
Here is a solidly rooted patch oi
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pale green heart-shaped leaves; “nature fakers” will miss all this, silence of winter.
TWINS CELEBRATE 80th
tiny buds on nearly white, slender, for the swamp gives its best to
Actually the robin is of the
stems are already showing. We those who seek its charm and not thrush family, most of them quiet,
have found it; the very essence of to those who pass it by as a place retiring habitants of the inacces
exquisite spring odors is to come to be avoided.
sible pastures and woodlands. Of j
•• » •
from its tiny blooms which will
these related species the wood ;
soon be opening.
Of the birds that are easiest to thrush or swamp robin has the
I expect the spicy fragrance of waitch from your kitchen window sweetest song.
Come fall, the robin reverses his
the pansy of our home garden at this time of year I give the
originated in the heart of its im American Robin my vote as having worm diet of spring and summer j
maculate little blossom, for they a character quite impeccable and goes to the fruit. They de
are distantly related. It is the among feathered visitors, for in vour a variety of wild cherries and
By"
white violet, which defies its stal an unusually busy life he never thorn plums. Considerable dam
wart companions of the swamp to stoops to any pretense that could age is done by them to small berry
■Ralph v/ tvler
even distantly approach its sweet cast the least reflection upon his crops and cultivated cherries, but
not worse than the starling does.
ness and grows beside them in dis dealings with others.
Just before migration starts the i
Still behind on answering my bound elderly ladies and "bedtinctive glory, despite its outward
He comes early in the morning
modesty.
without making much noise. He robins congregate in flocks. They
mail. Would a written apology J time prattle” for gullible children,
Like the finding of the redstart appraises your lawn from an over feed almost constantly on over
Cwfflce for this condition during j stopped me on Main street the
■ other day and insinuated I was
on our first trip, there is always hanging limb without audible dis ripe chokecherries and thorn
the crowded hours of these spring
a “nature faker.”
one exotic example, even in the approval of others who may have plums.. I have often wondered if
days? I’U get to it soon.
darkest corners of the country preceded him there and he goes this naturally fermented fruit
"Your WTiting tire6 me,” says he.
The season always catches up
about the business of hunting for wasn’t the slightest bit intoxicatside.
with me with scores of things un "You nature fakers are all alike.
his
breakfast ln an upright and [ ing. for now they talk incessantly,
And now as we prepare to leave
done and also brings along its own Your always get into these swamps
diligent
manner that is most ad sing unfamiliar notes, do consid
the swamp again, let’s take one
lidt of needs, which even with the without wetting your feet.. You
erable fighting among themselves
mirable.
look
at
the
Hercules
of
plant
life
added hour of daylight, still falls find a dry place to sit down. You
! and pursue one another wildly
From
the
tip
of
his
rounded
tail
there. It is the skunk cabbage.
always have sunshine to cast per
short of time to do them all.
through the woods.
The swamp is its home. Water, to the black top of his well-shaped
Seems to me I promised an out- fect reflections. You walk across
Presently on some chilly late!
head
he
is
a
gentleman,
scrupu

shade
and
fertile
soil
its
kingdom
dor story this issue—weren't we it at will. You see no gloom in
October
morning they are gone
and it reign6 supreme. Not only lously particular of his personal
going to the swamp again before it j its stinking dampness or no de
and we know that winter will have
appearance
and
justly
proud
of
his
does
lt
defy
extinction
from
nat

gets beyond its stage of spring pression in its crawling inhabi
! come and gone before we see them
ural causes, but it spreads its huge red waistcoat.
wonder? It develops rapidly just tants. There is always some ap
again.
leave over other plants that take
Chance is better than even that
• • • •
now and by being date We can pointment, yackitty, yackitty, yack
root
close
by.
denies
them
the
unless
you
dwell
in
the
paved
and
easily lose those most inspiring etc.”
Photo by Barde
In case no one found a photo of
Their many friends and members of their family honored Mrs. Ada
light that makes them live and in crowded area of noisy business
signs, as it returns from winter
Now I write of the swamp be
Miss Lucy Farnsworth I can assure Wincapaw, left, and Mrs. Ida Goss, right, twin sisters of Union, on the
the fall its leaves will droop over sections of the county you can
slumber.
lieving that it reaches most read
you that there was a very fine like occasion of their 80th birthday Tuesday. Open house was held for the
them, a foul smelling shroud in look out most any window of your
k Before we go let me tell you that ers who cannot go at will or per
ness of her taken in the Willough sisters with their wide circle of friends taking advantage of the oppor
their untimely death.
home on a spring morning such as
one of my male readers who re haps have never been there to see
by Block studio of Jack Pillsbury tunity to extend their best wishes.
Looking across the shallower this and see him, standing tall and
gards these nature observances of its most alluring charm. I grant
many years ago. I remember the
Friends and relatives dropped in I cate. They are also affiliated with
areas of the swamp we see their straight with almost a military
mane as fitting material for house that my critic has been in swamps
incident clearly as I was at that at the home of Mrs. Ada Wincapaw Knox Pomona Grange. Mrs. Winmaroon and purple heads, heavily posture, or leaning forward with
time Jack's darkroom assistant.
in Union Tuesday afternoon and !
u
8 charter member of
veined, protruding like the busi cocked ear towards the ground
,
,
,
,
Orient
Chapter,
of Union.
Whether
the
picture
was
an
in

ness end of so many 50 mm. shells listening for a worm.
evening to greet her and her
Mrs Wincapaw has one daughstigation of John Donahue, then
everywhere. Their root is a struc
Can you imagine what a re
sister, Mrs. Ida Goss, when the ter>
George Fawcett of Union,
ture of nature that has all the at markable hearing it must take to the postmaster of Rockland, or
twin sisters held open house to two granddaughters and one
was
for
the
purpose
of
some
busi

tributes of strength and power, hear a worm moving beneath the
great-granddaughter.
Mr. and
ness transaction I do not know. celebrate their 80th birthday.
even to its odor.
surface of the ground? Have you
Natives of Union, the twins were Mrs. Goss have no children.
But
with
his
derby
hat
held
poSee this one, upon which a observed the technique of the
I litely in his hand he escorted Miss | born May 12, 1873, the daughters
Mrs. George Fawcett, daughter
large decayed poplar stump has robin’s hunting?
j Farnsworth into the studio one ] of Alanson and Ella Thurston j of Mrs. Wincapaw planned the
squarely fallen during the winter.
The bluebird sits high and
J open house. She was assisted by
Already it has pushed a large watches for the unwary miller or afternoon and explained that she Coogan.
Mrs. Wincapaw is the wife of Mrs. Carrie Mank of Union, who
chunk of bark from the stump insect to venture within his sight, would like to sit for a picture of
and is inching its way towards but the robin stalks his breakfast the sort generally used on pass U. S. Wincapaw; Mrs. Goss, the also had charge of the guest book,
wife of Albert Goss.
Featured was a large birthday cake
the light. By mid-June it will be on the ground and relentlessly ports or other identification pur
Both are members of Seven Tree decorated in yellow and white,
as stalwart as any other and its drags it from its hole and thumps poses.
Without removing her hat or do Grange, Mrs. Wincapaw holding while spring flowers decorated the
huge leaves will all but have hid it into edible proportions.
ing the usual preliminary primping the 50-year Gottfen Sheaf certifl- ! home.
den the stump from sight.
Naturally most attention is given
I have known them to com to the robin during spring and she sat in front of a light back
pletely turn aside a flat rock the early summer when he is about the ground and Jack made one ex other week, instead of the usual President, Mrs. Ella Bird; vice
size of your two hands in the first lawns and gardens. After nesting posure, using what we called a half weekly meetings of the past. Mrs. presidents, Mrs. Faith Berry and
Maude Blodgett extended an invi- Mr4- Ailcf Jameson; recording sec
few weeks of new growth from the and when the young ones are get plate.
Miss Farnsworth then paid one
retary, Mrs. Lena True; treasurer,
mature root and they cast aside ting about on their own wings,
tation for a Sunday afternoon cov
smail limbs and bark like so many they retire farther and farther to dollar. Explained that she de ered dish picnic lunch some day in Mrs. Kathryn St. Clair and pro
sired three unmounted prints
gram chairman. Miss Alice Fuller.
feathers.
wards the fields, pastures and
the month of July, to be held at her f
| Surely we could linger on here available cover, for house cats, made, and departed. She would Megunticook Lake cottage. These
Hie living the world owes you is
for hours, and not lose our inter hawks and owls are their mortal return for them tomorrow.
This she did and I personally officers were elected for 1963-54:1 harder to collect than any bill.
est. Someday we will come again, | enemies.
handed her the prints, which, as
perhaps to witness the full matur
Let’s look along the sunny spot
far as I know were the only ones
ity of the growing things about us. by the side of this mossy log
ever made from the negative, that
By then there will be mosses, thick
Of all or familiar birds I be
and feathery, like green plush car lieve the robin’s “rain song” is the I was later undoubtedly destroyed in
pets and ferns and lichens and longest. Sometimes the steady the Willoughby Block fire with
ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
a hoard of fungus growths in un warble as he sits high in a tree- I thousands of other plates thait
would be priceless today.
believable patterns and colors.
top with mouth open wide and
Our critic who so lightly calls us head thrown way back, will last
a full minute and although the Chapin Class
May 13, 1953
song contains little melody it is
OFFICERS
a welcome change from the chili Heard Reports and
EDWARD J. HELLIER, President
SIDNEY H. PIERCE, Treasurer
Elected Officers
WILLIAM H. BUTLER, Asst. Treasurer
The annual meeting of The
FALL
TRUSTEES
Chapin Class of the Universalist
E. J. Hellier
J. C. Burrows
H. C. Cowan
Church
was
held
with
Mrs.
Lena
TERM OPENS
W, C. Ladd
R. C. Gregory
True as hostess. During the year
SEPT. 8
CORPORATORS
i just ended several full bed size
C. T. Smalley
E. C. Ladd
i quilts were tacked and given to E. F. Glover
F. D. Orne
E. E. Stoddard
J worthy persons; and nine various E. C. Cutting
E. J. Hellier
Cleveland Sleepe
Rockland School sized crib quilts were made and E. R. Veazie
STATE OF MAINE
L. A. Thurston
R. C. Gregory
To all persons interested ln the
some given to the District Nurse R. L. Stratton
estate hereinafter named:
of Commerce
E. L. Spear
T. S. Bird
R. G. Ware
and
to
the
City
Matron.
Two
doz
At a Probate Court held at
H. C. Cowan
W. N. Wasgatt
en diapers 18” x 36’’ were hemmed G. B. Wood
Rockland, in and for the County
W. C. Ladd
C. C. Wotton
of Knox, on the twenty-first day
and distributed for the use of “new E. R. Ladd
HOW YOU'LL BENEFIT
W.
L.
Oxton
L.
Allen
R.
P. P. Bicknell
of April, ln the year of our Lord
citizens," contributions of material
our
FROM OUR TRAINING
one thousand nine hundred and
B. E. Flanders
J. C. Burrows
G. W. HaU
[
for
patchwork
were
received
from
fifty-three, and by adjournment
fabulously
R, S. Stoddard
S. H. Pierce
• You will be qualified for prac Miss Ellen C. Daly, formerly of H. W. Glover
from day to day from the twentyE.
M.
Spear
tical
achievement
—
in
a
Sec

W. H. Butler
L. E. Jones
first day of said April, The follow
flexible
this
city,
and
Miss
Jennie
Brown;
retarial, Accounting or Civil
Kennedy Crane, Jr,
O. P. Ingraham
ing matter having been presented
all
of
which
has
been
cut
into
suit

Service position.
Attest. SIDNEY H. PIEKUE, Clerk.
for the action thereupon herein
58-lt
after indicated it is hereby OR
• You will get the active help of able size pieces by Mrs. Annabelle
DERED:
our employment Department j Berry.
CUMBER helps luck with tireless
That notice thereof be given to
throughout your career.
A crib quilt all pieced together
foot comfort. Keds’ shock-proof
all persons Interested, by causing
Arch Cushion and slip-proof soles.
•
You
will cut training time — wras given by Miss Adelaide Holmes,
a copy of this order to be pub
Men s, boys’ sizes.
by concentrating on business | to which a suitable inner-lining
lished three weeks successively in
Black or brown
$2.95
subjects.
The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper
was added and “tacked” by the
with white trim.
published at Rockland, in said
•
You will advance at your own work committees and several mem
Washable.
and up
County, that they may appear at a
pace—as swiftly as you com
bers. Two all-day sewing "bees”
Probate Court to be held at said
plete assignments.
Rockland on the sixteenth day of
have been held; donations have
•
You
will
save
money,
because
June, A.D. 1953 at nine o’clock in
been made to the church repair
you
will
be
ready
for
a
posi

the forenoon, and be heard thereon
tion in minimum time.
! fund and other worthy causes.
if they see cause.
ESTATE HARRY T. SMALL,
• You will get acquainted with a Monday the following met in the
late of Rockland, deceased Peti
fine group of ambitious young vestry and put together three quilts
7te$oeof6krnpwi$
tion praying that Charles W. Liv
people of college type.
which are stored until a call is
ingston, Administrator, or some
• You will be ready for a posi made for same: Mrs. Ella Bird,
other suitable person, be licensed
OTHER STYLES FOR
tion while good opportunities ! Mrs. Alice Jameson, Mrs. Beatrice
to sell certain real estate situat
THE WHOLE FAMILY
are at their peak.
ed in Rockland and Owls Head,
Wood, Mrs. Clara Smith, Mrs.
Mail Orders Filled
Write, phone or call for further
and fully described in said peti
tion, and distribute the proceed*
information, without obligation. | Maude Blodgett, Miss Jennie TrusI sell, Miss Jennie Brown, Mrs. Su
of sale among the heirs living in
TELEPHONE 148
HASKELL &
different states.
Presented by
sie Davis, Mrs. Bertha Thomas,
Colors: Bamboo, Cromwell Brown, Champagne,
Your watch represent* an Important in
245
MAIN
STREET
Ralph K. Barter of Stonington, an
Mrs. Brooke Gregory.
CORTHELL
vestment. Don't take chance* on repair
heir at law.
Dr. Roy E. Adams, Owner
j It was voted, then meetings are
White, Cavalier Bed
Witness. HARRY E. WILBUR.
work. Bring your watch here where all
55&61
Clothiers h Outfitters
resumed in the fall, to meet every
Esquire, Judge of Probate Court
CAMDEN, MAINE
work is scientifically checked on a . . .
for
Knox County, Rockland,
58-lt
Maine.
ORDER BY MAIL or phone 374-W
Attest:
McLAIN SHOE STORE, Rockland, Maine
WILLIS R. VINAL, Register.
Your watch "print**
58-Th-64
GET OUTDOORS THIS SUMMER

Outdoor

KNOX COUNTY

TRY
IT

NOW

AT

McLain’s

LIST OF OFFICERS AND CORPORATORS
elected at annual meeting of
ROCKLAND, MAINE

REAL SPORTS!

At

p-r-e-t-t-y soft for you!

Cavalier

for every

walking girl

mKeds

in America!

THIS

$8.95
SIZE

WS

a record of Its own
performance

coto«

WIDTH

Chart or M O. eecloiad □

Ndoa-

COMPLETE LINE OF

PROVING

AUCTION SALE

Summer Lawn and

SATURDAY, MAY 16

the efficiency el
our work

Porch Furniture

7.00 to 11.30 P. M.

Chaise Lounges, Gliders, Hammocks,
Lawn Chairs, Beach Umbrellas
and Tables

Legion Hall, Union, Me.

Addr.HCty-------

McLAIN SHOE STORE
“AT THE WALK-OVER SION”

432 MATO STREET

ROOKLAND, MAINE
58-lt

In thia sale ysn will find many useful and interesting Items.
Partial list follows: Parlor Sets, Day Beds, Sofas. Club and
Wing Chairs, Ladies’ Desk. Single and Double Beds, Bedroom
Sets, Refrigerators, Washers, hundreds of New Lampe, partially
new Automatic Bendix Waaher, S h. p. Electric Motor, good
as new, other Motors and Electrical Appliances, 2 Modern Pot
Burners, Nice Bench Saw. Dishes. Tools, etc. ALso many pieces
not listed. Come te this sale and be assured of a fair deal at
all times.
PER ORDER: JACK A TONY
58-lt

UK US TO TUT TOUB WATCH. FKI

NEW WATCHES SIMILARLY TESTED
BEFORE YOU BUY THEM TO ASSURE
AGAINST MECHANICAL IMPERFECTIONS

Drop In and See Our
Complete Selection of Fine Lawn Furniture

STUDLEY'S Furniture Store
71-75 PARK ST.

TEL. 1145

4

JEWELERS

s

OPTICIANS

ROCKLAND, ME.
58-lt

WATCH INSPECTORS SINCE IBM
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THE MEN WHO GUIDE DRAGON’S BUSY DEPARTMENTS

Leroy E. Seekins, Head Shift Foreman

THE LAWRENCE-ACKERMAN TRADITION OF

DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY DATES BACK TO
THE EARLY 1880’s WHEN FIRM STARTED
The cement industry in the United
States has many traditions, not the
least of which are three names
which are almost synonymous with
the name of the product itself They
are Lawrence, Ackerman and Drag

on.
Watson Effingham Iatwrence. Esq.,
of Long Island, New York, pio
neered the early limestone beds
near Rosendale, New York, and, in
the '80s, launched a cement com

CONGRATULATIONS
DRAGON

pany which later became known as
The Lawrence Portland Cement
Company, well known to Maine
builders and residents of the Thom
aston-Rockland area as the parent
company to Dragon Cement.
Warren Ackerman, uncle of James
II. Ackerman, now President of the
Dragon Cement Company, pur
chased the first Portland cement
mill in the country from General
I. K. Siegfried.
DRAGON, as a brand name, was

CEMENT COMPANY

CONGRATULATIONS

On Your

DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY

On Your

25th ANNIVERSARY

25th Anniversary

ROCKLAND ESSO STATION

STARR BROS., Inc.

ATLAS PRODUCTS — COURTEOUS SERVICE
JOHNNY CURRY, Prop.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

1 40 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

CONGRATULATIONS
to

DRAGON CEMENT CO.
OF

THOMASTON,

MAINE

ON THE OCCASION OF THEIR

25th ANNIVERSARY
...

William Valenta, Quarry Foreman

given to the new company's product I
Effect of Erie Canal
by Mr. Warren Ackerman, accord
Work on this inland waterway
ing to "wives tales.” The legend is 1 linking the Hudson River and Lake
that during the 1880’s Mr. Ackerman Ontario was started in 1817, and it
(after the acquisition of the plant
at Siegfried. Penna.) had attended
a performance of Wagner's opera
"Siegfried.” Since a dragon plays
a considerable role in this opera it
occurred to Mr. Ackerman that
DRAGON would be an appropriate
name for the product of a cement
mill during business at a place
called Siegfried. And DRAGON it
has been ever since 1S89.
The name Lawrence has been con
nected with the manufacture of
quality cements since 1832 and the
Erie Canal was in large measure
responsible for the organization of
the original company.

from...

Janies II. Ackerman
was the need for a waterproof ma
terial to be used in its construction
which, a year later, led to the dis
covery of a natural cement rock near
Fayetteville. Onondaga
County,
New York. The story has it that the
discoverer was a man rejoicing in
the name of Canvas White; that he
took out a patent on the manufac
turing process; that the State of
New York later paid him $20,000
for his rights and made the patent
available to all who cared to make
use of it.
This discovery encouraged a
search for similar stone, and some
dozen years later the attention of
W. E. Lawrence, Esq., was called
to the superior quality of the lime
stone beds near Rosendale, a small
village in the Catskill Mountains
of New York, near Kingston.
Mr. Lawrence conducted extensive
experiments with this rock and
presently was devoting all of his
time and energy to the manufacture
and sale of “Hoffman Rosendale
Cement,” the word Hoffman pre
sumably entering the picture be
cause of the fart that a man of that
name was associated with Mr. lawrenee in the early days of the enter
prise. In any event, the business
later known as lhe laiwrence Port
land Cement, Company, now Dragon
Cement Company, was born.
This small enterprise eventually
developed into one of tlie largest
manufacturers of natural cement in
lhe country, and its properties in
New York Slate were operated un
til 1901. when they were sold lo Hip
Consolidated
Rosendale
Cement
Company. Letters testifying lo the
excellence of the Lawrence product
and dating back as far as 1834, are

Alfred Starr, Packhouse Foreman

still in the company’s possession
and amply justify the slogan LAW
RENCE;
QUALITY
CEMENTS
SINCE 1832.
Portland Cement
Some natural cement is still made
and sold, but the product in almost
universal demand today is “portland,” a cement first made in Eng
land in 1824. This product will i
harden readily under water and its
manufacture today is standardized1
in accordance with specifications |
laid down hy the A. S. T. M , the
American Society for Testing Ma
terials. (See Chemistry story.)
The partiality of users for "portland" and its increasing importa
tion soon began to cause American
cement manufacturers considerable
worry, and before long they were
experimenting with processes for
making it themselves. The first
man to achieve success was David
O. Saylor of Coplay, Pa., in about
1875.
Coplay is in the Lehigh Valley,
where limestone deposits, even more
extensive than those in New York
Eugene II. Stockford. Mortar Plant Foreman
State, had been discovered about the
middle of the nineteenth century.
sylvania, and work was started on its quarry between Rockland and
Siegfried
the present plant at Northampton. Thomaston, had experimented with
The first plant in this area was The Lawrence Cemeiit Company re-1 the making of Portland cement, so
established in an old paintinill by mained in existence, however, as it is said, as early as 1879.
General J. K. Siegfried on the bank selling agents for the new Penn- | Since there was no other cement
of the Lehigh River at a place sylvania company until 1911), when mill in all of New England it seemed
which came to be called Siegfried's the Lawrence Portland Cement Com to the directors of the Lawrence
Bridge. The cement produced in pany was formed, and it continued Portland Cement Company that a
this plant was largely used in the in this same role for the latter cor plant in that area, operating with
construction of the Lehigh Coal poration until 1929.
modern equipment, would be not
and Navigation Company's canal
The first officers of the Lawrence only a sound extension of its facili
paralleling the course of the river Portland Cement Company were ties in the Lehigh Valley, but a dis
from the coal regions to Easton, on Ernest R. Ackerman, president; tinct asset to New England.
the Delaware.
Properties were purchased from
Marion S. Ackerman, vice presi
General Siegfried's cement works dent; Janies S. Van Middlcsworth, the f'ohli Lime Company and the
had a rather checkered career, secretary; and Charles K. Kissam, New England Portland Cement and
however, and in the 1880’s Mr. treasurer.
Lime Company in 1927. A new plant
Warren Ackerman, president of
was erected, modern machinery and
Thomaston
what was then the "Lawrence Ce
Once the manufacture of Portland equipment were installed, and opera
ment Company,” purchased the cement in the United States had tions were commenced In 1928—the
Siegfried mill together with several been successfully accomplished the first trainload of cement leaving the
hundred acres of adjoining laud.
demand for It prompted the con plant 25 years ago today.
It was in this former paint fac struction of cement mills through
In contrast to the Northampton
tory at Siegfried, in 1889, that Law out the entire country, wherever mill, Thomaston uses the "wet"
rence made its first Portland cement, raw materials were available and process, burning clinker from slur
and for that entire year production important markets existed.
ry. In the spring of 1949 a unit was
totalled 3,024 barrels, an average
In Maine, the Cobb Lime Company, installed for the manufacture of
of about 10 barrels a day.
an important producer of lime from , Dragon Mortar Cement.
DRAGON Portland ceinenl enjoys
Hip distinction of having first been
made in the oldest ceinenl mill in
TROUBLE-FREE MOTORING
the Lehigh Valley, and DRAGON j

can also boast that il was on its
property that lhe first cement rock •
in this area was discovered.
Change of Name
After some nine or ten years of,
operation, tlie original factory, the'
scene of Lawrence's first venture in
the making of Portland cement, was
closed on September 9. 1898.
In this same year lhe Lawrence
Cement Company was superseded by i
a new corporation chartered as tile
Lawrence Cement Company of Penn-.

STARTS AT THE FILLING STATION of
ROLAND A. GENTHNER
SERVICE STATION - - - GARAGE

26 NEW CONTY RD.

ROCKLAND
58-lt

CAPABLE MEN WANTED

We Have Openings for
Service Station Attendants

THE FALK CORPORATION OF MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

and

Automobile Mechanics
EXPERIENCE - GOOD APPEARANCE
and DEPENDABILITY
Are Essential Qualifications.

A Pioneer in the Manufacture of

Quality Gears, Gear Drives, and Flexible Shaft Couplings

Good opportunity for advancement for the right
men. Apply in person to Mr. Silver at

which are widely used throughout the cement industry.

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
DEVOE is proud to bo th. first point
monufocturor lo

introduce

House Point. D«*oe Wonder-1-Coot is truly

r.morkobl., FO» NOW — jutl one coot
doet the work of two ordinary coats —
gives the same tong.lasting protection,

the some long-lasting beauty ot two oe-

d nory coats. Wonder-1 -Coot's tremendooe
hiding power — twice the hiding poorer

of ordinary point — ond it's double film,
thickness, moke this possible.
Ask us lor nomes of point contractors

who now regularly use Devoe Won
der-1-Coot I You con gel on esti

Pick Your Own Payments

1 IS Mb. Plan
$31.13
38.91
46.70

20 Mb. Plan

$24.46
30.58
36.69

LOANS

*1000 AND LESS

Above payment* caver everything I
lean* ef ether amount*, pr for ether
period*, are in proportion.
(Me.)

• “YES” promptly to 4 out ot 5
employed men. women—married
or single. • 1-visit loan . . . phone
first. • You select best payment date. • Lunch hour
service. • Considerate service—in your best interests.
Find out why, “It’s Pesucnat to be sure/”

Loons mode on Signature, Furniture or Auto

mate for repainting your haute at

It Always Pays
To Consult

A Good Name

no obligation.

■»>' .ds.f ro s.r ru

rsenai finance co

MAIN ST.

In Industry

HARDWARE CO.

The “Friendliest Store” In Town
441 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

OF MAINE

FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLOG.

2nd FI., 356 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
Phone: U33 • Miles R. Sawyer, YES MANeger
toons mode ts residents ef all sor round mg towns • teem else modi by
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The Making of Dragon Cement Requires 80 Steps
| — CHEMISTRY — WHY CEMENTS separate compartments, all served
DIFFER.
hy an overhead traveling crane
equipped with a large clamshell
From Hammermill to Kiln
bucket, which has as one of its
When the crushed rock has been
functions the I,lending of the stone
reduced lo %" size tn tile liaminer- in the high- and low rock piles so as
mill. as described, a licit conveyor to effect the required uniformity of
carries it to the rock storage tiuild- calcium cartionate content through
' ing where hy means of a tripper de- out the blend. Frequent laboratory
| vice on tlie conveyor il is accumu tests are made at this stage

lated into two piles of so-called
| "high rock" and "low rock." High
rock has a calcium carbonate conI tent of 76% or more; low rock any, tiling less than this percentage.
The storage building is a huge
structure and in addition to rock it
houses storages of clinker as it
comes from the rotary kilns, and
gypsum yhese materials are in

Plume-, of white vapor from the towering stacks of the Dragon p lant signal to all for miles around that the basic material for roads, '
bridges and general construction is being turned out at Thomaston. Wi nter and summer, the big mill rolls along on a 24 hour a day schedule.
The winter scene above finds the mill busy manufacturing and storing cement agaii.st the rush of orders due in the spring. In the spring,
^summer and fall, it is a race to replace dwindling supplies as trucks an I railroad tall for countless tons every 24 hours to meet the demands
of industry in the New England states.

THE MANUFACTURE OF CEMENT
IS A CAREFULLY CONTROLLED
PROCESS DEMANDING MANY SKILLS
(Cement-making is not a mat
ter of digging materials out ol
the ground, pulverizing them,
hogging them, and shipping. ft
is u highly technical. chemically
temperamental, vastly compli
cated business involving SO dif
ferent steps in manufacture.
Some of these delicate operations
are described in detail here.)

initial stage Is limestone containing
silca. iron and alumina with the ad
dition of sand and iron ore on occa
sion to adjust the mix.

A secondary material, where only
high purity limestone is available.
Is clay.
The Dragon Cement Company's
quarry at Thomaston, Maine, con
tains rock of high, medium and low
The basic raw material of Dragon lime content, normally free of clay.
Portland cement manufacture at the Ample clay deposits exist on tlie

Company's property, however, in
case this material is needed.
The quarry has been developed lo
a present depth of 110 feel. The
"bench" method of quarrying is
used in order lo afford easy selec
tion of a variety of stone and to
simplify mechanical operation, and
physical and chemical exploration.
Quarrying operations ••all for
drilling and exploration crews ami
of wi ll ami wagon drills, with one
man to each drill. Two electric
hIiovpIs scoop up lhe slone shot
down by tlie dynamite blasts, and a,
fleet of poweiful duniptors truck it
to the rtlldp ears at the foot of the
inclined tracks leading up the side

ln the next step in the highly
technical process of making Dragon

liortland cement, the crane delivers
the mixed rock io feed bins over the
raw grinding mills

(See Chemis

siurrv.

The raw grinding mills them
selves are steel tubes 7 feet in diam

eter and 40 feet long Driven by 800
H. P. motors they lie horizontally
and revolve on their longitudinal
axes. Each mill contains three com
partments, each about half filled
with hardened steel balls—a differ
ent size in each compartment—
which slide, tumble and cascade as
the mills revolve, hammering and
grinding the solids in the mix and
eventually reducing them to very
small particle sizings.

Correction Tanks
try.) Water is added to the rock at
this point and the material coming
When the slurry leaves the grind
out of lhe mills, about the consisten ing mills it is pumped to a milling
cy of a rich pea soup, is called lank where it is continuously stirred

and agitated to promote thorough
blending.
The water used at Thomaston, In
cidentally, comes in large measure
from the quarry floor, which, com
prising many thousands of square
feet, constitute a vast catch basin
lor ground water tapped by its 110
foot sides, and water produced by
rain and melted snow. Thi9 water,
of course, must be removed from the
quarry to make it workable, and it
is pumped into a concrete reservoir
with a capacity of half a million gal
lons; from there it is pumped to the
mill for the purpose of making slur
ry and for use as a cooling agent.
The slurry, meanwhile, after its
stay in the milling tank, is pumped
to correction tanks. 12 in number
and inter-connected so that further
blending can be effected if this is
needed to bring about the propor
tioning of the raw mix to the exact
holding point desired.
It is. however, also essential to
determine the percentages ot silica,
iron and alumina iu the raw mix.
(See Chemistry.)
When this analygjs has been com
pleted and found satisfactory, the
slurry from the correction tanks is
pumped to the filters where tt Is
made ready for delivery to the ro
tary kilns, which convert It hy burn
ing into clinker, the material which,
when finely ground, is known as
Portland cement. The kiln basin,
when full, contains almost a day's
full requirements of raw mix.

From Kiln to Cooler
There are two kilns at Dragon's
Thomaston mill, both 356 feet long x
11 feet in diameter.
The corrected raw material in the
kiln basin is fed to these kilns. The
processing, or hurnlng, of the raw
material as it progresses through
\ <YMU<
the kilns produces by far the most
important change In the whole me
ticulous control required In the
manufacture of Portland cement.
This change, moreover, is the only
chemical change which occurs in
the entire process.
The kilns are high steel cylinders
which rotate on thetr longitudinal
axes at a speed of about 75 revolu
tions per hour. They are inclined
THOMASTON. MA.INE ‘ BQST&N • NEW YORK .
•% of an inch to the foot, and are
* NEW ENGLAND’S ORLY-'CEMENT MILL...
carried on steel tires supported by
■
steel trunnions; they are driven by
variable speed electric motors. The
At Dragon l enient, and Thomaston, is constantly advertised bv the firm in publications and through rotation and the incline cause the
displays in ail parts cf New England, as well as the area served bv 'he Northampton, Pennsylvania plant of material in the kilns to travel slow-

of tlie quarry to the crusher.
The loaded cars are hoisted up the
tracks to "tipples ' at the top of the
building where the crusher is lo
cated; the tipples, power operated,
dump their contents into tlie crush
er.
From lhe crusher, whose function
it is to make little ones out of big
ones, tlie rock proceeds to lhe ham
mer mill, where il is reduced to a
maximum size of
suitable for
feed to the raw mills.
Careful chemical analyses arc
made at this point and at more-than
a dozen points along tlie road of
manufacture, which are dettcrihed
in detail in the accompanying story the company.

nwaartm

dragon

Cement Company; inc

The display of the Thomaston product is shaven in a window of a Boston bank recently.

Congratulations...
St. Regis Paper Company is proud of its 25-year

relationship as supplier of Multiwall

Paper Bags

for Dragon Cement Company.
Our heartiest’congratulations to

Dragon

on

its

Silver Anniversary.

St. Regis Sales Corporation
SALES SUBSIDIARY OF ST. REGIS PAPER COMPANY - 230 PARK AVE , NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

Allentown. Pa - Atlanta
Baltimore - Birmingham
Boston - Buffalo - Chicago
Cleveland - Denver - Detroit
Houston - Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles - Louisville
Minneapolis - New Orleans
New York - Norfolk
Ocala. Fla - St. Louis
Salt Lake City - Seattle
San Francisco
In Canada;
St. Regis Paper Co.
(Can.) Ltd.
Montreal - Hamilton
Vancouver

(Oontinuel on page 14)
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The Making Of Dragon Cement

Requires Eighty Steps
(Continued Prom Page 13)

or discharge end of the kiln in a

lv from the upper, or feed end to high state of atomization. Surround
the lower end where it is discharged. ing the fuel nozzle there is a pri
mary air pipe which supplies the
Temperatures Reach 3100 Degrees
initial necessary oxygen for com
The kilns are lined throughout
bustion. The result is a flame of ex
with the best refractory brick ob tremely voluminous dimensions and
tainable. These brick must be capa high temperatures. The impinge
ble not only’ of withstanding abra ment of the flame on the preheated
sion, but heat which in the hottest raw cement mix produces the condi(sintering) zone sometimes reaches i tion necessary for the chemical ac
a temperature up to 3100 degrees tion to take place and produce the
Fahrenheit. This zone, some 20 or | clinker. The high temperatures at

30 feet long, ends just short of the
discharge end of the kiln.
The fuel used for heating is oil.
(Prior to February 7, 1950, it was
coal.) It is delivered to the plant
in truck transport from Searsport
and stored in a 300.000 gallon tank.
The fuel is injected into the front

tained are controlled by an operator
j who continuously observes the rates
and combinations that take place.
The operator also controls the
amount of oil necessary, together
with the rate of rotation of the kiln
and otherwise is responsible for the
quality of the material produced.

cial bins for the storage of each par
indicate temperatures, pressures, ticular type of cement.
Subsequent handling of the clink
rate of rotation, drafts and other
er is accomplished by the game
factors.
overhead traveling crane used to
New Material Formed
carry rock to the rock storage end
The raw material of cement at
of the building, as mentioned previ
Thomaston is fed into the upper end
ously. This crane also transfers
of the kiln where the temperature
clinker and gypsum to the finishing
is about 900 degrees in contrast to
mills’ feed bins.
2000 degrees at the lower end. from
The clinker next passes through ;
where emerges an entirely new and
a crusher to reduce it to a uniform
different material—Portland cement
sizing and is then fed—with a close
clinker. (See Chemistry.)
ly controlled amount of gypsum add
Clinker appears in the form of
ed—into the clinker-grinding (fin
hard, round pellets, in approximate
ishing) mills.
ly the size of an assortment of mar
Fine Screening
bles; it is dark gray in color.
He is aided by instruments which

Grinding, Cooling and Packing
When the clinker comes from the
coolers, drag-chain conveyors deliv
er it to a bucket elevator which in
turn discharges it into another dragchain conveyor which distributes it
! into any desired section of the clinkI er storage building. There are spe

The finishing mills grind the mix
ture of clinker and gypsum into the

finished cement product, its fineness
depending upon the specifications
for the type of cement being made.
It is so fine that 90 per cent of it
will pass through a screen contain
ing 40,000 openings to the square

inch, a screen so fine it will hoid
water.
The addition of air-entraining
agents—soaplike resinous or fatty
materials—during the grinding op
eration produces Types IA, 1IA and
IIIA cements, the “A” signifying
“air-entraining,” a comparatively
new type of cement which is in con
stantly growing demand.
Highway departments in most ]

northern states specify air-entrain
ing Portland cements in building
roads because of its resistance to
severe frost action and high im
munity to the surface scaling caused
by rock salt and calcium chloride
used to melt pavement ice.
Portland cement clinker is an ex
ceedingly hard and abrasive mate
rial. The process of reducing it to
an extremely fine powder generates
a great amount of heat, much of it
transmitted to the cement itself,
and since high temperatures in ce
ment are undesirable it is passed
through a system of mechanical
coolers to bring these temperatures
down. The dust collectors, which
incidentally air-sweep the interiors
of the mills during the grinding
operations, also contribute to the
cooling protess.
The now cooled and finished ce
ment is next pumped through sev
eral hundred feet of pipe to the
storage building, then up some
eighty feet to its top and fed into
any one of twenty-one storage silos
which, when filled, contain from 5
to 17 thousand barrels of cement,
each according to its size.

EARLY CONSTRUCTION HIGHLIGHTS
OF DRAGON’S MULTIMILLION
DOLLAR THOMASTON PLANT
Ex-Governor Brewster's letter of

About 2,000 men were employed in time" because of inclement weather.

“Salute” to the Dragon (then Law the construction work. At times, But work went ahead under sub
rence) Cement Company 25 years over 600 were employed simultane zero and blazing hot conditions.

To erect the 14 cement buildings,

ago in May (when the first train ously.
load rolled out of Thomaston) said

in part:

The initial investment was ap the miles of railroad track and a

mile of concrete road, involved ma

proximately $4,000,000.

The original silos had a capacity terials in quantities previously un
heard of here: for example—60,000
Company represents the largest ini of 150,000 barrels.
barrels of cement were used; 50,000
tial investment in an industrial de
Kilns installed weighed 350 tons
yards of concrete were poured; 2,300
velopment in the history of Maine.” apiece. Automobiles could have
tons of reinforcing steel went into
“The Lawrence Portland Cement

Because of the size of the project been driven through them.

the construction; 90tt tons of struc
Engineering tasks included dig tural were needed; 40,000 tons of
involved in the construction of this ging two big sewers. One was laid crushed stone; 25,000 tons of sand
Maine cement mill, the following with 48 inch pipe and the other 36 and 1,500,000 board feet of lumber.

and the complexity of the problems

highlights have been dug from the inch.
files.

Initial work began May 3, 1927.

However, one single figure best
The administration building, seen describes the vast project: more
clearly from Route No. 1 today, was than two thousand five hundred

This meant clearing 26 acres of “the the first structure completed.
carloads of material were brought
worst ground he ever saw”—ac
Fifty-seven of the first 180 con by railroad across the Kennebec
cording to Joe Taylor, engineer.
struction days were virtually “lost River to the site.

“Valve-bag Packing”

Cement for packing and shipping
is drawm from the bottom of these
silos, carried by screw conveyors to
elevators and then to a screening
system. From the screens it goes
to bins over the automatic bag pack
ing machines, or to the bulk loading
system for delivery, loose (in
“bulk"), into specially designed
railroad cars through a flexible pipe.
Cement in bags is packed on
“valve-bag”
packing
machines.
These machines are each equipped
with four spouts over which the
operator slips one end of the bag,
and the cement flows in until the
hag is filled to a capacity of exactly
94 pounds. The bag opening into
which the spout is inserted is de
signed to act as a valve, and as the
bag is pulled from the packing ma
chine it automatically closes and
seals the opening. A belt conveyor,
moving just under the base of the
packing machine, carries the filled
bags to the loading platform where
expert loaders transfer them to
freight cars, stacking them neatly
into snugly packed rows.
The smallest quantity of bagged
cement shipped in one car is 132
barrels, the largest 320. A “bulk”
car can carry in excess of 1600 bags,
or 400 “barrels.”

Congratulations

DRAGON CEMENT
co.

ON YOUR

25th Anniversary
CEMENT—A SOLID
FOUNDATION FOR
A GREAT NATION

ANOTHER FIRST

Rockland Chamber of Commerce

There are many "firsts” floating
around Rockland today as Drag
on Cement Company celebrates
its 25th and Silver Anniversary.
But, Edward B. Winslow of
Portland claimed on May 12,
1928—in the Sunday Telegram of
Portland—to have been none
other than the first person to
whom a bag of Maine’s own
Dragon cement was delivered.
If his claim is correct Winslow
was ahead of the first “trainload"
to leave the plant by a few days.
Not only was Winslow proud
of the fact that Winslow t Com
pany, Inc., had the first bag, but
arranged to have it displayed in
the window of the Congress
Square branch of the Casco
Mercantile Trust Company.

DRINKWATER’S FOUNDRIES
MANUFACTURERS OF
[IRON, BRASS and LEAD CASTINGS

1 BREWER, MAINE

7
<
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UPPER RIGHT—Workmen prepare the foundations of the Correction

LEFT, TOP OF PAGE 14—Raw earth and unfinished buildings were

in evidence as the Lawrence Portland Cement Company rolled its first

kiln injs a'tion in early May of 1928.

Shipment of the first product was

made Just 2? years ago today, May 14, 1928.

Building during the fall of 1927.
ittrt
nC 4the
It zt 1.2
—. —
Ia—i
the ACAi.ilflM
erection of
big
plant.

A record in construction was set in

Constructors were still at

LOWER LEFT—Early quarry operations depended on the big Marion
Model 37 shovel and the diesel railroad laid on the quarry bed The
railroad was substituted in 1947 for specially lesigned trucks.

work as the company put the huge plant into operation.

UPPER LEFr—The massive kilns stretch along their piers in
late 1927. The buildings which now house their successors, capable
►of far greater production, were still to be built. These kilns and the
B
resent ones have produced many millions of barreiS of cement in the

s'

i

quartir century.

LOWER RIGHT—The quarry hoist building and equipment has re
mained the same over the years and still brings the rock from the quarry
. ,, ..
..
, . .
, ,
,,
, .
,
.
. ...
to the big crusher which starts it on its way to becoming cement. A 250
horsepower motor, shown in the foreground, operates the inclined rail

way which extends to the quarry bed.

It Takes More Than Houses
To Make An American Community

It Takes Industries Like the DRAGON

CEMENT COMPANY Which Over the Past

"V

" ■S'C*’’ '

25 Years Has Contributed So Much

j*

to the Rockland-Thomaston Area

?*k..
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As Well As the Entire State of Maine
L I I LI | L’r

Great Northern Proudly’Salutes
A—K

This Knox County Institution

Congratulations to the

on Its Silver Anniversary

DRAGON

That Industries Like Dragon May Continue

EM ENT COMPANY

to Prosper, Our Forest Resources,

1

the Foundation of the State’s Economy,

on a quarter-century of
progress and achievement,

Must Be Protected From Fire

and best wishes

KEEP MAINE GREEN AND GROWING

for continued success!
r

HARBISON-WALKER

REFRACTORIES

GREAT NORTHERN PAPER CO.

COMPANY

AND iUBlIDIARIIt

BANGOR. MAINE

Wor/d’s Largest Producer of Refractories

*
General Offices!

New England Sales Office!

Pittsburgh 22, Pennsylvania

10 High Street, Belton 10
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TO THE DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY!
The Maine Central Railroad extends its heartiest

congratulations to the Dragon Cement Company,
As a major Maine industry for 25 years,

Dragon Cement Company has contributed much
to the prosperity and progress of this region and
this State. We are proud of the part we have

played and continue to play in the Company's
growth and development. We salute Dragon and

wish it many more years of successful progress.

nn

MAINE CENTR
RAILROAD

A Symbol of Progressive Rt

JS

- !
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*
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CEMENT PRODUCERS MUST MEET CHALLENGE
PRESENTED BY INADEQUATE ROADS WHICH
ARE STRANGLING THE NATION’S ECONOMY

Page Seventeen

renient-conrrete. And that is why
the great highways of tomorrow will
be paved with the same material.
In other words, when the roadbuilding engineers and the public
officials charged with the adminfstration of the programs approach
tile problem of the proper applica
tion of the millions—yes, billions of
dollars provided by the taxpayers—
their first consideration must be of
an elementary nature:

more than a billion dollars in costs the Western Division, Bureau of
—one completed, the second under Public Roads:
construction, and the third assured
“Bonds should be issued only for
—are possessed of three factors in the construction of projects which
common. And these factors bear an clearly will have a service life ex
indisputable relationship to the rea- tending beyond the repayment pe
soning that stamps Portland cement- riod. and which will have sufficient
concrete pavement as constituting earning capacity to make the invest
much of the answer to our highway ment self-liquidating.”
problem, whether it be in Maine or
One does not have to speculate a-s
California, New York or Florida, to why Portland cement-concrete was
Their common denominators are:
selected as the pavement for the
1. They are toll-roads.
1. Initial cost.
great Pennsylvania Turnpike. We
2. They are constructed with bor have the recorded and common-sense
2. Anticipated service-life.
rowed money.
conclusion of Chairman Thomas J.
3. Anticipated maintenance costs.
3. They are, or will be paved Evans of the Pennsylvania Turnpike
From these three factors there
with Portland cement-concrete.
Commission:
can come but one answer—the “an- |
In other words, the authorities en
"Once a road is constructed, the
nual cost" of the project in question.
trusted with the successful opera cost of maintaining it is often over
And it is equally elementary that
tion of these great highway enter looked by the general public. This
“annual cost” is the factor that can
prises could not, and did not. gamble pleasant escape from reality is not
lead a state or its sub-divisions into
in respect to the all-important factor I permitted to us of the Commission,
or away from highway bankruptcy.
of "annual cost." For no better prin , nor to maintenance engineers, high
Should the reader require addi
ciple has been laid down in the mat- way departments and other road
tional evidence as to the soundness
' ter of building modern highways * commissions. We are charged with
of this approach to the twin-prob
with bonded money than that ex keeping the road in serviceable conlems of road-building and their fi
pressed by Dr. L. L. Hewes, Chief of i dition for years to come. As a con
nancing, then he or she had three 1

remarkable illustrations. They are!
the Pennsylvania Turnpike, now in
operation; the New York Thru way.!
under construction; the Ohio Turn
pike. which has been authorized.
The Pennsylvania Turnpike stands !
today as probably the great road-1

Maine motorists and out of state visitors now skim over one of the nation's most modem highways in the Freeport By Pass which is
constructed of Dragon’s air-entraining cement. Dragon researchers, chemists and engineers contributed much to the perfecting of the new type
of cement. The new product for highway construction has met with general favor as tests have proven it an excellent material for highway
construction where the surface must withstand extremely heavy traffic the year around.

Cement mills of America are faced is delayed over a 10-year period; 30 and obsolete sections of highway, j Crete is, on the average, from onewith a mighty challenge! For the per cent if prolonged 15 years, and
There can be no refutation of the third to one-half that required for
road-builders of our nation are stretched over a 20-year period the cold, scientific findings—as disclosed upkeep of a non-rigid pavement,
again on the march! By public man ultimate cost will have increased by unbiased surveys of nation-wide
These afore going facts account
date—dictated through sheer eco about 45 per cent. These increased scope—that Portland cement-con- '■ for why more than 80 per cent of the
nomic necessity—they are moving costs represent the additional funds crete pavement has, on the average, finest highways in the United States
man power and massive machinery expended in temporary patchwork in more than double the service-life of — irrespective of climate — either
up to the firing-lines in the East, the futile effort to prolong the ser the next highest type of pavement now in operation, under constructhe West, the North, and South, for vice-lives of structurally unsound and. the costs maintaining the con-1 tion or authorized—are of Portland
what must be an all-out war against
the tragic inadequacies of 3 million
miles of highways, city-streets and
town-ways throughout these United
States.
The slow but relentless strangu
lation of America's automotive
transportation has demonstrated
most vividly to the taxpayer that
which no amount of so-caUed "pub
lic education" could have hoped to
accomplish in a ecyuparable period.
The slowing down of our “nation on
wheels" has pointed up most con
clusively that America's continued
progress and prosperity will be de
pendent upon how her people cope
with the highway-transportation
problem over the next decade.
Statesmen and economists are
agreed that the situation constitutes
a "national emergency,” in which
the only encouraging note seems to
be that it is one of an economic
rather than a military nature.
Why docs this emergency pose
one of the greatest challenges in the j
history of the cement industry? Be
cause. from the cement mills spread
across our nation must flow the am
munition most essential for the
winning of this economic war.
Cement-concrete has been clearly
established by exhaustive and im
Freshly placed air-entrained concrete has a fatty, buttery appearance and is exceptionally plastic and
partial research as the most satis easy to work with. Its unusual cohesiveness is exhibited here by the roll of concrete ahead of a pavement
factory of all highway pavements. finLshing machine.
Not only does it provide the longest
service-life of any contemporary
pavement but it is attended by ap
preciably lower maintenance costs
than the next best type of pavement. !
And quite obviously, unless the ensuing generations are to be con ■
fronted with the same multi-billion
dollar highway headache that today ;
faces America, longer-life and lowerupkeep assessments must be built
into our “roads of tomorrow.”
It is not surprising that as the
great American public sheds its in
difference to the seriousness of the
highway situation, it is simultane
ously recognizing on a broad front
that the astounding durability of
concrete pavement stands as a sym
bol of economic salvation insofar as
this particular problem is concerned.
Consider the 1950 summariza
tion by an offic ial of the Automotive
Safety Foundation:
“We are substituting costly main
tenance for needed capital improve
ments necessitated recourse to loware proud to be among the
type reconstruction, as a temporary
expedient to keep -traffic moving.’’
suppliers whose products help to
And, he continued:
“We know what would happen to
maintain the safety and efficiency
any large business that persisted in
keeping an obsolete plant in opera
of the Dragon Plant
tion in the fare of exorbitant costs
of upkeep and stop-gap maintenance. I
and contribute to the high quality
That is just what is happening to j

building feat of modern times. A
stretch of 327 miles of divided ex
pressway that spans the Quaker
state and was built at a cost of near
ly $242,000,000.
New York's Thruway. now under I
construction, will surpass the im
mensity of the Pennsylvania Turn
pike in that, when completed, it will
be a single stretch of approximately I
535 miles of super highway and will
cross the Empire state, designed in
a gigantic arc to service the central ]
section of the state. The anticipated I
cost is $500,000,000.
The authorized Ohio Turnpike, a!
241-miIe expressway, will join the |
western end of the Pennsylvania ,
Turnpike and continue across to tho 1
western boundary of the “Buckeye
State." The cost is estimated at j
$300.0011.000. And when thi' Ohio
road is completed it will make for
an uninterrupted 668-mile sweep of
motoring facility from close by the
Atlantic seaboard in Pennsylvania
to the Ohio-Indiana line.
These three great highways, repre
senting a combined 1,000 miles and

DRAGON
CEMENT
COMPANY
On Your
25th

ROCKLAND
POULTRY CO.
41 TILLSON AVENUE
46 WINTER STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

the makers of

our highway plant right now.”

Thomas H. MacDonald, commis
sioner of the U. S. Bureau of Public
Roads, in speaking of the substitu- i
tion of maintenance for urgentlyneeded permanent improvements,
put it more bluntly:
“A good example of living in a
fool’s paradise. There is no escape
from the payment for our highways,
whether we have them or not."
The astute Federal official unques-1
tionably had in mind not only the
several billions of dollars lost an
nually tb our economy because of in
adequate highways but also the
alarming rate at which rcconstrucc tion costs pile up for the taxpayer
* through postponement of needed

highway modernization. For exam
ple, the eventual cost jumps approx
imately 1

of its product

THE NORTHERN BLOWER COMPANY

CLEVELAND. OHIO

Specialists for 40 Years in Dust and Fume Collection
Automatic bag type, centrifugal and hydraulic

dust collectors.
Exhaust fans.

Cement air cooling systems.
Portable dust collectors.

Under the provisions of this plan
1.367 miles of "state highway” are
to have their deficiencies corrected
at an anticipated cost of $74,935,000.
And it calls for correcting defleien-

(Continued on page 18)

Congratulations
DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY
On Your
25th ANNIVERSARY

ANNIVERSARY

Dragon Cement Company

I

The Maine Situation
Your State of Maine, attuned to
the nation-wide offensive, has em
barked on the greatest road-build
ing adventure of its history. Based
on the borrowing of $27,000,000 the
so-called "Accelerated Highway Pro
gram" is geared to produce “high
way construction money of $98,327,000 during a seven-year interval be
ginning with the fiscal year of 1953."

Congratulations

With sincere congratulations to

Dust Collection Equipment

sequence we know that the Initial
cost of a highway is often out
weighed by the amount necessary to
maintain it.”
Which iB certainly another way
of saying that there is nothing as
important in the construction of a
major highway as the consideration
of the "annual cost.”

We extend our
Congratulations
TO YOUR PLANT

DRAGON

CEMENT

COMPANY
On Your

25th ANNIVERSARY

25 YEARS OF SERVING
THIS GREAT NATION
WITH YOUR
CEMENT PRODUCT

The
FALK CORPORATION
50 CHURCH ST.
NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

ALGIN CORP, of AMERICA

CROCKETT'S POINT

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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tenance expenditure against $9,518,592 for "highway construction.” re
flecting slightly better than a 3 per
Presented By Inadequate Roads
cent improvement in the ratio of
the preamble to the “Accelerated maintenance against “capital im
(Continued Prom Page 17)
provement.”
cles on 233 miles of “state-aid" roads Highway Plan" reads:
As set forth by the "Accelerated
“xxx there is no doubt that the
at the estimated cost of $9,528,000.
maintenance savings will exceed the Highway Plan," maintenance costs
Maine's “Accelerated Highway
interest charges, provided present are expected to decrease gradually,
Program" is obviously a carefully- mileages are not increased."
beginning with the year 1954 until
conceived and sound, long-range ap
If one will hark back to the earlier they reach a low of $5,500,000 in 1960
proach to the problem at hand. statements in this article, in which
—or approximately a million a year
While nearly $100,000,000 should be national authorities deplored the
saving over current costs. Which, if
made available for sorely-needed re fallacy of substituting maintenance
realized, justifies the Plan-'s asser
construction of the principal roads, for capital improvements, they will
tion that reduced maintenance costs
the plan still permits "regular state- see the logic of such reflected
will more than carry the load of in
aid" construction during the seven- through Maine's 7-Year Plan. For
terest charges attending the $27,000,year period amounting to $13,300,000 example:
000 bond issue.
and allows for $4,200,000 expendi
The fiscal year of 1951 saw $6,618,One should bear in mind that this
ture on fourth class highways and
205 expended for highway mainte situation is by no means a reflection
special resolves.
nance in Maine against $9,509,493 against Maine's state highway au
Your state highway authority ex
for “highway construction." (State thority. Maine is but one state of
pects to carry out this plan without
Controller's Report.)
virtually 48 that has found itself in
any extra assessment against the
this predicament. It is. in effect, a
This
shows
that
nearly
40
per
cent
taxpayer. Such a statement appears
paradoxical in that we know inter of the 1951 money classified as go national state of affairs though some
est charges must attend the borrow ing into highways was for mainte states—due to a greater amount of
ing of $27,000,000. As a matter of nance. With allowance for $802,410 concrete mileage—have a better
fact the total interest premium is expended in “betterment,” which maintenance performance.
A world war and the tremendous
set up in the plan at $5,232,000. might qualify as "capital improve
However, the gradually reduced ment." the maintenance expenditure growth of the automotive industry
maintenance costs brought about by was still some 31 per cent of the (53 million vehicles in operation
today) were undoubtedly the prin
the capital improvements in the total.

Cement Producers Must Meet Challenge

ficiencies. Considering the compar
ative physical vastness of Maine
which requires some 11.000 miles of
roads of some type or other on the
state system, and but an approxi
mate 1,000,000 citizens to under
write this mileage on a year-around
basis; plus a climate none too com
patible
to
highway longevity,
Maine's highway engineers and ad
ministrators do not have to be
ashamed of their stewardship.

Returning to the basic subject of
this article—the economic advan
tages of concrete pavement and how
they fit into the .Maine situation.

Maine's Seven-Y'ear Accelerated
Highway Plan, as approved by the
Ninety-Fifth Maine Legislature, ex-,
emplifles the high regard in which
the state road-building authorityholds Portland cement-concrete as
a paving material. Throughout, di
rectly or inadvertantly, the 7-Year
Plan is a tribute to the services al
ready rendered by the trunk-line
concrete roads.

In the first instance, the Plan is
designed to eliminate "heavy main
tenance costs” with such as the
barometer by which priorities for
reconstruction are set. But. it is
For the year 1952 (state control cipal factors contributing to the indeed significant that but compara“trunk highways” should more than
offset interest charges involved. As ler’s report), it was $6,412,467 main awesome extent of our highway de tively few stretches of Maine’s old

lane, divided highway—which will
concrete pavement on these trunk dating.
lt is an obvious fact that moat of become (he first "free-road” divided
lines is listed for major reconstruc-,
tion in the 16A0 miles so designated. Maine's old concrete roads have highway in Maine.
Many miles of these old concrete served beyond the 20-year mark and
Divided highways arp necessary
roads in Maine, now 20 to 30 years considerable of such mileage is ap because of heavy traffic. Heavy traf
in service, are by-passed by the proaching the 30th year. They have fic necessitates a "heavy-duty" road.
Plan, which points out concerning earned back the original invest So. it is not surprising that portmileage not scheduled for improve ment. cost comparatively little to land cement-concrete is the selec
maintain, and are new paying divi tion for what will be the most mod
ments of a pronounced nature:
“Such sections are, at present, dends with every passing day—car-! ern stretch in the “free-road” sys
adequate but are expected to become rying the burden for so many miles tem of Maine.
inadequate before the total bond is of other type roads the service-life
Just what gives a concrete pave
sue is retired.”
of which ranged from 12 to 20 years. ment this service-life longevity that
As the redemption of the last
The highway-user should further cannot be matched by any other
bonds falls iu the year of 1971 this consider that when the time arrives
type of highway pavement?
would imply a further potential life that one of Maine’s old concrete
Concrete is a rigid pavement. It
of 18 years for some ot these con pavements requires a surface treat therefore possesses “beam strength"
crete pavements laid in the 1920's ment of major proportions, lt is but
In addition to its inherent “durabil-1
and early 1930’s—or, a possible a case of applying a new riding pad
Ity.” Comparatively few underlying
maximum service-life of 40 to 50 which does not necessitate the ex soils—particularly In Maine—are
years. And one should further bear penditure of vast sums for recon
conducive to road-building. Wheel
in mind that for the most part these struction. And, with this addition, loads passing over a pavement trans
old concrete pavements are located because of its residual strength, the
mit to the underlying soil a pres
where the heaviest traffic flows.
old concrete pavement continues to
sure upon each square inch of same.
In keeping with Dr. Hewes' think serve for many years thereafter.
Weaknesses in this underlying soil,
A further tribute to the esteem in
ing that a road should have suffi
aggravated by transmission of a
cient earning capacity to make the which
Portland cement-concrete greater direct power, as would be
investment self-liquidating, high- j pavement is held by Maine's state the case with a non-rigid pavement,
ways do either earn or lose money. highway authority is evident in the cause break-downs in the pavement
It is estimated that in Maine any i building of the U. S. Route 1 cutoff above. But, the rigid concrete pave
type of road must carry about 2,000 : at Freeport, completed in the Fall ment because of its “beam strength"
vehicles per day to repay- the money 1 of 1951. and the designation of more
spreads the wheel load pressure over
invested in same during its useful, such construction for 1953 ln the
a large area of subgrade, reducing
lifetime or, on the average, a road ! Yarmouth-Freeport area as the first
unit pressure to a safe point. The
must serve 20 years to be seif-liqui link in the Portland-Brunswick 4weak spots In the underlying soil

j

Mason .Station at Wiscasset with
100,000 kilowatts rated
apacity is
CMP’s

newest

and

largest

electric plant.

Mfiinv needs steam
as well as water power
The newest additions to Maine’s ever-growing electric
4 generating system are the two new units recently in
stalled at CMP’s Mason Station in Wiscasset. Each of
these units is rated at 30,000-kilowatts, boosting the station’s
total capacity to 100,000-kilowatts.
100,000-kilowatts of electricity is about the amount re
quired to meet the normal demands of a city three times the
size of Portland.

Mason Station is a steaip-electric generating station.
Its turbines are run by steam which comes from boilers fired
by coal or oil, depending upon which fuel is the more eco
nomical.

While basically a hydro-electric company, relying on
water power to turn the generators at its power dams, CMP
uses fuel burning plants to back up its hydro-electric stations
as well as carry an important part of the everyday electrical
load.

Water conditions are not always up to normal. Well do
we in Maine know that dry-weather years can be expected;

we’ve had four of them in the past seven years. Not only do
such dry years bring forest fires, crop losses and depleted
wells, but they also cut down on the amount of electricity
which hydro-electric dams produce.

steam-

are, so as to speak, bridged.
There have been, of course, gigan
tic strides in the science of building
concrete pavements since Maine's
older concrete roads were laid.
Principal advances have been the
conquering of “scaling” and designs
to eliminate "faulting joints." Based
on these engineering triumphs,
which are Incorporated in Maine's
latest Portland cement-concrete pave
ment at the Freeport cutofT on U. S.
Route 1, research engineers of the
Portland Cement Association labora
tory-greatest institution of its kind
in the world—do not hesitate to pre
dict a potential 50-year service-life
for this most modern of Maine's
highways.
Road-users of Maine and other
cold-weather states have the visual
evidence that “air-entraining" portland cement-concrete has overcome
"scaling." the greatest single accom
plishment by cement industry en
gineering since the water-cement
ratio was established.
“Scaling,”
which didn't help
Maine's original concrete pave
ments, resulted from the freezing
and thawing cycles and the applica
tions of calcium chloride and/or
rock salt to remove Ice. Faced with
this problem In the middle 1930’s,
Portland Cement Association re
search engineers found the answer
ln a remarkably few years.
“Air-entraining” consists of in
troducing a small amount of a resi
nous substance into the Portland
cement which introduces more air
into the concrete than ordinarily
found. It causes billions of minute
air hubbies to be entrapped in the
pavement which results in a pave
ment resistant to “scaling.”
One of the initial “air-entraining”
Portland cement-concrete test roads

in America was built at Scar
borough in 1939. The “air-entrained"
sections of the north lane of this 4lane concrete stretch of U. S. Route
1 clearly demonstrates, by contrast,
the effectiveness of "air-entraining.”
An innovation in concrete pave
ment joint construction is sched
uled for the 4.4 miles of U. S. Route
1 at Yarmouth-Freeport to be built
this year. It will feature the first
"sawed joints" in Maine concrete
pavement instead of the convention
al "form joints." In laymen's lan
guage, instead of the concrete slab
being formed by pouring the con
crete around a thin strip of metal
or wood to make the joint, the con
crete is poured in a continuous
stretch and a specially-designed saw
(S, inch) will be used to form the
slab separation at the desired inter
vals. This provides the last word in
pavement “rideability.”
So, with 50-year concrete high
ways in the making to relieve the
taxpayer's burden, and with Ameri
ca standing nn the threshold of its
greatest road-building era of all
times, one can understand Just why
the cement mills of our nation are
faced with a mighty challenge.
Their responsibility will be that of
gearing production to an unprece
dented point.

The Dragon Cement Company,
Inc., at Thomaston—now observing
Its 25th anniversary—might be con
sidered to be faced with a responsi
bility above and beyond that of the
average cement mill. For, it does so
happen that the Dragon operation Is
the only one of its kind in New
England. Just what additional strain
this circumstance will place on
Dragon's production is. of course,
conjectural.
In conclusion, the cement indus
try has coped with critical chal
lenges in the past, as so recently at
tested by World War II demands
and the cold-war preparation pro
gram that followed. It met these
challenges without faltering and.
while unquestionably—for the rea
sons set forth—the cement mill fa
cilities will bear the brunt of this
economic war on our highway in
adequacies, we must assume that
they will arise to the occasion.

X
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V

WHAT’S IN THE NAME

"Dragon" is the specific brand
name of a product manufactured
here ln Thomaston. Maine, by
the Dragon Cement Company.
“Portland" is the descriptive
label for a type of cement which
is manufactured by numerous
companies all over the Vnlted
States and in many other coun
tries.
Portland, as a name, has no re
lation to our City of Portland.
Maine. This particular type of
fast-hardening cement was named
in England in 1824 by a stone
mason. Joseph Aspdin, who called
it "Portland" because it resem
bled a stone quarried on the Is
land of Portland in the English
Channel.
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Congratulations
DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY

ON YOUR

Silver
Anniversary
25 Years of Great Progress

At Your Thomaston, Maine Plant
In addition to their normal work steam plants are called
upon to take up the slack in the production of electricity in
dry periods so that power will be available to keep factory
wheels turning, farms operating efficiently and the many
home electric servants on the job.
Thus it can be seen that a combination of steam and
water power working together does a better job for Maine
than either one working alone. Such a combination is known
as a balanced system.
CMP’s next addition is now under construction. It is
a hydro-electric plant on the upper Kennebec River at Indian
Pond. When it starts operating late in 1954, it will have a
rated capacity of 45,000-kilowatts, and there will be room
to install an extra 30,000-kilowatts when needed.

jiwimn
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PORTLAND WELDING SUPPLY
Sales — AIRCO — Service

RENTAL EQUIPMENT
35 Main Street

South Portland, Maine

TELEPHONE 3-1369
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Local, State and National Figures
Salute Dragon on 25th Anniversary
STATE OF MAINE
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR

AUGUSTA, MAINE

UNITED STATES SENATE

UNITED STATES SENATE
April 21, 1953

April 20, 1953

♦

Dragon Cement Company, Inc.
Thomaston
Maine

AprU 20, 1953

Mr. J. H Ackerman, President
Dragon Cement Company
Thomaston, Maine

Mr. J. H. Ackerman, President
Dragon Cement Company
Thomaston, Maine

Dear Mr. Ackerman:

Gentlemen:

Dear Mr. Ackerman:

As Governor of the State of Maine, I should like to
convey to you, congratulations on the 25th Anniversary
of your company’s successful operation in Maine.

0

The Dragon Cement Company is one of Maine's larger
industries and has contributed a great deal to Maine's
and the nation’s industrial growth. We are proud of the
fact that we are the only state in New England to have
its own cement mill and doubly proud that Dragon Cement
Company is known the nation over as one of the leading

On behalf of the Dragon Cement Company, Inc.,
please accept my congratulations on the Silver Anniversary
of your company.
Maine is proud to have you and is grateful for the
great contribution that you have made to her economy.

Please accept my sincere congratulations on the
occasion of the Silver Anniversary of the Dragon Cement
Company. It is a real pleasure for me to join with other
Maine citizens in congratulating you upon the completion
of your first quarter-century of successful operation and
in wishing you continued success in the years ahead.

The record of your first twenty-five years is eloquent
testimony to the unbeatable combination which comes
when the abUity and industry of Maine workers is guided
by capable and inspired leaders.

Sincerely yours,

cement companies.

MARGARET CHASE SMITH, U S S.

I can well remember when Governor Ralph 0. Brewster
first welcomed the Dragon Cement Company, known then
as the Lawrence Portland Cement Company, to Maine
25 years ago, and predicted that the company would have
a most successful future. Time has proved his words to
have been right and the increase in production due to
recent additions and improvements to the plant in Thom
aston, not only testify to the steady growth but also will
add substantially to the economic gain to our State.

You may be sure that genuine interest in the continued
success of your plant reaches throughout the State. It is
success stories such as yours that make it clear that the
diversified economy and satisfactory way of life which
have marked Maine in the past will continue on an even
sounder basis in the future.

Sincerely yours,
FREDERICK G. PAYNE, U.S.S.

Again, congratulations from the people of the State of
Maine to a highly successful Maine company, and may
your future be even more successful.

FGP:jc
Sincerely,

BURTON M. CROSS,
BMC bb

Rockland, City of Promise - - - Gateway of the Penobscot
SELECTMEN
HAROLD P. RICHARDSON
THEODORE J. GUTOSKE, Sec
FRED BURNHAM

ROCKLAND CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROBERT C. MacFARLAND, Ch.
ROBERT H. BLAKE

FREDERICK D. FARNSWORTH
C1TV MANAGER

May 14, 1953

CITY OF ROCKLAND, MAINE
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT

TOWN MANAGER

Thomaston, Maine, April 24, 1953

HAROLD W. PUTNAM

April 29, 1053

Dear Sir::

James H. Ackerman, President
Dragon Cement Company
Thomaston, Maine

4
Mr. J. H. Ackerman, President
Dragon Cement Company
Rockland, Maine

Mr. John Pomeroy, Vice President
Dragon Cement Company, Inc.
Thomaston, Maine

It is with the greatest pleasure that the Rockland
Chamber of Commerce extends greeting to Dragon Cement
Company on the occasion of its Silver Anniversary as one
of the Coastal Area’s major industries.

Dear Mr. Ackerman:

Dear Mr. Ackerman:

On behalf of the City of Rockland, the City Council
congratulates the Dragon Cement Company on its Silver

In behalf of the Municipal Officers and citizens of
Thomaston, it is with great pleasure that I extend
congratulations on the Silver Anniversary of the Dragon
Cement Company.

Anniversary.

Among other achievements, wc believe your Safety
Program over the past twenty-five years is a record of

4

which you may well be proud.
May we take this opportunity to wish you continued

success and prosperity.

During the twenty-five years the company has been
operating in Thomaston, it has contributed an inestimable
amount to our social and economic life and is recognized
and appreciated by all our citizens.

The success of your company has been evidenced by
its constant and steady growth and wc wish to express
to you our wishes for continued prosperity and an equally
pleasant Golden Anniversary.

Dragon has not only provided employment for Knox
County men but has also consistently traded with local
suppliers whenever possible. Dragon is certainly a major
contributor to the economy of this region.
Dragon’s men have also given freely of their skills
in civic affairs in this and other coastal communities where
they make their homes. The company has countless times
answered calls for aid in community projects, giving
willingly to assist in the area.

It is the wish of the Rockland Chamber of Commerce
that Dragon continue to move ahead in the next quarter
century as it has in the past and that we may help observe
its Golden Anniversary in 1978.

Sincerely yours,
Yours very truly,

Cordially yours,

EDWIN L. SCARLOTT,
H. W. PUTNAM,
Chairman, City Council.

Town Manager.
ELS ce
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NATHAN BERLIAWSKY,

President, Rockland Chamber of Commerce.
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Gold Sottd
BUILDING PRODUCTS
•
•
Say “Congratulations to an Associate”

THE DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY
For 25 Years of Progress in
the American Building Business
NATIONAL GYPSUM COMPANY - BUFFALO 2, N. Y.
36 PLANTS FROM CANADA TO THE GULF
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CHIEF CHEMIST RAY HOCH AND HIS STAFF
GUIDE CEMENT MANUFACTURING AT DRAGON

rated. Then I break the said mixture
into suitable lumps, and calcine
them in a furnace similar to a lime
kiln till the carbonic acid is entirely
expelled. The mixture so calcined
is to be ground, beat, or rolled to a
fine powder, and is then in a fit
state for making cement or artificial
stone. This powder is to be mixed
with a sufficient quantity of water
to bring it into consistency of mor
tar, and this applied to the wanted.”
Far Cry From Aspdin to Present
One hundred and twenty-nine
years separate the modern specifica
tions for Portland cement and the
original patent. The complex, huge
kilns of today are a far cry from
Joseph Aspdin and his "road pud
dles.”
Two million barrels of cement a
year (Thomaston production today)
means 615.000 tons of rock or 1700
tons per day—not to mention other
materials.
Thus, with this historical back
ground, wc la-gin a tour of the
Dragon plant seldom seen by the
layman—a visit with the men in
the lab who arc the insurance of
quality in Dragon (Portland) ce
ment.

Page Twenty-One
the tipple) discharges into hoppers
that feed two 10 x 8 x 7 three com
partment Compeb mills driven by
800 H. P. motors. These mills are
loaded with 115,000 lbs. of forged
steel balls sized from 5” to 1” with
the larger sizes in the feed end com
partment and decreasing to 1" in
the 3rd or discharge end of the mill.
The feed is varied by adjusting
scrapers on a revolving feed table.
At this point water is added to fa
cilitate grinding and handling. This
material when discharged from the
mill is “slurry,” which has a water
content of 30% plus and a fineness
of 71% plus, passing a 200 mesh
sieve.

Test Station No. 5—Slurry
As the raw material is dis
charged from the mills, samples
are secured and the moisture
content and fineness determined.
Tlie percentages of water and fine
ness are adjusted periodically ac
cording to information received
front the laboratory on an hourly
basis. The degrees to which this ma
terial is ground can be visualized
when it is understood that the 200
mesh sieve has 10.000 holes per
square inch. These mills produce
13 tons of ground solids per hour.
Test Station No. I
Initial checking etarts at the The raw grinding mills discharge
churn or well (frills that are used into a “sump” which feeds a pump
to drill the blast holes.
and which in turn discharges into a
The holes are 6” in diameter and so-called “milling tank.”
patterned in rows and distances Testing Station No. 6—Slurry from
from the face to accomplish the best
Milling Tank
results for breakage and tounage
Samples of this material also
when blasted. As the holes are be
are secured hourly and the lime
ing drilled samples of rock are se
content determined — samples
cured and tested at each 5 foot in
must conform.
terval.
If the lime content varies front
Depths of holes run from 25 feet that which is desired new instruc
to 110 feet depending on the various tions are issued to the crane opera
levels at which the workings are tor and he then proportions the ma
located. Drilling rates are on the terial from storage according to the
order of 5 or 6 feet per hour. As new orders. After the milling tank
drilling proceeds, samples are taken is filled it is pumped out and the
Dragon Chief Chemist Kay Hoch, left and Chemist Henry Day conduct tests which are a part of the rigid control held over the
to the lab and preliminary tests for discharge directed to one of twelve
manufacture of cement at the Thomaston plant. The chemistry laboratory at the plant is on an around-the-clock schedule.
Samples are
collected frequently from many different positions in the manufacturing line and taken at once to the laboratory for testing. Any deficiency
lime and magnesia are conducted. “correction tanks.”
in the sample brings immediate action and correction in the plant.
After all the holes for a blast have
Testing Station No. 7—Correction
^Beneath the billowing, white interested in the meticulous care j that additions not to exceed 1.0 per limestone, such as that generally been drilled the samples are com
Slurry in these tanks is the
streamers of smoke which rise night which goes into every barrel of cent of other materials may be in used for making or repairing roads, posited, according to lime content
accumulation of various pumpand day, 7 days a week, above the Dragon, we will go through the prin terground with the clinker at the and I take it from the roads after and complete chemical analyses are
ings Irom, the milling tank. If
Dragon Cement plant on Route No. cipal stages of production with Ray option of the manufacturer, pro it is reduced to a puddle, or powder; I made.
samples taken here are unsatis
The Plant Superintendent (John
1 between Thomaston and Rockland Hoch, chief chemist at Thomaston. vided such materials in the amounts hut if I cannot procure a sufficient i
factory the contents of various
in
In Ray’s words, Portland cement j indicated have been shown to be not quantity of the above from the | Pommeroy, vice president,
is a story of modern chemistry.
tanks are mixed together.
To the average layman, cement is is manufactured to meet certain harmful by tests carried out or re roads. I obtain the limestone itself charge) is informed as to the pat
Each of the correction tanks are
usually thought of as something specifications. In the case of port- viewed by Committee C-l on Ce and I cause the puddle or powder, tern of the lay. After blasting, re sampled to determine lime content
or the limestone, as the case may be, covering is conducted in such a again. If the variation is too great
made front an easily followed for land cement the specifications are { ment."
mula. consistently the same front written by the American Society for , Patent Granted to Aspdin in 1821 to be calcined. I then take a specific ; manner that the least deviation from the desired amount, facilities
Testing Materials.
In 1821, when King George IV quantity of argillaceous earth or from the average is obtained. An are available to pump and mix any
Florida to California to Maine.
The truth is:—In every hag of
The definition of Portland cement granted a patent to Joseph Aspdin clay, and mix them with water to a explosive called nitronome and de of the tanks into empty tanks and in
cement is the heart of a chemist. as set forth by the A. S. T. M. is (see box this page) the specification state approaching impalpability, layed firing are employed for blast the proportions wished. The pump
And, there would be no such thing “For the purpose of these specifica for its manufacture read as follows: either hy manual labor or machin ing.
ing and mixing are done on specific
Mixing starts at the quarry face instructions from the lab as to footas consistency in Portland cement tions, Portland cement is the prod- j
“My method for making a cement ery. After this proceeding I put the
(a "type" hut not a “brand” of ce uct obtained hy pulverizing clinker. 1 or artificial stone for stuccoing above mixture into a slip pan for where three shovels of 2'4, 2 and ages required.
ment) if chemists, laboratories and consisting essentially of hydraulic buildings, waterworks, cisterns, or exaporation. either by the heat of 1% cubic yard capacity, respective
Testing Station No. 8—Storage
highly skilled technicians were not calcium silicates, to which no addi any other purpose to which it may the sun or by submitting it to the j ly, recover the rock and load it on
When fhe slurry is pumped to
hand hourly to check the prog tions have been made subsequent to be applicable (and which I call action of fire or steam conveyed in ' to 5-7 ton capacity Keering. dieselthe final kiln feed storage, sam
motored
Dumptors.
Recovering
is
flues or pipes under or near the pan .
calcination other than water and/or j Portland Cement) is as follows:
ress of manufacture.
ples arr again secured to check
“1 take a specific quantity of until the water is entirely evapo- i made from two faces simultaneous
And so, for those who are really untreated calcium sulphate, except |
proper combinations — moisture,
ly or from either end of the same
etc.
face. The rock is classified as “high
After the desired mixtures are ob
rock" or "low rock,” based on the
tained, the corrected material is
average lime requirement of the
pumped into lbe final kiln feed stor
initial raw material mix.
age. This storage holds the equiva
The Dumptors unload into 11 ton
lent of 6 correction tanks, enough
capacity railroad cars on a balanced
material to feed the kilns for 12
skip hoist powered by a 250 Ii. P.
hours. This is a single Instance of
motor and remotely controlled from
the protective measures observed all
the top of the tipple. Local residents
along the route of manufacture to
will know that the tipple is the top
assure the continuous turning of the
most point on the rails which run
Continued on page 22
from the quarry pit up the incline
seen from U. S. Route No. 1.
The ears are side dump type and
are unloaded with the aid of a re
motely controlled hoist. These cars i
.a a a a a • a
< aaa a a a a
dump into a 12” gyratory crusher
which has a capacity of 350 tons an
hour and is driven hy a 200 H. P.
motor. This crusher reduces the
ro« k to 6" Bize and under. As the
rock leaves the crusher it is dis
charged onto a pan conveyor which
feeds into a hammer mill of 200
tons per hour capacity driven by a
300 H. P. motor. This mill reduces
the rock to •%" and under.

CONGRATULATIONS
DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY
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Dragon Cement
Company
On
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SERVING A GREAT NATION
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Congratulations to

Dragon Cement Co.

Test Station No. 2
At this point samples are se
cured from a dust collecting sys
tem and a check made in the lab
oratory to determine the lime and
magnesia content and verify the
recovering plan adopted. If tocorrect, a new pattern is adopted.
After leaving the hammer mill,
the rock is transported by traveling
belt, up an incline to the top of the
rock storage. A transverse belt with
an automatic tripper runs along the
edge of the storage and the rock is
discharged into the proper section
of the storage. The proper section
is the correct one according to the
lime content, such as high or low
rock, A 100 foot span overhead
crane which travels with a 2)4 cu
bic yard bucket supplies the mills
with raw material. This material is
supplied in varying proportions of
high rock and low rock according to
instructions received from the lab
oratory mix control operator.

ON THE

25th tomiversary
OF THEIR

THOMSON, MMHt PLfcW

fih.

Test Stations No. 3 and No. (

.If this point sand, a source of
silica, and pyrite cinders, a
source of iron oxide, are added
when these additions are neces
sary. These additions are neces
sary when making Type II ce
ment. SAND: Type 11 requires
increased amounts of silica. The
best f9i%) is secured from Cape
Cod, Mass. Chemical analyses
cheek quality conformity. PYKITE CINDERS: Increased iron
oxide also is needed in Type II.
depressing the effect of the tri
calcium aluminate and reducing
its % content. Pyrite cinders are
a sulphuric acid by-product. All
are cheeked chemically upon ar
rival at the plant by rail.
The crane bucket referred to (on

F.

OT

L.

LOCAL 35

i-lna Aaen» For Lab°r
””

•• ••

J
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DRAGON’S OPERATIONS

FOR 1952
Freight, In and Out of Plant.......... $1,750,000

28,000

Sales Tax ........................

Wages and Salaries...................

700.000

Average Number of Employees seen

225

Fuel Oil..................................

647.000

Rock Used ....................... tons

470,000

Electricity . ............................

250,000

Gypsum Used .................... tons

14,000

Local Goods and Services............

60.000

Sand Used ....................... tons

12,000

Real Estate & Personal Property Tax

36.000

Paper Bags .......................

3,000,000

Water

12,000

Gallons of Fuel Oil...............

12,250,000

..................................

■HI
■

i

,,< <• ,

«■ f f: .?
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Always looking
Dragon officials last
tube pictured is now
It measures 356 feet
equal capacity.

to the future and
year Installed the
kiln No. 4 and is
In length and 11

the responsibility of supplying cement to New England’s industry.
giant kiln sho wn above in the final stages of construction. The giant
turning out cement In quantities far exceeding that of Its predecessor.
feet in diameter. A mate to it is a few feet away and capable of

ting time of the cement. (The addjf
tion of gypsum makes it possible to
Guide Cement Manufacture At Dragon mix, place and otherwise manipu
late concrete which otherwise would
er.” The clinker is discharged from stiffen too fast to make the concrete
(Continued Prom Page 21)
huge kilns which, when halted for the kiln at temperatures up to 2600 useable.) Mill feed rates are deter
any reason, rapidly lose their in degrees and is immediately passed mined by the ease or hardness of
fernolike temperatures—and mean over reciprocating grate coolers. grindability and the fineness pro
The cooler bed is pressurized with duced. The average rate of finished
a serious loss in production.
cold air and as the air is heated cement is 110 barrels per hour Per
Testing Station No. 9—Feed to
upon contacting the hot clinker it mill.
Kiln
is drawn back by induced draft Into
Testing Station No. 12—The
Samples now are taken just
the kiln. This hot air makes for
Product
prior to the point where the raw
fuel economy and hotter flames. Be
Samples of this finished prod
feed enters the kiln, testing air
sides this hot air, primary fans sup
uct are tested hourly.
agitation, etc.
ply air for combustion. After the
Here, then, we have the finished
From the kiiu feed storage the clinker is discharged from the cool
product known as Portland cement.
material goes, in one ease over fil er, it is carried by drag chains and The constant, regular tests are for,
ters which reduces the water con elevator to the clinker storage build time of setting, fineness and volumeA
tent to 18%, and in the other case, ing.
constancy. After the cement leaves

Chemist Ray Hoch and His Staff

OVER THE
YEARS...
You have given a fine service to

your community... to your state.

years are among our most
precious assets We're sure that

We recall beginning construction

the next quarter century will see

on your building back in 1928.

even greater expansion . . .
even greater progress for you.

We're grateful that you selected

us for the job of seeing that it

was

reinforced

steel.

Your confidence and your

patronage

down

with

quality

through

the

Because,

just

as

STEEL

and

CONCRETE are the symbols of
strength and security, so too are

the carefully planned founda

tions of your successful business.

directly to the kiln.
The two kilns at the Dragon mill
are 11 feet in diameter and 356 feet
long and lie horizontally on a %"
per foot pitch. They are lined their
entire length with refractory bricks.
A special refractory is used at the
discharge end as the temperature
here attained sometimes approaches
3100 degrees Fahrenheit. The raw
feed is fed into the higher end of
the kiln and flows by gravity, aided
by rotation, towards the discharge
end.
As the material proceeds
through the kiln, moisture fs first
driven off and nodulization is ef
fected. On proceeding farther into
the heat zone, volatization takes
place. On entering the zone of high
heat, complete dissociation takes
place and new chemical combina
tions are accomplished. These new
combinations of silica, iron, alumina
and lime now meet the requirements
of the specifications, namely “con
sisting essentially of hydraulic cal
cium silicates." Thus, the end prod
uct, is now about formed.
The high temperatures required
in the kiln are obtained by burning
fuel oil. The oil here used is Bunker
C and is fed to the atomizers under
300 pounds per square inch pressure
and at 225 degrees temperature. The
oil is preheated by steam through
heat exchangers and then pressur
ized by pumps. At maximum feed,
17*4 gallons per minute are used in
each kiln. An average day s useage
is about 47,000 gallons.
This new hydraulic material that
has been formed in its journey
through the kiln is known as “clink

Testing Station No. 10—Clinker
Samples

the mills it is put through water
cooled cement coolers. From them,
it goes to a pump and is forced
through pipe lines to the final silo
storage.
,

Samples of clinker are taken
from the kilns hourly, each being
checked for time of setting, vol ;
ume constancy and appearance. Testing Station No. 13—Silo Check
When a silo is filled, samples
Composite samples are then made
from Station No. lt are compos
in the lab and complete chemical
ited and complete physical and
analyses conducted.
chemical tests are conducted.
It Is from the analyses of accu
After specifications for type and
mulated raw material and the clink
conformity are checked, storage fa
er analyses that adjustments are
cilities arc provided for 150,000 bar
made of the various constituents.
rels of the finished product. With
Recovery from the clinker storage
drawal is made from the bottom of
Is by a 100 foot span traveling crane
the silos through rack and pinion
similar to that which services the
operated slides. The cement then
raw materials end. Clinker is
goes through a series of screw c<
dumped into a bin w hich discharges
veyors, elevators, and screens to the
to a pan conveyor. The conveyor dis
packing machine bin. Here it is au
charges into an elevator which, in
tomatically weighed into bags and
turn, discharges onto a vibrating
loaded into cars.
screen. Any material larger than
While cement is shipped either In
is bypassed to a cone crusher and is
bags or in bulk, it is sold on the
then discharged back to the screen.
basis of barrels—a barrel being
This screened clinker finally is fed
equivalent to 376 lbs. or 4 bags. This
to the clinker grinding mill.
unit of measure derives from the
Testing Station No. 11—Gypsum
fact that cement used to be shipped
Gypsum is shipped by steamer in barrels. However, it is interest
into Rockland from Nova Scotia, ing to note that 94 lbs. of cement is
trucked to the plant. However, equivalent to 1 cubic foot in a loose
samples are secured as the steam condition. This is, therefore, the
er is being unloaded at the wharf basis of calculation when mixtures
and analyses conducted at once. of cement, sand, and coarse aggre
The clinker grinding mills are 40 gates are used in making concrete.
x 8 x 7 compartment Compeb mills, Testing Station No. 11—Conclusion
driven by 800 H. P. motors and load
The layman will find this difficult
ed with forged steel balls as de to believe, but the chemists actually
scribed earlier. The mills are fed by follow the finished, parked cement
a batch weighing device feeding 500 into the railroad cars and take more
lbs. of clinker and the required samples which are again carefully
amount of gypsum, which is the con checked in the lab and where rec
trolling factor in governing the set ords are kept ot performance.

We Are Proud To Be Neighbors!

PfTMARTEM
ROLLING MILLS CO.
7 MAIN STREET

DIAL 3-1705

SOUTH PORTLAND, MAINE
DRAGON, AND OTHER CEMENT FIRMS, assist today’s highway engineers In helping ta prevent <
accidents hy designing and building safety light into oar new roads. On this highway, opposing streams
of traffic are separated by a renter dividing strip, while cross-traffic moves safely overhead. Unfortunately,
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A FIRM FOUNDATION
The cement manufactured by New England’s Dragon

Cement Company makes the foundations for America’s
buildings.

From the plant at Thomaston, Maine, Dragon Cement

Company, Inc., ships millions of bags of cement each

year. Each bag is made of paper! These strong, tough
bags, known as multiwalls, are constructed of special

papers to protect and promote Dragon Cement.

For many years, Enion Bag and Paper Corporation has
been a major supplier of Dragon multiwall bags. On the

twenty-fifth anniversary of the Dragon Cement Com
pany, Inc.,
Union Bag congratulates a New England in*
dustry that stands on a firm foundation for a far look
into the future.

Union Bag and Paper Corporation
NEW YORK 7, NEW YORK

“Makers of Paper Bags for More Than 75 Years’’

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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to

Dragon Cement Company
on

25th
of Its Thomaston, Maine, Mill

F. L SMIDTH & CO.
Cement Machinery Manufacturers

11 West 42nd St, New York, N. Y.

4

r

*
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The Maine Turnpike ....
A Factor in the State Economy
r

DRAGON CEMENT WAS USED TO
BUILD THE STRUCTURES OF THE

STATE'S FIRST TOLL EXPRESSWAY
By W. B. Getrhell, Jr.
Executive Director. Maine Turnpike Authority

For centuriees way’s have been
an important means of communica
tion between civilized peoples, and
the extension of new roads in o the
vast interior regions of our country
has been a prerequisite to the de
velopment of our resources and the
welfare and progress of the inhabi
tants. Most of the highways in
Maine today are located in approxi
mate conformity with a net-work
laid down more than a century ago,
and there has been no appreciable
increase in highway mileage in the
interim period.
But the introduction of automo-

4

♦

biles about 1900 and the constantly
accelerating growth in the number
of motor vehicles to a national total
of nearly 48 million in the current
year has plated a new dependence
of our economy upon highway
transportation, and has imposed an
urgent obligation to provide high
ways appropriate to the needs of
modern traffic.
Government at all levels has been
charged with ever-increasing re
sponsibilities in providing public
services but irrespective of the gov
ernmental agency, each has been
confronted with the problem of financing essential functions. As publie services expand, financing must

be derived through increased exist
ing tax rates, or by the develop
ment of new tax bases
In the beginning roads were
largely the responsibility of the
municipality, and were financed
through property taxes. As the
number of motor vehicles increased,
however, the responsibility for fin
ancing an ever-increasing propor
tion of the highway burden has
gravitated upon the State, and the
shift in highway taxes has been to
the highway user. Thus, in the
State of Maine, in a period of fifty
years, the proportionate share of
aggregate highway finance borne
by property taxes has been reduced
from nearly 100 per cent to about
25 per cent, but few motorists deem
their share inequitable.
To lhe same degree that munici
palities have scraped the bottom of
the barrel for public funds and
have sought extraneous revenues,
such as those derived from parking
meters, the State has been hardpressed to fulfill its financial ob
ligations, including the extra bur
den incident to the transfer of
many miles of highway to State re
sponsibility.
As against this trend, the State
Legislature in 1941 enacted the en
abling law creating the Maine
Turnpike Authority, and authorizj ing tlie construction of the Maine
Turnpike, to be financed solely
j through the collection of a special

tax or toll from those who used the
facility. Tolls as a tax are not new
in Maine except in the application
to highways. The legislation was ,
timely and permitted the comple
tion of the Maine Turnpike be- J
tween Kittery and Portland in De
cember 1947.
With the culmination of the third
year of service, the pattern of mani
fold benefits of the Turnpike to the
State of Maine is revealed in the
factual realities now apparent in
the three-year record. It is an im
pressive fact that during this
period, more than five million mo- i
torists have paid nearly two and
one-half million dollars to avail
themselves of the use of the facility
as an optional choice.
Behind the motivating reasons
for the voluminous public accept
ance of this modern highway will
be found ample justification for its
conception. It is true that many
motorists are drawn to the Turn
pike by no greater incentive than
sheer motoring pleasure, but of far
more importance to the State of
Maine is its economic value in the
fight for survival of our Industry,
commerce, agriculture and recrea
tional business in a market team
ing with competition from other
sections of the nation.
Maine has an abundance of nat
ural resources, but geographically,
it is on the end of the limb. Being
inter-dependent with areas and
people beyond our boundaries,
quick and convenient accessibility
alone can compensate for our rela
tively remote position. In the im
portant field of highway transpor
tation, the Maine Turnpike has
placed a greater area of Maine in
closer contact with the rest of the

Vacation travel within the State finance, the toll financing of the
has for years been considered a real Maine Turnpike makes its greatest
industry which the Maine Develop impact. Most people concede that
ment Commission evaluates as close the need for the facility was criti
to 125 millio n dollars annually, cal and urgent. The inability of
During the summer months, sample the State to undertake an adequate
observations show that "foreign” remedy of the capacity deficiencies
registrations range between 70 and of U. S. Route 1 between Kittery
80 per cent of the vehicles using the and Portland with current revenues
Turnpike. It seems conclusive that and without seriously diverting
the Maine Turnpike is playing a funds from equally urgent needs
major role in supporting this im in other sections of the State was
portant part of the State's econ- most apparent. Actually the prin
1 omy.
ciple of toll financing has given us
The safety record on the Turn- now the use of a gravely needed fa
I pike lias shown a slight increase cility winch otherwise would havs
in accidents during the past year, taken years to secure, and has been
yet a total of five fatalities during accomplished without disrupting
three years of operation and a total the already over-loaded highway
of 180 million miles travelled, yields funds of the State, or assessing
an accumulative fatality rate for general taxes against a great seg
the oerlod of 2.8 per 100 million ment of the motoring public which
miles of travel, a rate which is less could derive little or no direct
than half of that prevailing on the benefit.
highway system as a whole.
Irrespective of whether aome of
Another economic factor not al our hignwuys and bridges may be
ways recognized, a by-product so to financed in whole or in part by
speak, lies in the operation and tolls, the principle produces addi
maintenance of the Turnpike, tional revenues which the public
which in itseif represents an in has shown a willingness to pay in
dustry of significant proportions return for direct and tangible bene
Annual payrolls exceeding (300.000 fits, and is a further step in plac
and employment of about 130 per ing the cost directly upon the user.
sons are represented in the twenty- It seems a refreshing principle in
CEMENT MAKES A BRIDGE A THING (IF BEAUTY.
Dragon cement went into the bridge-, and four hour daily operation of the contrast to the modern welfare de
overpasses of the Maine Turnpike. The graieful lines of the structures of the toil expressway were made Turnpike and subsidiary roadside lusions rampant throughout the
possible through the workability of cemrnt which will lend itself to any finished form the designers and
services This aggregate employ nation.
planners desire
ABOVE LEFT, the picture shows the piers of the bridge which spans the Saco River 011
The Maine Turnpike, built to
the turnpike, sturdy and enduring, vet as strong as man can make a thing he builds. Above, the (ole Road ment plus expenditures for other
overpass near Kennebunk sweeps over the expressway, simple in design, yet beautiful. And constructed of services and supplies constitutes a adequate standards and protected
concrete made of Dragon cement.
business which most communities from marginal encroachments, will
nation, and the highway facilities • or chose to use the parallel U. S. pike as compared with a schedule would consider an asset.
resist obsolescence. It should serve
Within the field of state highway the State well for many years.
completed or now contemplated in Route 1. through the elimination of of three hours and five minutes
other states will place Maine, in the acute congestion which would prior to the opening of the Turn
near future, at the northeasterly otherwise ensue.
pike.
1
terminus of a great ‘super-high
During the months of July and
Many highway transportation
way" extending from Portland August 119601 traffic on the Maine companies are making daily routine
through the states of New Hamp Turnpike averaged about 10.000 use of the Turnpike in runs be
shire, Massachusetts, Connecticut, vehicles per day. while the average tween points in Maine and Boston
New York, New Jersey. Pennsylva daily traffic on U. S Route 1 at with cargoes of general freight
nia and Ohio to the Ohio-Indiana North Kennebunkport during the The Turnpike is particularly valu
state line. This net-work is rapidly same period exceeded 8000. This able td contract haulers engaged in
taking form and it seems self-evi combined daily average of some door to door delivery where time is
dent that it will have an imnortant 18.000 vehicles, with numerous an element of service.
Textile
influence in the economic develop weekends exceeding 25.000 per day, products can now be delivered from
ment of the State of Maine and the without the relief afforded by the central Maine origins to New York
DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY
community of states through which Maine Turnpike, could have result City in less than twenty-four hours
it traverses.
ed only in an unprecedented and by way of the Maine Turnpike and
While the Maine Turnpike has intolerable traffic congestion in the the constantly improving highways
On Your
been of inestimable benefit to area between Kittery and Portland, through the intervening states
threugh traffic to or from Portland, and unquestionably would have af Such factors as these are import
and points northerly in Maine, yet fected seriously the influx of sum ant in inducing further industrial
it has also serviced a very substan mer vsiitors to the State.
development within the State.
tial volume of traffic through inter
Agricultural and forest products
Unlike numerous parkwavs in
mediate access points. An analysis other states, the Maine Turnpike are going to market over the Turnof traffic during the twelve-month provides a more complete service bjf pike from every county in the
period ending with October 1950 permitting use of the facility by State ranging from garden produce
HOLMES PACKING CORP.
shows that of 1,893.068 vehicles commercial vehcles. Trucks and in Cumberland County to potatoes
using the Turnpike, there were busses have made progressively from Aroostook. Lumber and wood
739.465 vehicles or 39 per cent pass greater use of the Turnpike and products are moving almost daily
53 OCEAN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
ing through various intermediate this class of traffic has increased over the Turnpike
interchanges.
The repetitious and growing use
during the past twelve months to
The value of the Turnpike as an about 54 per cent above 1948 of the Turnpike by commercial car
riers testifies to the economic
inherently efficient highway for volumes.
Express bus service between Port soundness of faster, safer and more
through traffic is obvious. It should
be equally obvious that the diver land and Boston is now scheduled convenient highways in a field of
sion of this through traffic bene at two hours and thirty-five commerce sensitive to operating
fits also those motorists who must minutes by way of the Maine Turn- costs.

CONGRATULATIONS

25th ANNIVERSARY

Congratulations
DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY
ON

YOUR

25th ANNIVERSARY
I

EVERETT L. SPEAR. Inc.
Building Materials

E. M. OVERLOCK
Dragon Dealer
WARREN, MAINE

615 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

J. C. ROBINSON & SON
Building Materials

CHARLES E. STARRETT & SONS
Dragon Dealer

Dragon Dealer
39 WADSWORTH ST.

HARJULA BROS.
4

C.AMDEN, ME.

ROBERT C. BURNS
Cement Burial Vaults
485 OLD COLNTY BD.

PACKARD’S, Inc.
Building Materials
BAT VIEW ST.
CAMDEN, MF.

EARLE LUDWIG
Dragon Dealer
HOPE. MAINE

ROCKLAND. ME.

W. H. GLOVER CO.
Building Materials
453 MAIN ST.

THOMASTON

THOMASTON, MAINE

Dragon Dealer
24 BAY VIEW ST..

WARREN, MAINE

THOMASTON AND ST. GEORGE

DUNN & ELLIOT CO.

P. G. WILLEY & CO.

ROCKLAND, ME.

H. L. & A. L. LEVENSELER
WEST MEADOW RD.

ROCKLAND. ME.
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CONGRATULATIONS

DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY
ON YOUR

25th ANNIVERSARY
A Quarter Century Of Outstanding Achievement

Our Best Wishes For Continued Success

WHITEHEAD BROTHERS COMPANY
17 Exchange Place
Providence 1, R. I.

324 West 23rd Street
New York 11, New York
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agon’s Thomaston Plant Has Outstanding Safety Record

Congratulations
DRAGON

CEMENT
COMPANY

On Your
25th Anniversary

GILBERT'S

BEAUTY SALON
375 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

KNIGHT'S
ONE THOUSAND DAYS WITHOUT AN ACCIDENT. On March 27. 1952, Dragon officials and em
ployees joined in observing the attaining of a record of HMM) days without a lost time accident. The certifi
cate from the Portland Cement Association was preseented to Safety Director Burton Ervin by John Pomeroy,
vice president of the firm and plant superintendent at Thomaston. Left to right are: Assistant Superintend
ent Harold B. Kaler, Mr. Pomeroy, President James H. Ackerman; Vice President Reeves Smith; Company Re
lations Director Paul Tomlinson and Mr. Ervin.

fering, bills pile up behind lost
wages; future earning power is im
paired, education for children may
be affected, possible loss of self re
spect because of disfigurement and
so on through a score of direct re
sults of accidents."
At a meeting of the Safety Com
mittee recently, John Pomeroy, vice
president, said, “We can and we will
make cement without mixing our
men’s blood with it.”

last two accidents at the Dragon
plant. At the time of the last acci
dent In January which has been de
scribed. the plans for the big annual
“no accident year" dinner celebra
SAFETY IS PARAMOUNT AT DRAGON. In fact, the safety program under the direction of Burton Ervin is so well organized that
tion were well under way. Of course,
t employe serves as a one man safety committee. Everybody thinks, talks and practices safety in the sprawling plant where accidents could
it had no effect on the dinner plans,
■en daily if it were not for the men themselves boosting the extensive program. The company strongly supports the safety effort and rewards
itaff with banquets and other indications of approval. The picture above was taken at the time the plant had gone through two full years
as the year before had been one of
out a lost time accident. The safety committee members shown abote, left to right in the front row, are: Nelson Sabien. Stanley Smith,
the three without accident. How
ell Kelley, Russell Reynolds, Wilson Langan and Herbert Lord. Standing are: John Staples, Sr., Hollis Young, Theodore Sylvester, George
ever, it is—as Bert describes It—
'lair, Arthur Preston. Charles Sawyer and Burton Ervin. The safety committeemen represent every department of the plant and accept the
“only a trick of fate that the dinner
insibilitv of spreading the gospel of safety in their special section of the organization.
celebration several years ago also
I ly telling others “how it’s done"— ardous working conditions, poor
had been completely arranged and
:FICIALS AND MEN IN THE PLANT I the shock of a crippling break in work practices, near accidents, sug
Tricks of Fate
By curious co incidence, some evil heralded with the usual enthusiasm
the smooth and safe routines might gestions on improving production
(Continued on page 291
JVE MADE IT A REALLY SAFE
imp has attended the tinting of the
appear to be a severe blow to morale and to investigate accidents. They
all along the line. Was it? Let s j also have the authority vested in
ACE IN WHICH TO WORK
them by the company to stop any
hear what Bert Ervin says:
fety. The word that conjures program had a charmed life—for
"Strangely enough, instead of j work which could cause an accident.
Meetings are held twice each
fears or brings a sparkle to 1,387 days there was not a single hurting morale or bringing about •
yes of the Safety Director with man out of the production line-up I a slackening in effort to avoid acci month with the Safety Director
dents, it really helped morale. It (our friend Bert, in this case) act
passing “accidentless” day. So due to a “lost-time" accident. Not
had been so long since we had had ing as chairman. Vice President,
in the majority of heavy indus- only were the men proud and doubly
an accident that the men were hap- j John Pomeroy, frequently addresses
—and particularly in the ce- careful as the days rolled by, but
py to witness the manner in which the committee as do job foremen.
industry where hazards are everyone at Dragon was conscious
DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY
the company speeded an ambulance The committee is constantly remind
ng throughout the plant,
that they were making history na
to the scene, secured the best medi ed of the fact that it has the author
ke the case at hand—Bert Er- tionally—moving Into the sacred
cal aid immediately and generally ity to call before it any man they
Safety Director of the Dragon circle of the few cement companies
handled the situation.
believe has been careless enough to
On Your
mt Company's plant at Thomas- which had ever passed the four year
"While the accident could have have endangered the safety of
For almost four years—until mark without an accident which
been much more serious had not the others.
January to be exact—Bert's caused a time loss.
employee involved had great pres
The labor union is invited to
With safety at such a premium—
were being counted off with
ence of mind. It bad lo be recorded choose men to attend all meetings.
with
alert
committee
members
tiling approaching rewerence
‘lost-time’ and the long uphill But all committee members being
4 ie men at every post in the scanning pvery possible flaw in the as
battle for a new record started all union members, no more than one
.. For 1,387 days, the safety program—with executives rightfulover again.
man is ever so designated.
FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.
‘‘The employee begged not to be
Life Saved—Machinery Lost
taken to the hospital so our record
Bert Ervin tells of a near acci
would not be marred.
dent this year when a truck driver
“On a cold morning on a well drill, cost the company an expensive piece
this driller was about to align a of machinery but succeeded in sav
moving cable with his wet, rubber-1 ing his own life.
gloved hand. The glove froze to
“One day a valuable dumptor
'IF IT'S METAL, HARVEY HAS IT'
the cable, carrying his hand into a I truck went over one of the quarry
sheave W’hich resulted in one lost bluffs, falling ninety feet to the
finger, one entirely useless and two quarry floor below—just off Route
nerveless, virtually useless lingers. No. 1. The driver had done every
By kicking the control lever with thing possible to save the truck and
his foot he succeeded In stopping did not jump clear until the last
the machinery just in time. The moment. Investigation.showed that
driller involved had gone against a there was absolutely no negligence
primary safety rule: Never work on on the driver’s part and he was con
moving machinery. For example, a gratulated for doing everything pos
few years ago our President and sible to save the truck. But. more
DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY
Vice President were called before important than anything else, while
the Safety Committee for not throw staying with the truck to the very
ing a switch before inspecting cer brink of the quarry’s edge, he did
On Your
tain machinery, thereby endanger gauge his time perfectly and jumped
ing their own lives. Needless to say, at the last second. Our men are more
it was only a warning, not a 'scold valuable than machinery.”
ing' hy our employees safety group."
Taboos Around the Plant
While appearing for work while
How the Committee Works
At Dragon, the Safety Committee under the influence of alcohol is ta
comprises twenty-two of the regular boo in virtually all "heavy" indus
full-time employees. Two men are tries, at Dragon even a semblance of
nominated from each of the eleven intoxication or liquor on the job
different departments, placed on means immediate dismissal, no mat
regular ballots and elected by popu ter what the circumstances.
lar vote of all employees. The
“When we stop to think what an
MnpUv Stirs aoTM'M
tenure of a committee is one year. accident can do to a person," Bert
*3^9
MAINS1 -PCCMANPW
A chief and captain are chosen continued, “it is easy to understand
from the incoming and outgoing the real meaning of a safety pro
committee by committee members. gram. Let’s look at the backwash of
Their functions are to report haz an accident—beyond physical suf-

CONGRATULATIONS

25th ANNIVERSARY

WINTER STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

BARBER SHOP
177 .MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

CONGRATULATIONS
DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY

On Your
25th Anniversary
MILLER'S GARAGE,
25-31 RANKIN STREET

Inc.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

CONGRATULATIONS
DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY
On Your

25th ANNIVERSARY
MEREDITH

FURNITURE CO.

313-315 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

CONGRATULATIONS

CONGRATULATIONS

CONGRATULATIONS

DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY

TO

On Your

SILVER ANNIVERSARY

DRAGON CEMENT CO.
A

GROWING
NEW ENGLAND
INDUSTRY

CONGRATULATIONS
STEEL

-

ALUMINUM

-

BRASS

25th ANNIVERSARY
SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.

CONGRATULATIONS

CONGRATULATIONS

DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY

DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY

DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY

*

COPPER

-

On Your
DISTRIBUTORS

FOR

65

YEARS

ARTHUR C. HARVEY
COMPANY
ALLSTON DISTRICT, BOSTON, MASS.
STadium 2-5000

4

On Your

On Your

STAINLESS

25th ANNIVERSARY

25th ANNIVERSARY
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

F. J. O'HARA & SONS, Inc.

OF ROCKLAND
ROCKLAND, MAINE

SEA STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

689 MAIN STREET

Member Federal Reserve System
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

25th ANNIVERSARY
ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING
ASSOCIATION
Serving Knox County in Thrift and Home Ownership

18 School Street

Tel. 430

Rockland, Maine
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THE MEN WHO GUIDE DRAGON’S
SEVERAL BUSY DEPARTMENTS

New GrindinglMill Being5 Installed

Edwin F. Lynch. Plant Auditor and Corporation Clerk

1

THERE IS ALWAYS SOMETHING NEW at the Dragon plant.
the cement which goes to
output of finished product
of Bangor while the F. L.
hundred thousand dollars

The latest addition is a new ball mill which will grind the cllnker*it«

market under the Dragontrademark. The un it, a part of which is shown in the left foreground, will step up the plant'!
50 per cent, to keep pace with the new kiln installed last year. Construction work is being done by T. W. Cunningharr
Smidth Company of New York constructed the hall mill. New construction at the plant in the past year totals severa
in value and has greatly increased the potential of the mill. A 1,000 horsepower electric motor will turn the hugi

grinding device.

Burton L. Ervin, Personnel and Safety Director

James A. A. Jeffery, Master Mechanic

CONGRATULATIONS

CONGRATULATIONS

DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY

DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY

On Your

On Your

25th Anniversary

25th Anniversary

SAVITT'S, Inc.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

369 MAIN STREET

STUDLEY HARDWARE CO.
131 MAIN STREET

*

THOMASTON, MAINE

Our Sincere

Raymond A. Hoch, Chief Chemist

J. Malcolm Humphrey, Chief Electrician

CONGRATULATIONS

We have enjoyed a quarter century

to

looking ahead to the next 25

DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY

years with pleasure

On Your

25th ANNIVERSARY

association with Dragon and are

I was a Dragon employee for seven years as a stock clerk
and assistant first aid man before leasing the filling station

at the plant entrance on Route 1 which I have operated for 18

years.

I look ahead to many more years in the same location,
serving Dragon workers and the general public.

SELECTMEN

EARL MILLER.

OF THOMASTON

THOMASTON, MAINE

MILLER'S SERVICE STATION NO. 1
U. S. Route 1 at the Cement Plant Entrance
THOMASTON, MAINE

CONGRATULATIONS
DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY

On Your

25th ANNIVERSARY
NORTH LUBEC MANUFACTURING

CONGRATULATIONS
DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY

On Your

25th ANNIVERSARY
THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
Member of Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

AND CANNING CO.
ROCKLAND AND NORTH LUBEC, MAINE

<

THOMASTON, MAINE

f
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doubled the capacity ot the quarry. building activity. By 1947 it waa
apparent that more capacity was
Cement Plant
needed. To meet this an old kiln
The first kiln was started on
from another plant was purchased
April 12, 1928, and a week later the
and installed. Although this kiln
second was started. The cement
was small by comparison to the one
grinding mills were started April
in operation—It having dimension
21, 1928, and the first shipment of
of 9% feet x 200 feet—it raised the
cement was made on May 14th.
capacity of the plant to 1,200,000
The next few weeks were busy
barrels per year, and it supplied the
and anxious ones for the new open
demand until 1952 when it had to be
ing crew. With the vast amount of
replaced with a larger and more
new machinery to be started and
efficient unit.
broken in with green men to be
As of 1953, the plant has two 11
trained in almost every instance to foot x 356 foot kilns with an annual |
handle machinery which had never
capacity of two million barrels and
been seen in this part of the country
a fuel consumption of 1,120,000 B.
before. There were many faults to
T. U. per barrel, which represents a
be found and corrected, operating
further saving in operating costs.
methods to be determined and lines
More economies and refinements
of control and communication to be
were possible, and some of these
set up. But with all that the plant
have been put into operation. In
from the very start produced an
1950, dust collectors were installed
excellent product, and immediately
between the kilns and stacks to elim
took its place as a stable industry
inate the nuisance of dust spread
for the State of Maine.
over the countryside. A way of re
By the end of 1928, 529,000 barrels
turning this recovered dust to the
of cement had been shipped to ce system has been developed, repre
ment users in New England and senting another saving in dollars.
hopes were high for the future of
In 1951, oil was substituted for
the project. But the ensuing years coal, since oil could be obtained
were trying ones. Only twice dur more cheaply. This placed the plant
ing the next ten years did the plant In a position to use either coal or
approach full capacity. In 1930 and oil, and answers the question of the
1931 we shipped 968,000 barrels and most efficient use, dollar wise, of
821,000 barrels, respectively, due fuel.
largely to several big construction
Packing and Shipping
jobs like the Wyman Dam. Then the
Changes have come about also in
bottom dropped out. In 1934 and
the handling and use of cement. In
1935 we shipped less than 300,000
1928 we made but one kind of ce-1
barrels per year and the plant was ment clinker and cement. Today we |
idle for long months.
make three typos of clinker and six
By 1939 business had picked up types of cement, with the possibility
to a point where it looked as If one of a seventh type being added In the
kiln could be operated continuously near future.
if certain economies could be effect
The storing and shipping of these
ed. The first step was taken in 1940. different types has produced prob
The old coal drying and grinding lems. Contamination by mixing of
machines were replaced with a di types must be carefully guarded
rect firing system whereby the coal against, and supplies of each type
QUARTER CENTURY VETERANS WITH DRAGON. The 15 men pictured above have been with the Thomaston plant since it rolled
was dried and pulverized in one must be ready for delivery at all
the first kiln 25 years ago. Left to right in the front row are: Henry A. Day, Herbert Lord. Alfred Sanders and Harry Gillis. In the middle row
operation. By this means a modest times. To meet these demands, Im
are: Wilson Langan, Maurice Haskell, Veto Leo, Raymond Hoch and Edward Lynch. Those company veterans in the back row are: Alfred Starr,
saving in coal was made, but the provements in conveying, storing,
Millard Brackett, William Valenta, Bert Merrill, Blln Hunt and John Pomeroy.
saving in maintenance was substan and packaging have been developed.
ried to permit sinking the quarry tial. In 1944 the two 11 foot x 200
Also during the last several years
floor to a lower level, thus permit foot kilns were joined together to the use of ready-mixed concrete has ;
ting more efficient operation with make one kiln 11 feet x 356 feet. increased tremendously with the re
working faces averaging 100 feet. This change reduced the heat re- sult that shipments ot cement in j
Ry 1916 the lower level had been , quirements per barrel of cement bulk is in rising demand. When we I
opened out to permit another step from 1,565,000 B. T. U. per barrel were first faced with this problem,
toward higher efficiency. A 2l-j of cement clinker to 1,152,000 B. T. we had to bulkhead boxcars and j
As has been said elsewhere, the
side dump cars was used to convey yard diesel shovel was purchased V. per barrel. This was a substantial run the loose cement into the cars 1
Quarry Development
Lawrence Portland (now Dragon)
The quarry as originally operated clay to the clay plant. After eight and the old locomotive and cars with saving in money since the long where it was retained, we hoped. (
Cement Company’s plant at Thomas was tooled with two electric shov months operation It was discovered their cumbersome track system were freight haul from the mines in West behind the improvised partitions,
ton, Maine, was built in 1927-28.
els, two gas locomotives with side that all the minerals required to replaced with eight-ton trucks. This Virginia to the plant in Maine i The railroads now furnish totally
The plant was designed for an an dump cars to haul the quarried make cement could be obtained by change required the addition of a makes fuel a very expensive item.
' enclosed hopper bottom cars which
From all indications in 1945 It can be loaded in a few minutes and
nual output of one million barrels stone to the crushing plant. Two properly blending the different heavy bulldozer to keep the quarry
of finished cement, and the original electric well drills were employed grades of limestone found in the floor as smooth as a well-paved appeared that the one long kiln unloaded almost as expeditiously.
building plans made allowance for for primary drilling, and stone that quarry, so operation of the clay street to permit rapid transport of with an annual capacity of 900.000 Bulk shipments now exceed ship
the stone from any point in the . barrels of cement would be ample ments of cement in paper bags, and
doubling the capacity of the plant if was too large for the shovels to plant was discontinued.
quarry
to the foot of the incline, j to serve the available market for a j are steadily growing. All of these
and when the market warranted handle was drilled with jackham
At the time the quarry was
But again, destiny I steps lead to lower cost to both the
such expansion. There was much mers. All blasting was done with opened it was sunk to the 40-foot where the trucks dumped their loads long time.
(optimism about the plant's future, dynamite.
level with operating faces ranging into cars which were hauled up the stepped in to rule otherwise. The producer and the consumer.
and it was freely predicted that the
The clay pit was opened with a from 35 feet to 50 feet. In 1940 a incline to the crusher by a large post-war boom and the prospects of
Testing
original plant would double in size dragline, and a gas locomotive with sufficiently large area had been quar- mine hoist. This change more than I troubles with Russia stepped up
An article covering the testing of j
within five years. However, the
cement appears in another column,
great depression which followed the
i and will not be dealt with here. It
stock market crash of 1928 set the
is enough to say that the specifica-,
clock back many years.
tions governing the manufacture
In designing the plant the en
and use of cement arc steadily be
gineers made use of all the knowl
coming more rigid, to the end that
edge available and no expense was
DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY
Hie user can be assured that the ce
spared in making this the most mod
DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY
ment he puts in his basement wall,
ern cement producing unit in the
' in the hydroelectric dam, or In the
country.
pavement on the highway is the best
25th Anniversary
One of the latest developments
that scientific manufacture can prowas a process known as the wet
duce.
25th Anniversary
process, whereby the raw materials
Conclusions
were ground with water and the re
The use of cement is increasing
sultant slurry of ground limestone,
tremendously, and Its use in this '
CONANT'S
clay, and water was conveyed
country is the greatest in the world.
through the plant by means of
The farmer, the engineer, the house- I
“
WHERE
THE
BOY
IS
KING
”
rpumps and pipelines, thus eliminat
holder; all find it a sound, safe, and
ing preliminary stone dryers and
lasting building material. Because ,
* ROCKLAND
dusty conveying systems of the
of this growth we can be assured J
older and more commonly used dry
that the Cement Plant in Thomas- j
process.
ton will continue as a strong and
A preliminary survey showed that
stabile industry for many, many
there existed a vast bed of useable
years to come.
limestone and a large clay deposit,
both adjacent to the building site.
Outstanding
The plans for the development being
based on this survey provided for a
Safety Record
crushing plant, clay storage with
pug and wash mills, combined stone,
(Continued on page 27)
gypsum, and clinker storage, com
DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY
DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY
when one of the men stepped on a
bined stone and cement grinding
loose stone in the open yard, fell
mill, slurry correction building, kiln
and broke his leg on the very night
building, coal mill, cement storage
of the dinner.”
and packing plant, laboratory, office
25th Anniversary
25th Anniversary
Seeking New Records
building, repair shopt, and change
The officers and directors of Drag
bouse.
on Cement Company point to the
In addition to the above, a lime
HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.
1.387 days without a lost time or
plant with two kilns and hydrating
j disabling injury as proof of the ef
plant was in existence which oper
fectiveness of a safety program as
ated until late in 1949, when the
442 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
practiced by the company—"a promanufacturer of lime was discon
! gram which has the sincere and
tinued and the building converted
honest participation of all concerned
to manufacture store and ship ce
j regardless of position.”
ment mortar.

^DRAGON’S RECORD OF PROGRESS
IN THOMASTON FROM ’28 TO ’53
IS AN OUTSTANDING ONE

CONGRATULATIONS

CONGRATULATIONS
DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY

On Your

25th ANNIVERSARY
A. C. McLOON & CO.

SUPPLIERS OF UTILITY GAS
ROCKLAND, MAINE

McLOON'S WHARJ

CONGRATULATIONS
DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY

On Your
25th Anniversary

E. B. CROCKETT'S
ROCKLAND, MAINE

412 MAIN STREET

CONGRATULATIONS
DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY

On Your

25th ANNIVERSARY
BOSTON & ROCKLAND
TRANSPORTATION CORP.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

CONGRATULATIONS

On Your

On Your

i

434 Main Street

CONGRATULATIONS

CONGRATULATIONS

On Your

On Your

T.V. AND RADIO SERVICE

CONGRATULATIONS
DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY

On Your

25th ANNIVERSARY
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BUILDING

ROCKLAND, MAINE

DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY

On Your

25th ANNIVERSARY
C. W. HOPKINS & SON, Inc.
712 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

4

DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY

On Your

25th ANNIVERSARY
ROCKLAND-ROCKPORT LIME
CO., Inc.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

J. J. NEWBERRY CO.

CONGRATULATIONS

352 MAIN STREET

Rockland, Maine

CONGRATULATIONS

CONGRATULATIONS
DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY

On Your

&

DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY

On Your

25th ANNIVERSARY
H. H. CRIE

CONGRATULATIONS

CO.

Plumbing - Heating - Electrical Supplies
328-332 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

25th ANNIVERSARY
STUDLEY FURNITURE STORE
71-75 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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CEMENT CO.
THOMASTON - MAINE

Vi

on twenty-five successful years of
productive endeavor and outstanding serviee
to the community and the nation
quarter of a century ago this company, then
known as the Lawrence Portland Cement Company,
produced the first Portland Cement to be manufactured
in New England, at a small plant in Thomaston, Maine.
In the intervening years the company, now Dragon
Cement Company, Inc., has continued and increased the
production at Thomaston to a present capacity of two
million barrels of premium cement annually.
This steady growth, which has been culminated in
the recent completion of a more than two million dollar
expansion and modernization program, has required
continued investment in the economy, and increasing
reliance on the ability of the people, of New England.
This record is proof in itself of Dragon’s confidence
in New England’s future and people. The State of Maine
can be proud of this industry which has contributed so
much to her economy and to her citizens’ well-being.
Sprague is proud to be associated with this endeavor as
the supplier of the fuel for production.
A

C. H. SPRAGUE & SON CO.
10 POST OFFICE SQUARE, BOSTON 9, MASSACHUSETTS

BANGOR

BROOKLYN

GRAND RAPIDS

NORFOLK

CHICAGO

INDIANAPOLIS

PORTSMOUTH

CINCINNATI

MOUNT HOPE

PROVIDENCE

RICHMOND

CLEVELAND

NEWPORT NEWS

SEARSPORT

C. H. SPRAGUE & SON (CANADA) LTD.

DETROIT
NEW YORK

WEYMOUTH

* *

